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Abstract

The purpose of this project is to adapt Named Entity Recognition (NER) to
the conflict research domain. The conflict domain is represented by data
from the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP). We want to build up the
starting steps for automated information extraction from the source data
in this domain. As there are no existing NER data sets for this domain,
at least testing data must be created to enable testing of NER adaption
in the domain. We first survey available NER data sets. From these, we
chose to adapt ACE-2 Version 1.0 data and its guidelines to conform to
our wanted NER entities for the conflict domain. This adapted data we
then use for training a NER model, making this project a cross-domain
adaption task, as we evaluate on testing data from a different domain.
Using the adapted guidelines we annotate a data set of 150 documents from
the UCDP data, which we use for evaluating performance in the conflict
domain. We experiment with two strategies for NER for this cross-domain
adaption task. First, using gazetteers and various configurations. Second,
using enrichment of training data with conflict data documents, and we
also map the learning curve for adding conflict domain related documents
to the ACE-2 Version 1.0 training data.

This project serves as an example of adapting to a new domain for NER
using pre-existing training data, and show adaption approaches which can
be further built upon for information extraction in this domain.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The goal for this project is to adapt a Named Entity Recognition system to
work with data from the conflict research domain, namely data on armed
conflicts worldwide.

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a task concerned with identifying
and categorizing named entities in text into categories such as location,
person or organization. The data we use representing the conflict research
domain is published by the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (Alansson,
Melander and Themnér, 2017; Sundberg and Melander, 2013; Gleditsch et
al., 2002; Eck and Hultman, 2007; Croicu and Sundberg, 2017; Sundberg,
Eck and Kreutz, 2012). They extract information from various sources
to record and map conflict events, where they record e.g. causalities, the
actors in the conflict, and the date and location of the conflict event.
Currently, this information is manually extracted from newspaper articles,
news wires, or from radio and television transcriptions. Creating an
adapted NER model could be the start of being able to automatically extract
relevant information from these documents instead.

Today, a common method to do NER is to use machine learning, where
we train a model on gold examples of data and use this trained model
to predict NER entities on wanted documents. We use this method for
this project, hence we require a training data set. Further, to evaluate the
performance of the predictions and how well the adaption performs, we
also require a testing data set. NER is generally tested intrinsically with a
test set that is separate from the training data.

Optimally, we would want a training data set from the conflict domain
as well to achieve the best performance. As there is no existing data set
in the conflict research domain with NER categories annotated, we have to
create the set ourselves. Creating a training data set is a significant task, as
you must annotate enough data to ensure the classifier is generalizable and
covers enough wanted feature combinations. As we also need a testing set
to evaluate the performance of our model in the conflict domain, we try to
adapt an already existing data set to the domain instead of creating both a
training and a testing set.

Thus, for this project, we review and choose a set of NER guidelines
and annotated data, and then adapt these for the conflict research domain.
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Using the adapted guidelines, we then annotate a data set of 150 documents
over 47,670 tokens from data published by the Uppsala Conflict Data
Program (UCDP), to use as a test set for our experiments.

Note this means the data we train on will not be directly from the
domain we want to adapt to, hence this task is going to be a cross-domain
adaption task. Using NER for cross-domain prediction or evaluation is
expected to perform worse than same-domain, as we elaborate further on
in Section 2.1.2.

To find a NER system, we review available systems and selected
StanfordNER (Finkel, Grenager and C. Manning, 2005) to use for our
experiments. In this regard, all input data to use was also prepared to work
with StanfordNER.

To measure the performance of the NER adaption to the domain, we
first create a baseline using the adapted guidelines and the annotated data
set, where this baseline will serve as the base point to improve upon and
compare to during experiments. Then we test mainly two strategies for
NER adaption: using gazetteers and using enrichment of training data.
As the UCDP releases actor lists and their encoded conflict events, we can
extract gazetteer like data from these to try improve the performance of our
chosen NER system to serve as our NER gazetteers.

In summary, this project covers the following, ordered as each point is
covered by one chapter each:

1. We introduce NER and explore previous work extensively, to prop-
erly understand how a NER system works and which previous work
has been done in the NER field. Parts of the theory also indicate why
a NER system in a cross-domain task may have worse performance,
which helps understand how to adapt a system to a NER task like
this. This chapter serves as a summary of NER theory in general,
with a summary of the most relevant points at the end.

2. As mentioned we require a testing data set, so we need guidelines
for the annotation task, and an annotated training data set for the
NER system we prepare for the experiments. Thus, this chapter
covers review of available data sets for NER, where we chose ACE-2
Version 1.0 (Mitchell et al., 2003), then adapt its guidelines and data
to the conflict research domain, solving problems or incompatibilities
discovered when adapting to a domain this way.

3. With the guidelines and annotated data set selected and adapted, we
create our own test set in this chapter. We begin with introducing
the source of the data used for the annotations, enumerating how we
filter the data into a smaller pool of samples, and how each document
is preprocessed. We then show the annotation environment, before
finally presenting the created annotations. In total, we annotated 150
documents over a span of 47,670 tokens, with the first 50 documents
being annotated by two annotators to improve the annotations and to
infer an inter-rater reliability measure. We use these 150 documents
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to test the performance of the prepared NER system in the conflict
domain — as test data.

4. Next, we review ready and available NER systems, selecting Stan-
fordNER (Finkel, Grenager and C. Manning, 2005) to use for our NER
experiments. As common components in a NER system may be pre-
pared differently, we also prepare the components to fit with this sys-
tem, e.g. ensuring the training data and the testing data is ready to use
as input, and preparing gazetteers for use with StanfordNER. Thus,
this chapter covers data preparation, what the system expects and
how we comply. This also covers the extraction of gazetteers, as the
data to use for two of the three gazetteers we test first needed to be
processed before it could be used as NER gazetteers.

5. With data and a prepared system, we then conduct the relevant exper-
iments. We focus on two main strategies for increased performance
in the conflict domain.

The first strategy we test is using the gazetteers we created from
the UCDP data — i.e. from the same domain as the test data —
and compare it to more general gazetteers that are from outside the
conflict domain. We test various configurations to consider when
using gazetteers with the chosen NER system, showing how this data
can be used for this cross-domain NER task.

The second strategy we test is using enrichment data, where we
infuse the training data with some of our created annotations for
the conflict domain to enrich our NER model trained on ACE-2
Version 1.0 data with conflict domain related data. As we annotated
150 documents, we have enough documents and entities covered to
split these documents into smaller subsets, where we can use one
for enrichment and the other subset for testing, enabling us to test
enrichment with properly separated data.

At the end of this chapter, we present the results from the models
we trained to test adaption strategies and our interpretations of these
results.

6. Finally, a conclusion summarizes the project. We also describe some
limitations we met and ideas for further work.
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Chapter 2

Named Entity Recognition
theory

This section introduces Named Entity Recognition (NER), covering theory
briefly from the inception of NER to what is currently modern, exploring
what constitutes NER and what components we would expect to find in a
NER system.

The theory on NER is split in two, as since around 2011 there has been
another approach to NER, namely the use of neural networks to facilitate
NER.

We first describe general NER theory without using neural networks.
Afterwards, we look at NER using neural networks which has been

more common since 2011.
Note some aspects of the neural approaches use components and

features covered under the traditional approaches, as neural network based
NER can also use (e.g.) a Conditional Random Fields classifier as a layer.

Both approaches are currently reporting competitive results, and their
difference is more towards how or what features are used, in addition to
the core models used.

The following listing describes the sections found in this chapter:

Introducing Named Entity Recognition: what is Named Entity Recogni-
tion and some brief history.

Traditional approaches to NER: covers general NER theory and elabor-
ates on common components in a NER system.

Neural approaches to NER: this section covers the usage of neural net-
works for NER.

Word embeddings for NER: as word embeddings are relevant to NER as
a feature or as input to neural networks, we also cover these in more
detail. This section introduces word embeddings and some available
approaches to creating word embeddings.

Putting theory to practice: lastly, a summary putting the overall theory
more in relation to the project NER adaption task and what we can
expect for this task.
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2.1 Introducing Named Entity Recognition

To start with, Named Entity Recognition is a sub task of Information
Extraction where the main goal is to simplify and create a structured view
of the information found in a given text. Named Entity Recognition is
generally shortened to just NER.

A practical example of what a NER system could output is the
following:

(2.1) The weather was nice in
LOC

New York,
PER

The Machine was just returning

from his escapades in
LOC

Russia. Where
PER

The Machine goes: humor
follows.

In this text there is added annotations on named entities found, like
“New York”, and classification of these entities into groups like e.g. Person
and Location, which are often shortened to just “PER” and “LOC”.

We have, in other words, added structured information to the entities
found. Like in example 2.1, NER is concerned with named entities built out
of phrases that refer to e.g. persons, organizations and locations in addition
to numeric expressions like the time, date and quantities.

Specifically, NER attempts to find entities that can be called “rigid
designators” (Kripke, 1971), which describe the same object or entity in
all possible worlds.

Another way to define named entities can be found in linguistics with
the definition of proper names, where a proper name is a noun that refers
to a unique entity.

Note not necessarily (e.g.) all date phrases would be a named entity,
depending on definition used:

(2.2)
PER

Mary goes to school every Thursday.

Here, the date entity is generic and does not represent a unique
reference. If we instead have:

(2.3)
PER

Mary went to school on the
DATE

17th of August.

The date entity is a proper, unique reference to a specific date. The exact
definition of what constitutes a named entity may be different depending
on the used model, or possibly the NER guidelines used for the annotated
data.

Having data annotated by a NER system like example 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3,
the data can then be used to help in further information extraction tasks.

As a hypothetical example we could link together “The weather was
nice” with a NER entity like e.g. “New York”, with a Location label
assigned to this entity. This gives a more detailed and informative machine
representation of the entities found in text, as we have identified and
supplied “New York” with more than just the raw text information.

6



A more practical example for NER could be if we want to explore
statistics from news articles, for example the amount of money circulating
around football stars. We could then use some form of a NER system to
identify possible actors (football stars). If we also define monetary values
as named entities, we have the two entities we require to first identify and
then classify, to obtain the necessary structured information we need. We
have the building blocks of our hypothetical statistic system. A potential
next step would be e.g. to link an actor entity with a corresponding
monetary value.

As NER is an early part of information extraction, it is often followed
by further processing like in the statistics exploration example above.
A natural followup to NER is entity linking, also called “co-reference
resolution”, where you link together what is actually rigid designators
into one unique named entity identifier, as a NER system by itself will not
necessarily be able to reason out the correct unique identities. This can also
be to bind identities found to personal pronouns in the same text.

This ends the introduction to NER, with the next section describing
briefly some history, such as when the first NER-like research can be traced
to and since when the field started to get some more focus as separate field
on its own.

2.1.1 Background and brief history

The history of NER can be traced back to 1991 and a paper closely
resembling NER by Rau (1991), which Nadeau and Sekine (2007) found
to be possibly the first paper on the subject.

Moving forward in time, they found only eight more English publica-
tions between 1991 and 1995 that were concerned with NER. From 1995 and
on, it started receiving more focus, starting with the MUC-6 event (Nadeau
and Sekine, 2007).

The Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) started in 1987, and
while they did not directly call it NER at the time, the performed tasks
were very similar. They extracted information from data, to then try fill
out templates for information about an event with slots for place, time,
agent and more. It was first in 1995, with the aforementioned MUC-6
Conference, the “named entity” sub-task was developed, recognizing NER
as an important task in information extraction (Grishman and Sundheim,
1996).

Other important points in history can be found in 2002 and 2003,
when the Conference of Computational Natural Language Learning
(CoNLL; arranged by SIGNLL) dedicated their shared tasks to “Language-
Independent Named Entity Recognition” (F. Tjong Kim Sang, 2002;
F. Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003). The data sets from these shared-
tasks are still in use today.

The next section elaborates on the importance of having data sets for
NER.
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2.1.2 The importance of data sets

First we need to note that NER is generally considered a supervised
learning task. This is elaborated more on in Section 2.2.2. As such tasks
require training data and generally testing data, NER subsequently has a
need for data sets as well.

Historically adapting a NER system to a new domain has proven to
be a challenge, where a drop in performance of 20% to 40% was shown
for some systems when testing cross-domain precision and recall (Poibeau
and Kosseim, 2001). This also makes results from systems for different
languages or domains not directly comparable. Having common data
sets available for use is then important so different systems can use that
common factor to ease comparison of different systems, or even just to train
and evaluate their systems internally.

The data sets released by the MUC and CoNLL conferences have
therefore been used a lot, e.g. by Konkol and Konopík (2015), Lample et
al. (2016) and Ratinov and Roth (2009); and more, who all evaluated on
the CoNLL-2003 data set. The CoNLL data sets themselves include the
following: training, validation and testing data sets, in Spanish and Dutch
from the 2002 shared task, and English and German from the 2003 shared
task. Likewise, the MUC data sets include both training sets and testing
sets (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996).

There are other sources of data, and one such potential source of data is
web-pages, for example Wikipedia has proven to be an important source of
external data. Ratinov and Roth (2009) used Wikipedia to make gazetteers
which they used as a feature. More on gazetteers in Section 2.2.8, and other
external data features like them further in this chapter.

Otherwise, data sets are not only important for training and as external
data sources, but also for evaluation: you need good annotated data sets to
train and then subsequently test your system, and also to compare results
without domain or data differences affecting the comparison. Following on
this, the next section covers some evaluation measures found historically in
NER.

2.1.3 Evaluation in NER

The need for a common evaluation measure was discovered early in the
MUC conferences when they found a need for comparison between NER
systems and their results (Grishman and Sundheim, 1996). Consequently,
the MUC conferences then made an evaluation scheme that records two
sets of results, TYPE and TEXT, where TYPE represents the systems’ ability
to find the correct type and TEXT represents the ability to find the exact
text. For both of these sets they recorded the following:

COR which was the amount of correct answers

ACT represented the actual system guesses

POS which corresponded to the possible entities in the solution
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Using these they then calculated precision and recall, where precision
was COR / ACT and recall was COR / POS. To get a summary measure
they used the harmonic mean of micro averaged precision and recall,
giving a micro averaged f-measure (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007).

In the same vein the CoNLL conferences made what Nadeau and
Sekine (2007) call an “exact-match-evaluation”, which built on the same
micro-averaged f-measure, where precision was percentage of correctly
identified named entities and recall was the percentage of overall named
entities discovered. It required a named entity to be an exact match of the
corresponding entity in the solution to be considered correct (Nadeau and
Sekine, 2007), combining entity type and text in one match.

Both of these measures are simple and there are more advanced
evaluation schemes if wanted, like e.g. the ACE evaluation scheme
(Nadeau and Sekine, 2007). It is important to note that like in the MUC
evaluation scheme, there are at least two aspects to evaluate: the extent of
text to include in the match and the category this match gets, as how these
are evaluated may depend on the evaluation scheme used.

The next section takes a jump from a more general introduction of NER
into what actually constitutes a NER system, describing what components
we can expect to find in a NER system.

2.2 Traditional approaches to NER

To describe what makes a NER system, first we can consider the historic
version of NER: NER started out using mostly hand-crafted rules and
heuristics, and then moved to supervised learning techniques (Nadeau
and Sekine, 2007) which has remained as a core approach. This section
introduces the different components found in a NER system mainly from
this viewpoint, namely as a supervised learning task, but also some
variations that go outside this.

First to explain the traditional approach and the split mentioned in the
introduction, where we split between the traditional approach — referring
to general NER theory and components — versus the neural approach,
referring to the more recent research on using neural network based NER.
This separation is important as neural networks can use word embeddings
directly as input, and are often tested with less domain specific data like
e.g. gazetteers. Notably, there is no theoretical reason why a neural network
cannot use the same features as e.g. a Conditional Random Fields model,
and neural approaches can additionally e.g. use a Conditional Random
Fields model as a layer in its network. The use of word embeddings as
input can in theory replace the need for some hand-crafted features, as
word embeddings encode information about the words by themselves.
They can also be trained using unsupervised learning, hence they do not
require the same type of manual work as e.g. making a gazetteer does.
Result wise, both approaches give competitive results, which can be seen
with (Lample et al., 2016) and StanfordNER in table 5.1, where the former
use a neural approach and the latter uses a traditional Conditional Random
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Fields model.
This section as such focuses on the parts included in a NER system

without consider neural network based NER, though several of the
methods and components discussed are also applicable and used for both
non-neural and neural NER systems. The next section covers the neural
approaches.

To continue with describing what makes a NER system, we first need
to understand the problem; NER itself is generally considered a sequence
prediction problem, and we can conceptually split the task in two parts:
identifying named entities in text and subsequently classifying them into
categories.

The first task is then similar to PoS-tagging, where instead of PoS-tags
we infer whether a segment is part of a named entity phrase or not.

The latter pertains to taking these identified named entities and
inferring which category they belong to.

To predict the annotation sequence statistical inference models are used,
where we train on a data set and use that for future inference: namely
supervised learning, but first we have to consider that when predicting
labels for NER, a named entity can be a phrase and not just a word. To
encode this for supervised learning and subsequent predictions we apply a
segmentation scheme, where the schemes are different in how accurate or
strict they describe a whole named entity and the complexity of the scheme.
Segmentation schemes add accuracy to the predictions and helps parse
multi-token named entities (Konkol and Konopík, 2015), but it is possible
to not use any such scheme — just with potentially worse results, as there
is less information encoded for each named entity phrase. The next section
covers segmentation schemes in more detail.

2.2.1 Segmentation

There are several schemes for segmentation, notable are BIO and BILOU
where e.g. the CoNLL-2002 and CoNLL-2003 conferences’ shared tasks
used BIO, though after Ratinov and Roth (2009) proposed BILOU as a better
option, several others have chosen to follow on that and use BILOU, e.g.
in Lample et al. (2016) and Ma and Hovy (2016).

To show an example of segmentation, taking a text like “Nostradamus
was visiting Mother Russia”, if we first identify the entities and classify
them, we would get:

(2.4)
PER

Nostradamus was visiting
LOC

Mother Russia

If we in addition added segmentation representation to this, we could
get something like the below assuming a BIO scheme:

(2.5)
B−PER

Nostradamus
O

was
O

visiting
B−LOC

Mother
I−LOC

Russia

BIO stands for Beginning, Inside and Outside, following that in
example 2.5 there is added per token a segmentation representation. For
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the first token in a phrase, or singular token phrases, a “B” is added to the
label, while an “I” is added for tagged tokens inside a phrase or at the end
of it, and lastly an “O” replaces the label for any token not within or of a
named entity phrase, to indicate this is not a part of any named entity.

BILOU in comparison to BIO adds two more tags, the “L” stands for
“Last token of multi-token chunks” while the “U” stands for “Unit-length
chunk” (Ratinov and Roth, 2009). There are variations of these models,
e.g. another model is the IOE model, which is similar to BIO, but replaces
the Beginning tag with the End tag, which marks the end instead of the
beginning.

When trying to predict correctly named entities correctly, the segment-
ation scheme choice can affect the results, where Ratinov and Roth (2009)
found that BILOU outperformed BIO, though Konkol and Konopík (2015)
found contrary results: BILOU ended up with the worst results for them
(using a Conditional Random Fields model on an English corpus), and to-
gether they show that there might not be a clear winner. The best repres-
entation scheme Konkol and Konopík (2015) found was the IOE-1 or IOE-2
representation, neither of which had been used in NER at the time.

2.2.2 Supervised learning & inference

First to reiterate an earlier claim, today NER is generally considered a
supervised learning task today. This section reviews this aspect in more
detail.

To predict the labels and their tokens, we can use e.g. statistical
inference models. The following models having been used successfully:
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) (Bikel et al., 1997), Maximum Entropy
Models (Borthwick et al., 1998), Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Li
and McCallum, 2003) and Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Asahara and
Matsumoto, 2003). These models fall under the supervised learning label
and requires training data.

With a trained model ready, we can use an inference algorithm
like Viterbi or beam search for efficient predictions. Ratinov and Roth
(2009) tested different inference algorithms while using a model not
mentioned above: Regularized Averaged Perceptron (Freund and Schapire,
1999). They tested the Viterbi algorithm and beam search with varying
parameters and what they call greedy decoding, which is a beam search
with width equaling 1. The results they got for the different options
were more or less identical, with Viterbi performing best but the greedy
search being close enough to be called a contender (within 1% of each
other score-wise). Lastly, beam search scored between these two. Notably,
the greedy decoding they tested proved much more efficient than Viterbi,
where the speedup they found were a 100 times improvement over the
Viterbi algorithm(Ratinov and Roth, 2009).
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2.2.3 A common model: Conditional Random Fields

Having just mentioned several models in the last section, the Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) model was found to stand out as a common choice
that many systems use today. This section will as such zoom in on the
CRFs algorithm and should also better indicate one way features can fit
into a NER system, with more on possible features to use after this section.

The CRFs model was introduced by Lafferty, McCallum, Pereira et
al. (2001) in response to problems with HMMs and MEMMs (maximum-
entropy Markov models). HMMs has issues with regard to using multiple
interacting features or long-range dependencies and MEMMs got a bias
towards states with fewer outgoing transitions (the “label bias problem”).

CRFs is a conditionally-trained model, where instead of a gener-
ative model like HMMs which assigns a joint probability p(y, x) to
(label, observation) pairs in a sequence, a CRFs model assigns a conditional
probability p(y|x). Conditional models like this have been shown to per-
form better on many tasks like e.g. document classification or extraction of
data from tables (Lafferty, McCallum, Pereira et al., 2001).

p(y|x) = 1
Z(x)

T

∏
t=1

exp

{
K

∑
k=1

θk fk(yt, yt−1, xt)

}
(2.6)

The form found in equation 2.6 is a “linear-chain CRF” (Sutton and
McCallum, 2004), θk fk represents the model parameters, namely the vector
` of real-valued weights for each feature function fk. Some features that
could be used are described starting in Section 2.2.5, and can be dependent
on any part of the observations, where the xt input is a vector containing
all components of the global observations x that fk needs at time t. These
feature functions typically output either 0 or 1, but can also be in-between.
The model is considered a linear-chain due to the yt, yt−1 input to fk, linking
together current and previous labels. Z(x) is a normalization constant.

For example, one fk(yt, yt−1, xt) could be a feature function that returns
the value 1 or 0 representing if xt and xt−1 have a capitalized first letter
for the observations in x at time step t. In other words, if the current and
previous observations start with capitalized letter, it would then return a 1„
otherwise 0. The yt and yt−1 would represent the labels learned to match
with this feature configuration as a sequence.

Like this CRFs define a probability distribution which is then trained
by maximum likelihood estimation, and when we have a trained model
we can then apply dynamic programming techniques like the Viterbi
algorithm to infer labels efficiently.

A possible enhancement to the “linear-chain CRF” model described
above is the “Skip-chain CRF” model introduced in Sutton and McCallum
(2004). This model tries to better handle global dependencies by linking
together identical words based on a customized similarity measure, like
e.g. small edit distance or identical capitalization. Importantly though the
resulting graph needs to be sparse to avoid too many possibilities, so too
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loose similarity can not be used. In the tests by Sutton and McCallum (2004)
the Skip-chain model beat the linear-chain model with an overall F1 score of
90.6 vs 90.2 respectively, making it a possible alternative to consider when
picking a CRFs model.

2.2.4 Semi-supervised learning

One of the possible improvements to a NER system is to try to include semi-
supervised learning techniques, where e.g. Nadeau, Turney and Matwin
(2006) tried a system that required no manual labeling of training data or
creation of gazetteers where their semi-supervised NER system could rival
baseline supervised approaches.

The most common semi-supervised technique used is “bootstrapping”
which aims at using a small degree of preprocessed work to “kick-start”
the learning process. This is e.g. done by making seed values meant to
boost the learning process, like when trying to find book titles, a possible
seed example would be a book title (or the general pattern of it), and an
algorithm that can search for similar patterns and try to infer more potential
books from that (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007).

Thelen and Riloff (2002) also found that you could use other semantic
classes as negative examples if you learned multiple semantic classic
simultaneously, boosting the results by steering the “learner” away from
unreliable patterns.

2.2.5 Using features

Most traditional NER systems will use features as a way to improve
accuracy, given that we want to take into consideration more than just the
statistical likelihood of the different labels in our chosen model. To do this
we consider various informative features around a named entity candidate,
we can represent a potential candidate with a vector of these features to
help improve inference accuracy. An example of this could be that we
know capitalized words are common candidates for named entities, since
e.g. personal names are named entities, and they are (usually) capitalized.
We can use this as a feature helping differentiate Person entities or similar
from non-entities.

A vector with a casing feature for a whole sentence could for example
look like this:

(2.7) [1, “there”] [0, “is”] [0, “nothing”] [1, “caitlyn”] [0, “won’t”] [0, “do”]

Where 0 or 1 is a boolean attribute indicating whether the word was
capital case or not, representing a casing feature. The tokens shown are
normalized in casing. A real system would generally consider several
features, and the rules considered may also be created by machine learning
techniques (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007). The implementation details of the
different features could also be different from system to system.
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2.2.6 Local features

As aforementioned, we expect to use several features as information for a
classifier. This section covers that most local features, which Nadeau and
Sekine (2007) calls “Word-level features” — features found inside a named
entity token: local features.

Example 2.7 shows the casing of a word and is a typical local feature.
Capitalized word implies name or organization (or being first word in a
sentence), all uppercase implies organization and lastly mixed casing can
also imply organization, like in e.g. “eBay” (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007).

When using features it is important to remember that they might not
be the same in all languages, like casing will be different in e.g. German
compared to English, so if we are trying to make a system that works on
more than one language we would have to keep this in mind.

Another typical local feature is simply using PoS-tags as a feature, they
encode information useful for deciding around named entities, like if it is a
proper name, a verb or a common noun.

Morphological features can also be used as a feature, where Bick
(2004) found that organization names often add a common ending: “ex”,
“tech” or “soft”, indicating a more likely named entity candidate with the
organization label. Beyond the ending it can also be worth considering the
prefix, whether the word has a singular version or what the word is when
stemmed.

In essence, any local attribute that can be linked to the probability of
named entity identification or classification can be encoded and used as a
local feature.

2.2.7 Non-local features

Beyond the local we got what Nadeau and Sekine (2007) call “Document
and corpus features”, and Ratinov and Roth (2009) call non-local features.
These are the features that consider information from outside the current
named entity token to create a feature.

Typical example of non-local features is how we have treated the same
word in another part of the text, where e.g. Ratinov and Roth (2009) used
what they called “Extended prediction history” where they considered the
token labeling for the same token in the last 1000 tokens and used this to
create a feature.

Another example is simply the casing other places in the document or
corpus: we can analyze the usage of the word and its casing throughout
our text. Following on this thought, Mikheev, Moens and Grover (1999)
hypothesized that words that occur in both uppercased and lowercased
form in a single document are common nouns that appear at the start of
sentences.

One more non-local feature Ratinov and Roth (2009) used was some-
thing they called “Two-stage prediction aggregation”. This used another
baseline NER system to calculate another set of predictions that they then
used as a feature in their real system. They used this to try to alleviate the
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amount of named entity candidates they got from the last non-local feature
they used, namely “Context aggregation”. In their “Context aggregation”
they simply took into consideration the context around the word and also
around the word in other places in the text, like e.g. is the word followed
by a “ltd” marker elsewhere.

2.2.8 Gazetteers and use of external knowledge

In Section 2.1.2, it was mentioned that it is hard to adapt a system to a
new domain, to this end encoding in a feature made from an external
source can give some robustness while also improving results in the same
domain. For example, a dictionary is a rudimentary example of an external
source, where Mikheev, Moens and Grover (1999) found that in a sentence
with a word that is at the beginning of a sentence, or other ambiguous
positions (e.g. if we consider casing at the start of a sentence), a simple
dictionary lookup allows identifying 99.4% of common nouns, discarding
171 named entities out of a total of 826 (20.7% discarded), showing that
20.7% of the named entities in their data was ambiguous with the named
entities (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007).

The term gazetteer is often used interchangeably with the terms “list”,
“dictionary” or “lexicon” in NER (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007). They are
generally used to get extra information about a word by making lists
that contain a word or a named entity phrase based on its NER label
information, like e.g. if it is a known organization or a location. The usage
of gazetteers is then to check if a token is in one of these lists, or what label
it has if the list covers several labels that are paired with words. This gives
another indicator of whether it is a named entity or what classification it
belongs to.

A system only using gazetteers gave a 71.91 f-score on the CoNLL-
2003 test set (F. Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003). This shows
how powerful just a simple lookup can be, and supports that “injection
of gazetteers matches as features in machine-learning based approaches is
critical for good performance” as claimed by Ratinov and Roth (2009). A
decent source for gazetteers today is Wikipedia: Ratinov and Roth (2009)
used over 30 gazetteers, where 16 of those were from Wikipedia.

Making use of external knowledge can be another source of work, as
e.g. Wikipedia does not come directly in gazetteer “form”. This leads to
having to make them yourself or taking into use pre-built gazetteers like
the ones by Toral and Munoz, 2006.

2.2.9 Unsupervised learning

Another approach to features is features made using unsupervised learn-
ing. These are also external knowledge features, and relatedness to the
classifier input data depends on what data was used for training the un-
supervised learning based model. Unsupervised learning, in contrast to
supervised learning, train on unlabeled data. This has the positive effect of
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requiring no manually or otherwise labeled data for training, which can be
expensive in labor needed.

A typical example today is using distributional similarity models,
where words are represented as real-valued vectors describing their
contexts by some measure, creating a mathematical representation of a
word that can be put in relation to other words. These vectors can be
trained from unlabeled data, giving an advantage in the amount of data
that can be consumed as we do not need to manually annotate any data.
Distributional similarity and word embeddings are discussed further in
Section 2.4.

To use this in practice, e.g. Ratinov and Roth (2009) took into use a
Word Class model. This model is based on the distributional semantics
hypothesis that “similar words will have similar context”, similar to the
distributional similarity representations described above. When they had a
distributional similarity representation for words, they then clustered these
and subsequently used the clustering information per entity candidate
as a feature. Doing this, we would for example expect “November” to
be clustered together with the rest of the months, resulting in a cluster
containing all the months that subsequently would have the same feature
value at lookup.

Clustering itself is not unique to this field, it is the task of assigning
groups to a set of objects so that similar objects will be clustered into the
same group. There are many clustering techniques that work, and we
can use any of the general clustering algorithms, e.g. k-means clustering
or Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN).

In natural language processing, another algorithm called Brown clus-
tering is often used for tasks using distributional information and group-
ing words based on their semantic similarity. The words are clustered
into Brown clusters, where if two words appear in similar contexts, the al-
gorithm will cluster them together in the same locality (Brown et al., 1992).

Having the option of training features on unlabeled data like this is
important both to get better results when used in a system but also to have
an option that costs less in labor when considered versus e.g. crafting your
own gazetteers or other hand-crafted features.

As shown later in the list of available NER systems in table 5.1, many
systems use some form of distributional similarity. In recent years, using
neural networks for various NLP tasks has been met with success, NER
being no exception, as shown by Lample et al. (2016), Collobert et al. (2011)
and Ma and Hovy (2016). This is especially important when considering
word vector representations: they can be used as input to neural networks
directly, without needing clustering first. The next section expands on these
neural approaches to NER.

2.3 Neural approaches to NER

The traditional approaches use both machine learning techniques and
different hand-crafted rules and features, many of which are language-
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or domain-dependant: e.g. casing as a feature is different in English and
German. While some features can be learned by using machine learning
and are more readily adaptable, it is a challenge to adapt a NER system to
a new domain or language if you are using any features or techniques that
depend on their peculiarities.

In recent years, neural networks have gained traction in NLP (and other
fields), and named entity recognition is no exception. Collobert et al. (2011)
created a feed-forward neural network with a fixed window size being the
considered context. They combined this with gazetteers and distributional
similarity features, making a system using both a neural network and the
more traditional features. They named their system “SENNA”, which
managed to get an F1-score of 89.59 on the CoNLL-2003 data set, and
showed that neural networks were competitive and usable for NER as well.

In Section 2.2.8, there is a quote from Ratinov and Roth (2009) that
claims usage of gazetteers is vital for good results in a NER system with
a machine-learning base. With this in mind, we can find a notable divide
between traditional and neural approaches, where e.g. Lample et al. (2016)
and Ma and Hovy (2016) have created NER systems that use only word
embeddings as input to their neural networks, with no other features
being used. They both manage to achieve competitive results with their
approaches, even without using any gazetteers or other features. This is
important as adapting to a new domain can be hard. With systems that
do not take into use any domain specific features, these systems can be
more readily adapted to new domains. Word embeddings being learned
on unlabeled data enables this possibly easier adaption, as they will not
need manual adapting to a new domain like other features or components
might, but only require unsupervised training on relevant data.

As for the neural networks themselves, several types of neural net-
works have been shown to work, e.g. feed-forward neural networks like
SENNA, or recurrent neural networks, with the latter having had good
success, as shown by Lample et al. (2016) and Ma and Hovy (2016). The
next section expands on recurrent neural networks for NER.

2.3.1 Recurrent neural networks for sequence tasks

A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a type of neural networks that,
unlike feed-forward neural networks, can store a “memory” of earlier
computations. This “memory” is then used when calculating outputs by
running in a cycle, enabling the RNN to make use of sequential data — like
we expect to work with in NER.

In practice, Lample et al. (2016) demonstrate using an RNN for NER.
A normal RNN has a bias towards more recent inputs called the vanishing
gradient problem, so to counter this Lample et al. (2016) used a type of
RNN called Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) RNN. This type of RNN,
similarly to normal RNNs, capture “memories” of earlier calculations in
the sequence by adding a memory cell, but this variation stores only
a proportion of earlier input while a proportion of the latest input is
discarded (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
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Lample et al. (2016) introduce two models, one of which is specifically a
Bi-directional LSTM (BLSTM) using sequential CRFs for sequence labeling.
The other one is a more experimental one that constructs and labels chunks
of input sentences using an algorithm inspired by Shift-Reduce parsers,
where states are represented by a stack LSTM. In their experiments, the
first model got the best results, as such we will focus on that one.

For input to the BLSTM, they used character embeddings concatenated
with word embeddings, where the character embeddings are meant to
capture orthographic and morphological information. They used the word
embedding model by Ling et al. (2015) called “skip-n-gram”, which, like
the name implies, is based on the Skip-Gram model by Mikolov et al.
(2013), but expanded to also take word order into account. Notably, they
found that using dropout training gave significantly better results when
using word embeddings as input.

The overall neural network structure consisted of this combined input,
which was fed into one network for the left context and one for the right
context, together covering both directions, which is why it is called a bi-
directional LSTM. These two contexts were then combined in a layer to
obtain the main context, and fed into a CRFs layer that outputs a tag
sequence prediction. Computations in the network were then fed into the
next cycle in the RNN, making it recurrent.

The result they achieved with this approach was a reported F-score of
90.94 for their best model on the CoNLL-2003 data set, which at the time
beat other solutions, while not using any features (Lample et al., 2016).

Similarly, Ma and Hovy (2016) also made a system like this and their
system also used an RNN as the base design, but they combined it with
a convolutional neural network (CNN). Their approach was to build up
character embeddings using a CNN and also to use both word embeddings
and character embeddings as input to a BLSTM RNN. This BLSTM RNN
also used a CRFs layer for creating the output, but more specifically, they
“jointly decoded” the label sequences, a method they attributed with being
a significant part of their improvements.

Ma and Hovy (2016) managed to get a F1-score of 91.21 on the CoNLL-
2003 data set, using only word embeddings and their model. They also
tested different word embedding models and how these affected their NER
performance. They used pre-trained word embedding models for this, with
the following being tested:

1. GloVe, with 100-dimensional embeddings which were trained on 6
billion words from Wikipedia and text from the web (Pennington,
Socher and Christopher D Manning, 2014).

2. SENNA, with 50-dimensional embeddings which were trained on
Wikipedia again and the Reuters RCV-1 corpus (Collobert et al.,
2011).

3. Word2vec, with a 300-dimensional embeddings model trained on the
Google News corpus (Mikolov et al., 2013).
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They also introduced a pseudo-model with random noise embeddings
to use for comparison, and when ranked by F1-score, the results were:
GloVe with 91.21, SENNA with 90.28, Word2Vec1 with 84.91 and lastly the
randomly initialized embeddings with 80.86 (Ma and Hovy, 2016).

The increase in accuracy compared to the randomly initialized embed-
dings prove how important good embeddings are when used for NER.
Note for the ranking of word embedding models, they were not made us-
ing the same parameters or trained on the same corpus.

This ends the description of general NER theory before the later theory
summary, having covered traditional and neural approaches to NER. The
next section introduces word embeddings, which have been shown to be
important in both traditional and neural network based NER systems.

2.4 Word embeddings for NER

Word embeddings fall under distributional semantics models, which build
on the idea that words which occur in similar contexts tend to have similar
meanings, namely the distributional hypothesis. This was perhaps first
formulated by Harris (1954), who claimed that “If A and B have almost
identical environments . . . We say that they are synonyms”. This was
shortly after formulated in a famous quote:

“You shall know a word by the company it keeps!” (Firth, 1957)

Distributional semantics models are often represented by a computer
like real-valued vectors, giving the name semantic vector space models, as
the vectors are thought to exist in their own word-vector space. Building
on the hypothesis that we model the meaning of a word by its context, we
create a vector for each word where the dimensions represent some form
of co-occurrence to another word.

The use of having vector representations like these is that we can then
use vector arithmetic to reason about words in a way the computer can
understand, even without any labeled data or hand-crafted rules.

For example, we can calculate the similarity between two words using
cosine similarity or another vector similarity measure. Given vector
representations of words X and Y, we calculate their cosine similarity using
the dot product of the two, though the vectors would have to be normalized
if we do not want vector length to skewer the results. This gives us a
measure of word similarity based on the words’ co-occurrences as they are
seen in the training data.

One problem for vector representations like these is the size of
vocabularies, as this generally implies vectors with many dimensions. This
means the vectors will be very sparse since most words have little relation
to most other words, making most of the dimensions close to or equal to
zero, where zero means no co-occurrence relationship. To address this, we
need denser vectors.

1Ma and Hovy (2016) report Word2Vec may be scoring badly because of case-sensitivity
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2.4.1 From sparse to dense

Expanding on this problem: a sparse vector could be from one and up to
more than hundreds of thousand dimensions per vector, where most of
these are equal to zero. Having fewer dimensions would make calculations
using the vectors much faster and dense vectors may even do a better job of
capturing synonymy than sparse vectors (Jurafsky and Martin, 2017), so we
need methods to reduce the dimensions without losing the co-occurrence
relations we want.

To compare, a dense vector could have e.g. 300 dimensions, as Mikolov
et al. (2013) used in their experiments. The key point lies in capturing the
most important information in fewer but most relevant dimensions. These
dense vectors are today often called word embeddings, and are also called
neural embeddings if they are made using neural network approaches,
such as the Skip-Gram model by Mikolov et al. (2013).

One way to go from sparse to dense vectors is to use dimension
reduction methods. For example, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
was applied successfully by Deerwester (1998) to create dense vectors from
term-document matrices. Another dimension reduction option is Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), which finds the dimensions responsible for
the largest possible variance: that is, the dimensions that contain the most
information.

Another option is using clustering techniques, like the ones briefly
mentioned in Section 2.2.9, and using the resulting clusters as information
for other tasks. As this reduces the vectors to some amount of clusters, it
similarly reduces the amount of sparse data by transforming the values for
a word into a cluster name instead of real-values.

Lastly, a more recent approach to word embeddings was introduced
by Mikolov et al. (2013), where they show two new methods of creating
word embeddings using neural networks without the need for dimension
reductions. The first is the Continuous Skip-Gram algorithm and the
second is the Continuous Bag of Words algorithm, both discussed more
in detail in Section 2.4.3. Firstly, we expand on how word embeddings can
be used for NER, as a quick overview of the more disparate parts described
so far.

2.4.2 How word embeddings can enhance NER

For actual application of word embeddings in NER, two distinct methods
stand out: using them directly in a neural classifier like mentioned in
Section 2.3.1, or using them for their clustering information and then
using that as a feature for the tokens. We refer to using them as
using distributional similarity, as the word embeddings capture similarity
between words in some form.

Katharina Sienčnik (2015) showcases using clusters like this. She uses
embeddings from Word2Vec, clusters them using k-means clustering and
uses the resulting clusters’ information for a feature in her NER system.
A feature using distributional similarity like this is based on returning
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the cluster of a token at feature creation time, which is then used by the
classifier during learning and prediction. She found that the performance
of her NER system improved with the size of the unlabeled data used
for word embeddings up to a limitation where this effect dropped.
Additionally, she found that combining multiple cluster granularities led
to the best improvements, although only on smaller data sets.

2.4.3 Available systems

Back to word embeddings in general.
If you want to create your own word embeddings, there are several

systems available. Pre-trained models will often be based on their models
or created using these systems as well. This section introduces some
available systems.

Word2Vec

The first system to be mentioned is Word2Vec by Mikolov et al. (2013),
which introduced two new models for learning word embeddings, to-
gether with optimization techniques like negative sampling. This system
has historic importance, possibly being the first word embedding system
using neural networks in an acceptable timespan and achieving good em-
beddings. The two new models introduced were the Continuous Skip-
Gram model, often shortened to just Skip-Gram, and the Continuous Bag
of Words model (CBOW).

Both models use a neural network with one input layer, a word
embedding weight matrix, and a context embedding weight matrix.
Having selected a word, context is then selected using a sliding window
around that word, e.g. if a context of size 2 is wanted and w is our
chosen word, we would select the sliding window of words [w − 2, w −
1, w, w + 1, w + 2] for this prediction. While having four context words
and a chosen word like this, what the Skip-Gram model effectively tries
to do is to maximize the cosine similarity between the chosen word and
the surrounding words in the sliding window. To update the weight
matrices, Mikolov et al. (2013) used stochastic gradient descent and error
back propagation. In short, the Skip-Gram model has the network iterating
towards being able to predict the context words from the chosen word,
while the CBOW model mirrors this method: it iterates towards predicting
the current word from the context words.

When training is finished, the two weight matrices contain the finished
embeddings. The first matrix contains the word embeddings and the
second matrix contains the context embeddings, where depending on
what is wanted, one could discard the context and just keep the word
embeddings, or even concatenate the two together (Mikolov et al., 2013).

Both of the models described by Mikolov et al. (2013) calculate cosine
similarity during training over the entire vocabulary in the denominator
of the Softmax function, which for data of any significant size is very
inefficient. To counter this, they proposed two alternatives: Hierarchical
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Softmax, which approximates a full Softmax, and a Noise Contrastive
Estimation (NCE), which they again simplify into negative sampling.
The negative sampling they used picks k noise words randomly from an
unigram distribution. The range of k they found giving good results was
5–20 for small training data sets and not bigger than 2–5 for large data
sets. In addition, they used sub-sampling to remove super frequent words,
effectively similar to removing functional words from the corpus before
training.

The final results Mikolov et al. (2013) reported showed that Negative
Sampling outperformed Hierarchical Softmax. They also found that
the sub-sampling of frequent words improved both word representation
accuracy and improved training speed several times. Another point of
note was how important the hyper-parameters were and how task-specific
they can be. They created a hyper-parameter ranking based on their
findings, where ranked from most significant to least, they found: model
architecture, vector size, sub-sampling rate and lastly the size of the context
window (Mikolov et al., 2013).

Finally, the two models score differently on different tasks, as shown
by Jurafsky and Martin (2017), Mikolov et al. (2013) and Bojanowski et al.
(2016), where the results indicate one may be a better choice over the other
depending on the task.

GloVe

Moving on to another approach, “GloVe: Global Vectors for Word
Representation” (Pennington, Socher and Christopher D Manning, 2014):
GloVe was created with the intent to address flaws found in global matrix
factorization methods such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Deerwester
et al., 1990) and local context window methods like the Skip-Gram method
by Mikolov et al. (2013).

Methods like LSA performed poorly on word analogy tasks, and while
the Skip-Gram method does well on those, it does not take into full use
the statistics of the corpus: it only considers a separate local context
window during learning instead of a global matrix (Pennington, Socher
and Christopher D Manning, 2014).

Pennington, Socher and Christopher D Manning (2014) answer these
flaws by creating a model that trains on global word-word co-occurrence
counts to better utilize the statistics inherent in the corpus, using the ratios
of the co-occurrence probabilities rather than the probabilities themselves
for the word vector learning. The learning in GloVe is done using
a weighted least squares regression function that makes sure rare co-
occurrences are not overweighted nor more frequent ones overvalued.

Finally, the results reported were best among the included peers when
the parameters were the highest tested dimensionality and corpora size,
though results were closer when dimensionality was 300 and corpora size
was 6 billion tokens. The top contender in this case was GloVe, reporting
a total accuracy of 71.7% on word analogies. A Skip-Gram model they
trained with similar settings achieved a total accuracy of 69.1%, ranking
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second (Pennington, Socher and Christopher D Manning, 2014).

fastText

The last system we will mention is the fastText system by Bojanowski et
al. (2016), which extends the Continuous Skip-Gram model introduced
by Mikolov et al. (2013) with sub-word information.

They do this by creating n-grams of the characters in words, assigning
a vector representation to each n-gram in the word and subsequently
representing a word as the sum of the vector representations of its n-grams.
They also include the original word in the set of its n-grams, to additionally
learn vector representations for each word (Bojanowski et al., 2016). During
learning, different vectors are computed for a word and an n-gram sharing
the same character sequence, which means, e.g., the word “to” and the
bigram “to” from the word “potato” would be computing two different
vectors. The goal is to allow sharing of the representations across words,
allowing the system to better learn representations for rare words.

Out of all data sets tested and reported, the new model wins with
a macro averaged mean of 4.8% accuracy gain, compared to the best of
the two older models by Mikolov et al. (2013). They also found it to
be approximately 1.5x slower to train than the normal Skip-Gram model
(Bojanowski et al., 2016).

This closes the section on word embeddings, moving back to a
summary of the NER theory, narrowing in on the most relevant theory in
relation to what we would expect when preparing a NER system today for
our domain adaption task.

2.5 Putting theory to practice

This chapter so far served as an introduction to NER and word embeddings
in a wide case.

We explored what NER is, what generally constitutes a NER system,
and how these components are built. Likewise, for word embeddings
we give a brief introduction, and explore some readily available word
embedding approaches that could be used.

This section then takes that wider theory and puts it on top of the project
NER task, intending to narrow down on the parts most relevant to adapting
a NER system to the conflict domain.

First of note is that today NER is treated mainly as a supervised learning
task. While there has been success with semi-supervised learning methods,
the current focus is on using supervised learning.

From this it follows that, for a supervised learning system, we need
good and relevant data to train the classifier on, as well as a testing data
set that covers the cases the system is expected to predict. This test data
should also be separate from the training data to ensure the trained model
is more generalizable and to prevent overfitting to the training data. Thus,
for a task with the goal of adapting to a new domain where there is no
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annotated data available, the necessary data must be adapted from another
domain or has to be created.

As we train a model on a data set, we can expect the trained model to
be good at data sets containing feature combinations we have seen or seen
parts of in the training data, as logically it needs to have some relevant
probabilities to infer the correct labels. To explain this further using a
simple example, we would not expect a model trained on one language to
perform as well with NER in another language, as there may be sequences
not found in one language, or even completely different symbols used.
For example, the same word could have two different meanings in two
different languages. In that case, if we trained on features from the context
of a word in one of the two languages, then tested this model on the other
language, it inherits these context features could be highly misleading for
the classifier, or just plain wrong. As the difference between domains can be
more subtle than completely different languages, e.g. the difference could
be lack of casing in one data set versus perfect casing in another. The overall
differences may be less obvious to spot. If we have features that depend on
these possibly subtle differences, this may then affect the performance of
the system when used on a different domain than the one we trained on.
In short, we expect some difference in performance when evaluating or
predicting cross-domain from the training data, depending on how much
the two domains differ.

Moving on to defining input data for a NER system, we expect it to be
tokenized as we are working with words, identifying named entity phrases
and assigning labels for the tokens in these named entities. We have tokens
which needs a label assigned. As the phrases of named entities are often
multi-word, these labels can be assigned a segmentation scheme, adding
information to a label about what position that token has in its named entity
phrase.

The commonly used BIO scheme adds a “B”-tag to the label of tags
at the start of multi-word sequences, and an “I”-tag to any label for any
additional token after the first belonging to the same segment. Any token
not part of any labeled segment is marked as “O”, indicating it is outside
of any named entity phrase.

Using a segmentation scheme has been shown to increase the accuracy
for the classifier. There are many such schemes, and they perform
differently and vary in complexity, with common choices being e.g. the
BILOU scheme as proposed by Ratinov and Roth (2009), or the simple BIO
scheme mentioned above. Other alternatives include at least the following:
IOE1, IOE2, IOB1, IOB2 and IOBES.

For example, IOB2 adds a “B”-tag only if the previous token also had a
named entity label of the same label type as current token, and also only if
the previous token was the last token in its named entity phrase. In other
words, it only indicates a beginning when strictly necessary to separate
from other named entity phrases, not always like BIO. IOB2 simply adds
an “I”-tag for every label in a named entity phrase not under the “B”-tag
rule, and lastly “O” for every token not in a named entity phrase.

Segmentation can increase accuracy, but we might also need it for
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correctness. A common format used for inputting tokenized data with
a label is simple column separated token and label pairs. These simple
representations, with one pair on each line and no special delimiters, if we
do not have a segmentation scheme, a program reading the input cannot
differentiate the boundary of two subsequent named entity phrases of the
same label type. Adding in e.g. IOB2 segmentation would provide the
necessary information to identify that it is in fact two separate named
entities.

We also expect a prepared system to use several features to supply
information for each potential named entity as they are extracted from the
sequences in the training data, as well as during prediction. There are many
options and choices for features. We categorized the features into three
groups earlier: the local, the non-local, and the external knowledge based
features.

The local features are information based on the currently processed
token, e.g. checking if the current token is capitalized, if the first letter is
capitalized, or the suffix of the token. Non-local features move one step
outside the current, instead taking features from all the documents being
processed into account. Typical examples of non-local features are how the
same token is handled elsewhere in the documents, or what the context of
the word is in other places in the documents. Lastly, external knowledge
features are features using data not directly contained in the processed
documents. The two typical examples for external features are gazetteers
and distributional similarity features.

Gazetteers are lists of NER entities and their categories or some labels
that otherwise give information which the classifier can use to assist with
predictions. Gazetteers have shown to increase performance, though they
might depend on extra work if they need to be created. A source of
gazetteers considered to be useful is Wikipedia, which contains a lot of
semi-structured data that can be parsed into useful NER label information.
If we assume we have a ready gazetteer, when the classifier handles a token
sequence, it looks each token up in this gazetteer, and uses the information
these lookups return as a feature. For example, if we made a gazetteer
containing all city names in the world or a wanted country, then we could
label with (e.g.) a Location NER label. When a city name token is found
in the currently processed token, at feature creation this would then match
with the city names in our gazetteer and return the information as a feature
to use for the classifier.

Distributional similarity features are used similarly, the classifier can
look up a token and use the returned value as information for a prediction.
They capture some form of distributed similarity — some form of similarity
between words. There is more than one way to create a feature like this.
One method that has been used in NLP and NER is Brown clusters, namely
creating clusters from the words in a corpus based on the contexts they
occur in.

Brown clustering creates groups of words and assigns a class to each
group. At feature creation when each token is searched for, it would then
return this group as a feature for the classifier.
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Another method that has gained traction recently is using word
embeddings. Word embeddings are real-valued vectors of some word to
word co-occurrence, capturing how words relate to other words. They
might require clustering before they can be used, depending on the system
or classifier. Some neural networks can use word embeddings directly as
input, while other classifiers might need to cluster them first and then use
the cluster groups, like the Brown clusters described previously.

Word embeddings are generally dense and employ a set amount of
dimensions, which translates to word relations, e.g. 300 dimensions. As
they are trained using unsupervised learning, we can train on more data
than if we would need to manually label the data first. Using good amounts
of training data has also been shown to improve performance, so e.g. some
pre-trained word embedding models available have as many as 6 billion
tokens in the training data.

For clustering of word embeddings, we can use general clustering
algorithms. Two examples of clustering methods would be k-means and
DBSCAN. The resulting clustered word embeddings would then be used
as input to a classifier and used as a feature.

As both gazetteers and distributional similarity features are created
from some data as well, we also expect there to be a relation between the
data domain and its performance on a different data set or domain.

A full summary of what we expect for the NER task in this project is
then:

• A system using a classifier at its core, chosen for a sequence prediction
problem. A common choice today is a CRFs classifier. Following
from using a supervised learning classifier, we require a good enough
amount of training data for the classifier to learn from, in addition to a
separate testing data set, to be able to train a model and subsequently
test the trained model. The performance on the test set can also give
us an evaluation of the performance of the overall adaption work
towards adapting NER to the conflict domain.

• The classifier is expected to use several features, with the exact
choices available being defined by the implemented options in the
chosen system. Some features may be more domain-specific than
others.

• A common external feature can be gazetteers, and these may require
to be adapted to the data we use, as we want overlap between the
words in the gazetteer and the words in the data we are performing
NER on.

• Another common external feature is using some distributional sim-
ilarity measure as a feature. Recently, word embeddings have com-
monly been used for this, which may require clustering before being
used as a feature, depending on the NER system it is used with.

We will additionally require an evaluation measure to calculate the
performance. For NER, this needs some additional consideration, as we
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can evaluate both words chosen to be part of a named entity and the
labels assigned to those selected words. We need to choose between a
stricter exact match for label and extent, or an evaluation measure that
allows partial matches, e.g. still assigning some positive score even if only
the label is correct, but with wrong extent. A typical evaluation measure
can be found in the “conlleval” Perl script2, created for the CoNLL-2000
shared task. This script prints per-label precision, recall and F1 measures.
It requires an exact match for a prediction to be considered correct.

If we want to be able to compare to other systems, it is important to
use the same test data and the same evaluation measure to ensure the
comparison is compatible.

As this project aims to create our own test data, there are no pre-existing
evaluations on the created test data, disabling a direct comparison to other
systems.

For the choice of classifier, both neural approaches and more traditional
classifiers (for NER) are showing competitive results on the CoNLL-2003
test data. We can imagine the choice of which to depend on, e.g. which
features we plan to use, how the system is performing, and if the system
is available for usage. For neural approaches, recently RNNs have been
used with success for NER, and these often use word embeddings as input
to the neural network instead of as a feature. In this regard, RNNs have
been shown to work well with sequential prediction tasks thanks to their
recurrence with “memories” kept from earlier cycles. Specifically, LSTM
RNNs have been shown to work well by Ma and Hovy (2016) and Lample
et al. (2016).

In closing, the theory explained in this chapter helped motivate the
choices made for the project and answered questions we had under the
way, such as:

As we are adapting to a new domain, what is necessary to adapt for
good results?

What features lose out from cross-domain evaluation?
What components are common in NER?
How are these components created or used with a NER system?
Moving on from NER theory, the next chapter covers selecting and

adapting the guidelines used further in the project.

2Authored by Erik Tjong Kim Sang, 1998. Last updated in 2004.
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Chapter 3

Adapting annotation
guidelines

This chapter covers acquiring and adapting the guidelines to use for the
annotation task. As the guidelines are generally paired with a data set,
and we also need training data, the corresponding data set for the chosen
guidelines will be used as training data for the main NER experiments.

Guidelines in NER refer to a rule-set that describes how to annotate a
data set into some well-defined named entity categories, with constraints
and often examples indicating how to resolve ambiguous situations.

As there are no existing data sets with NER annotations from the
conflict research domain — and annotating the bigger training data set is
considered too big of a task — we instead look at using already available
NER guidelines to annotate only a testing data set, and using the data set
the guidelines are released with as the training data. Thus, these guidelines
will decide what is included in the created annotation set, and the criteria
for what is wanted in the guidelines is as such based on what is wanted
in the conflict research domain for NER. As the data set belonging to
these guidelines is expected to follow the guidelines, consequently, that
data set can then be used as training data for the main NER experiments.
We needed to reduce both the guidelines and the data into a subset, as
originally they covered a superset of the NER annotations we wanted.

We cover the following parts in this chapter, describing the adaption
process for the guidelines:

• Survey of available guidelines with their data sets, exploring what is
available and selecting a pair of guidelines and data.

• Enumerating under what criteria the selected ACE-2 Version 1.0
(Mitchell et al., 2003) guidelines and data were chosen, how this
choice fits with the conflict research domain and for the main NER
experiments.

• Introduction of ACE-2 Version 1.0 in general, who produced it and
what it contains.
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• A deeper inspection of traits to consider for ACE-2 Version 1.0
guidelines and data, describing attributes that do not fit with the
annotations wanted for named entities for the conflict domain.

• How we selected a subset of ACE-2 Version 1.0, reducing ACE-
2 Version 1.0 guidelines and its annotated data into our preferred
subset for the conflict domain and NER.

3.1 Survey of available guidelines

A survey of available NER guidelines and their data was conducted to get
an overview, from which we then select guidelines and data from to use
for adaption. The survey looked at available NER data first, as guidelines
are often released as part of the data set releases or documentation. To be
exact, we looked at the following attributes or requirements for each data
set listed in the survey:

1. The guidelines must cover NER annotations.

2. Must be English or otherwise intended for English.

3. Was there guidelines released with the data set?

4. What NER categories did the guidelines cover?

5. What year was it released?

6. How many tokens are in the annotated data?

7. How was the data annotated, e.g. manually or by using automation?

The full survey is presented in table 3.1. This table lists entity types in
the leftmost column, sorted alphabetically row-wise except the first four
entity types which were considered to be of higher importance due to their
commonality and thus placed at the top. The data sets listed are sorted
from left to right according to first year and then by entity type cardinality.
A legend with the full expansions of the entity type abbreviations used can
be found in table 3.2.

The information shown is extracted from related papers or document-
ation, and not checked if correctly representing reality, thus for e.g. token
count, the reliability of the information is dependent on how updated the
documents were, and we found different token counts reported between
e.g. the included README and other documentation in one release, where
we simply picked one of them. For the annotation type, we use two iden-
tifiers: gold and silver. Gold here indicates the annotations included were
fully manually done, while silver indicates either crowd sourced or auto-
mated annotation setups, possibly only partially. Note also that the en-
tity types described could be only the top-level ones only, where e.g. for at
least ACE-2005 these top-level entity types are split into many more sub-
categories with separate labels for each top-level entity type.
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PER 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

ORG 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

LOC 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

GPE 5 5 5 5 5 5

ART 5 5

CARDINAL 5

DATE 5 5 5 5

EVENT 5 5

FAC 5 5 5 5 5

FIN 5

LANGUAGE 5

LAW 5

MISC 5

MIX 5

MONEY 5 5 5 5

NAT 5

NORP 5

ORDINAL 5

PERCENT 5 5 5 5

PROD 5 5

QUANTITY 5

THING
TIME 5 5 5 5

VEH 5 5

WEA 5 5

WOA 5

Total types 7 7 4 5 5 7 7 18 7 11
Published 1995 1997 2003 2003 2004 2005 2006 2012 2014 2014

Tokens ? ? 203k1 179k 90k1 1581 304k1 1745k 40k 1354k
Guidelines yes yes no yes yes yes yes yes yes no

Annotation type gold gold gold gold gold gold gold gold gold silver

Table 3.1: Available NER data sets overview, including check for guidelines
and entity labels.
1Only counting English tokens or words in a multi-lingual data set.
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Abbreviation Entity type

PER → Person
ORG → Organization
LOC → Location
GPE → Geo-Political Entity
ART → Artifact

CARDINAL → Cardinal
DATE → Date

EVENT → Event
FAC → Facility
FIN → Financial

LANGUAGE → Language
LAW → Law
MISC → Miscellaneous

MIX → Mixed
MONEY → Money

NAT → Natural event
NORP → NORP

ORDINAL → Ordinal
PERCENT → Percentages

PROD → Product
QUANTITY → Quantity

THING → Thing
TIME → Time
VEH → Vehicle
WEA → Weapon
WOA → Work of art

Table 3.2: Abbreviated entity type legend, listing entities used in table 3.1.
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The space explored to find these data sets and guidelines were
published papers, what data sets were mentioned in previous work and
seeing what data sets were commonly tested on. This was also done
recursively, as with a source of guidelines and data sets found we then
checked to see if they gave more alternatives we could also consider.

As testing data has to be annotated before experiments using the
guidelines selected in this chapter, having guidelines was a required
criterion to be considered further. Similarly, the guidelines define how
the testing data will be annotated and as such needed to cover what was
wanted in the conflict domain annotations. The overview of the guidelines
is the included entity categories in table 3.1, which show the basic entity
categories included and hence what entities would be annotated following
those guidelines.

The next section elaborates on how the chosen guidelines and data set,
ACE-2 Version 1.0 (Mitchell et al., 2003), fit for this task, with it having
passed initial criteria mentioned in this section.

3.2 Positive criteria for ACE-2 Version 1.0

This section covers criteria that make ACE-2 Version 1.0 a fitting choice for
guidelines and data set for training for the main NER experiments, where
the following listing enumerates the criteria ACE-2 Version 1.0 is positive
for:

Token count: following from the main NER experiments being a super-
vised learning task, the data set must contain enough data to give
good inductive capabilities to the system. Thus, one criterion was to
have enough tokens for this, where we considered ACE-2 Version 1.0
to have enough.

Covers wanted NER categories: the guidelines cover the wanted NER
categories for the conflict research domain. Remembering the optimal
goal for the main task of having a NER system capable of automating
part of the information retrieval from conflict data into conflict events,
the categories used in ACE-2 Version 1.0 are good for this. We can
create the following relations between what is wanted for conflict
events and the NER entity types found in ACE-2 Version 1.0:

• We would want to identify actors in the text. For example, we
want to cover persons, organizations, governments, countries
and clans.

• We would want to identify where a conflict event took place
and what locations were related, e.g. countries, regions, villages,
cities, mountains, rivers, other locations and buildings like
hospitals or universities.

• For actors, they are well described using the Person, Organiza-
tion and Geo-Political Entity types found in ACE-2 Version 1.0.
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For the where, we can describe these well using Facility, Loc-
ation and Geo-Political Entity as well. Together, these five en-
tity types give a good base for information extraction of conflict
events.

Similar source register: both the UCDP data and the ACE-2 Version 1.0
data set is sourced from various sources for news, like e.g. news
articles, news wire or various transcribed news shows.

Type of annotations: to ensure maximum reliability and quality gold data,
a data set annotated manually by humans and not using different
variations of automation was preferred.

With these in mind, the ACE-2 Version 1.0 guidelines and data was
considered a fitting choice. Thus, the next section introduces ACE-2 Version
1.0 briefly, followed by a section on traits that required considerations for
these guidelines. We needed to make some choices as part of the adaption
work to the conflict domain, namely to select a subset of the ACE-2 Version
1.0 guidelines to avoid incompatibilities with what a NER system typically
expects today and what is wanted for the NER annotations in the conflict
domain itself. These choices are covered after the introduction of ACE-2
Version 1.0 and the description of the traits we considered incompatible.

3.3 ACE-2 Version 1.0 introduction

The ACE-2 Version 1.0 (Mitchell et al., 2003) data set was produced by
the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) and released in 2003. It can be
found in their official catalog1, and was created to support the Automatic
Content Extraction (ACE) program, which was concerned with developing
information extraction technology. The program was split into several
phases, the first of which focused on the identification and characterization
of named entities. The next phases included adding in relations between
named entities and expanded to include more languages. ACE-2 Version
1.0 data was created for a phase of the ACE program where they had
annotated data for entity detection and characterization, including also
relations between entities. In this case, detection means identification of
named entities while characterization means to label the found entities. We
used only the detected and characterized named entities for this project,
treating each annotated named entity as one individual annotation.

The data itself was sourced from various news from the first half
of 1998 and broadcast data from 1997, and the news sources included
broadcast news, news wire and newspapers. The set was reported in
the documentation to contain 179,007 words of source data, split over 519
documents. The data and annotations was in two files for each document,
split into one document for text and one for the corresponding annotations.
We parsed both files and converted them into formats understood by the

1ACE-2 in LDC catalog URL: https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2003T11
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system used for the main NER experiments. This is described in more
detail later.

Notably the guidelines for ACE-2 Version 1.0 could be considered
ambitious, considering their span, where their entity definitions were very
broad and included several traits that required considerations before use
for this project. This is elaborated on in the following section.

3.4 Traits to consider with ACE-2 Version 1.0

First to define what is wanted and expected for the conflict research
domain: annotation categories that support information extraction of
conflict events, e.g. actors involved and where the event happened. The
named entities to find are then expected to be mostly similar to proper
names that need to be categorized into appropriate categories for each, like
Person, Organization or GPE.

ACE-2 Version 1.0 guidelines expand beyond this fairly simple defini-
tion of proper name named entities, where to them, this simple definition
would roughly be classified as: “non-generic class, name type entity”. This
additional information would be included in the annotations files as attrib-
utes to a selection of text extents.

Their entity definition also included several additional variations of
named entities. First they added what they call entity types, like the “name
type entity” mentioned. These are not NER categories, but a different type
of named entities. For these entity types they had name, nominal and
pronoun entities. Their annotations also marked at least two extents for
each entity, one for the head of the phrase and one for the full extent of the
phrase for that entity, as required by their guidelines.

The broader definitions led to some incompatibilities or unwanted traits
compared to what we wanted. The following listing introduces the names
of these traits, followed afterwards by a description on how each trait was
considered incompatible:

• Entity class

• Entity types

• NER categories (labels) and sub-categories

• Marked extents

• Nested entities

• Metonymy

For entity classes, they annotated whether the annotated extent is
generic or not, for example:

(3.1) the linguists under the table (generic)

(3.2) John Clark (non-generic)
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These would both be considered phrases corresponding to an entity and
as such annotated, with the first being considered generic. This attribute
identified whether the entity was referring to the name of a type or class of
entities instead of an explicit entity directly.

For entity types, ACE-2 Version 1.0 considered three different types of
entities that they called “name”, “nominal” and “pronoun”. The nominal
type of entities are when using phrases like in example 3.1 and referring to
entities or a group of entities not through names or pronouns, but nominal
mentions of such entities. The entirety of example 3.1 would be considered
a nominal entity. As for the pronoun type, it is simply any entity that is
referred to by its pronoun, classic examples being just “he”, “she”, or “our”.
Lastly, the name type is roughly equivalent to proper names depending
on the extent considered, where their head extent was similar while the
full extents could be vastly bigger, but this is elaborated more later in this
section.

For NER categories, ACE-2 Version 1.0 there were also more to the
NER categories than the overview indicates: they used the five categories
of Person, Organization, Geo-Political Entity (GPE), Location and Facility,
but also annotated some sub-types for GPEs and Person entities. For the
GPEs they annotated a “role” sub-category, which indicated further what
a GPE entity was referring to, as a GPE by itself is a composite type
intended to cover entities that include a physical location, a population
and a controlling organization: typically countries, states, towns, villages
and similar. This “role” annotation indicated which composite sub-type
it was aimed at. For Person, they also included a sub-category that
referred to groups of people, and not just individuals, to be a less formal or
structured alternative to Organization which had more strict requirements.
While the GPE “role” were annotated with a corresponding attribute in the
annotation file format to indicate the role, this Person group sub-type was
not, hence was indistinguishable from a normal Person entity.

For marked extents, for every named entity they marked two extents:
the full phrase and the head of that phrase. The following examples show
three entities and their respective extents in the ACE-2 Version 1.0 data
set, the first two examples are name type and the last example is nominal
type with the full extent being the full sentence and the head extent being
underlined:

(3.3) Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu

(3.4) Ahmed Tejan Kabbah, who was ousted last May in a bloody coup

(3.5) a doctor sought by U.S. authorities for defrauding the Medicare
system for millions of dollars while practicing in New York

For nested entities, ACE-2 Version 1.0 allowed nesting of entities as
while they did consider individual entities atomic, one entity could be
contained within another with bigger extent as long as the head extent
marked only had one annotation. This lead to some extents often covering
one or more than one of other entities. Using example 3.5 to illustrate, with
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the following being the same example but now listing all entities found
in that phrase and their ACE-2 categorizations, with the full extent being
the full sentence per item again, the head is underlined and one entity per
example listed:

(3.6) Nominal type, Person category, Non-Generic class:

a doctor sought by U.S. authorities for defrauding the Medicare
system for millions of dollars while practicing in New York

(3.7) Name type, GPE category, Non-Generic class, Role GPE:

U.S.

(3.8) Nominal type, Person category, Non-Generic class:

U.S. authorities

(3.9) Name type, Organization category, Non-Generic class:

Medicare

(3.10) Name type, GPE category, Non-Generic class, Role Location:

New York

Notably all the examples listed except example 3.6 are contained within
another entity extent. Example 3.7 is nested twice in depth: it is both within
the full phrase, example 3.6, and also again inside example 3.8.

For metonymy, ACE-2 Version 1.0 also annotates metonymy relations
between named entities. They do this by marking an entity that is used in
a metonymy relation with a tag indicating whether it is the “intended” or
“literal” reference. Specifically, in the annotation files both instances of the
same extent with the two variations of metonymy categories are annotated,
with an additional attribute indicating whether it is the “intended” or the
“literal” metonymy reference. This means that an entity with a metonymy
annotation had another annotation for the other interpretation of the
named entity, and as such those have a fully equivalent — in extent —
annotation with a different category. This is similar to nesting in having
potentially two annotated extents for one real document token.

To elaborate on how and why these traits were considered incompatible
or unwanted, first for metonymy and nested extents, they both mean there
is potentially more than one extent per input token. Using and handling
nested entities like this is mostly ignored in NER research. A shared task
has even opted to remove nesting when using data sets that contain this,
when the GENIA corpus was flattened to remove embedded entities before
the JNLPBA 2004 shared task (Finkel and Christopher D. Manning, 2009).

For the broader definitions of entities, including more than name type
entities and generic class entities, we decided to avoid these as they would:

1. Increase annotation time and complexity
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2. Move away from the simpler named entity definition expected by
both us and most NER systems in use today, which generally expect
close to proper name entities and only one annotation per extent or
token sequence.

3. Potentially not very useful without further processing, in the case of
e.g. pronouns like “he” that need some form of linkage to its referred
entity, and as such considered beyond this NER adaption task.

For the nominal type entities, the problem is also related to the extents
used in ACE-2 Version 1.0, as nominal entities may require bigger extents
to constitute a unique named entity reference, like the one in example 3.1.
It requires the full phrase to be a unique reference, as just “linguists” would
be any group of linguists instead of the ones under the table.

For extents in general as well, they were also considered a problem after
looking at big extents like the one in example 3.3 or example 3.5, which
contain a lot of less related words to the phrase head and moved further
away from the wanted simple named entity definition when using their
full extents. Allowing such big extents would also make the annotation
process more complex.

To remove these incompatibilities or unwanted traits, we chose to use a
subset of the ACE-2 Version 1.0 guidelines and its data set, making a subset
that is closer to what we want for the main NER experiments and what is
currently expected by most available NER systems.

The exact decisions executed to get a subset is covered in the next
section. These reductions were applied to both the guidelines and the data
set, making a subset from each which were then used further in this project.

3.5 Selecting a subset of ACE-2 Version 1.0

To get an overview of what exactly selecting a subset like this would
entail, statistics of the entities and what would be removed from the data
was gathered. These statistics are displayed in table 3.3 and show the
original ACE-2 Version 1.0 annotated entities and various counts versus
a simulation of the same counts after applying the rules described later in
this section. The simulated set is roughly equivalent to the final and used
data set, but as there were some few cases that had to be resolved manually,
the counts are not an exact match with the final used set. ACE-2 Version 1.0
contains both a training and testing data set, and for this they were treated
as one set as both want the same reductions applied. We later use only the
training set for the prepared NER system.

The first reduction applied was to ignore all generic class entities, all
nominal entities and all pronoun entities. This removed over half of the
annotations, but similarly removed the unwanted broader definition and in
some cases removed nesting as the entities were removed on an individual
entity basis: nominal entities that contained non-generic name entities
inside it would just delete the surrounding nominal entity annotation,
leaving the entities nested within untouched.
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Original set Simulated reductions
En

ti
ty

ty
pe

s Facility 1,318 331
GPE 8,471 4,964
Location 899 269
Organization 8,208 3,297
Person 21,210 5,288

Total 40,106 14,149

Tr
ai

ts

Generic class 5,303 0
Nominal type 13,403 0
Pronoun type 10,126 0
Has a nesting relation 9,748 0

Table 3.3: ACE-2 Version 1.0 named entities overview: counting named
entity annotations in the original set and with simulated reductions
applied.

To handle more of the nesting problem and to have only one extent per
token, the second reduction we tried was to on any nesting occurrence to
remove the child entity in favor of the bigger extent parent. In short, for
every nesting situation we selected the parent in extent until there were
no more parents, giving the maximum extent named annotation. Then we
deleted every annotation inside this maximum extent selection. However,
this still left phrases like the following:

(3.11) Singh, a 35-year-old native of Fiji, who lives in Ponte Vedra
Beach, Fla

This example is one Person entity with the “Name” type, the full
example is the full extent and the “Singh” part alone is the head extent.
This contains a potential problem using this maximum extent selection
preference as the full extent covers over the “Fiji”, “Ponte Vedra Beach” and
“Fla” entities. These would be deleted with this selection preference, as our
goal was to have only one annotation extent per annotation and they are
children under the bigger extent of “Singh”. To fix this, instead we used the
head extent only for the annotations. Simply, for every single named entity
annotation in ACE-2 Version 1.0, we ignored any nesting relation or the
full extents, and just used the head extents as the extent for all annotations.
Applying this to the same example as above would produce the following
marked extent for the same entity:

(3.12) Singh

This is exactly the annotation that would be expected from the wanted
simple named entity definition for “Singh”. The three other entities
previously covered by its full extent is now also left out of the annotation
and can be considered by themselves individually, as they are not covered
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by any other extent anymore and therefore would not need be deleted as
part of the flattening process. This reduction to only head extent removed
all nesting that was not part of a metonymy relation, as the entities in
the ACE-2 guidelines are atomic, all nesting cases were a part of some
bigger full extent, and then when the head extent was selected there was
no overlap between the new extents remaining.

Lastly, to solve the metonymy issue, we decided to resolve metonymy
relation pairs into only keeping the “intended” reference over the “literal”
reference, as this represents the entity that was the wanted reference in the
text. An exception was created for annotations of the GPE category, as
it is a composite type. Extracting the “intended” reference in some cases
led to a GPE being converted into e.g. an ORG annotation, representing
the composite part for the government if the GPE was for a country. We
considered this a loss of information, and as such GPEs were allowed to
remain as GPE as long as the metonymy annotation it was paired with was
a subtype of its composite types.

This solved all but 21 metonymy annotation pairs. These last few
annotation pairs lacked sufficient annotation information in the ACE-2
Version 1.0 data to automatically decide on a flattened preference. To solve
this, as the number was acceptably low, we replaced these pairs with one
manually annotated entity for each, made according to the guidelines and
the reductions described in this section. This resolves them to only one
entity each, flattening out the metonymy annotations, which makes the
annotations remaining without any nested entities.

With the reductions and changes applied to the data, some leftover
errors or incompatibilities remained. These are described in the next
section.

3.6 Reduction errors and fixes

After the reductions, e.g. having taken the head extent over full extent for
all entities, we got some leftover consequences. Not all of these had any
fixes we could apply without manually working over the annotations in
full, thus they remain as unresolved problems with the reductions.

The first consequence is following from ACE-2 Version 1.0 and their
broader definition of named entities. The following example showcases
one such incidence:

(3.13) an unnamed Chinese commander

Here, using the ACE-2 Version 1.0 original guidelines, this entity
was considered a non-generic, name entity of category Person. As our
reductions do not touch this type of entity, it was simply reduced to
“commander” by the extent preference to only use head extent and kept
as a Person annotation. Neither of these would be optimal, as this is not
considered a wanted entity in the context of the main NER task, as it does
not correspond to a proper name, but there was not enough information
encoded to be able to identify and ignore only cases like this.
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The second consequence is mostly related to Location versus GPE,
where when taking the head of a Location annotation, we end up with
what should then be a GPE. To properly illustrate, if we want to say e.g.
reference only the physical location of southern Russia, with no intent to
reference Russia itself, we would maybe write “South Russia” and consider
this one entity of type Location. If we apply the head reduction rule to this,
we would get “Russia”, which now is similar to how we would refer to it
by GPE, but then “South” would be a modifier of the GPE instead. To try fix
errors like this, when reducing Location to their head extent, a simple check
for whether the head was preceded by a specifier word was conducted,
where if e.g. “Russia” was preceded by any of the following: NW, NE, SW,
SE, South, North, West, East, Southwest, Southeast, Northwest, Northeast,
South-west, South-east, North-west, North-east, South-West, South-East,
North-West, North-East, Southern, Northern, Western, Eastern, Central;
and only if they were capitalized as shown, then the extent would be
reduced to also include this specification indicator, and not only the head
itself. This measure solved 4 cases, which does not cover all of them, thus
this remains as an ambiguity problem between Location and GPE.

A third error was when removing nominal entities entirely, it led to
cases where what we consider wanted proper noun entities being left
out. If they were originally part of the head of a nominal entity, they
would be deleted when that entity was removed, and no annotation
could be remaining since each head was atomic. This effect can be
illustrated with e.g. a search for “Russia” in the reduced set of the ACE-
2 Version 1.0 training data, where 15 out of 182 tokens (8%) that contain
“Russia” are without an annotation label. This query example matched
all uses of “Russia”, like e.g. “Russian” or “Russians”. There is not
enough information available to identify programmatically which of these
are potentially valid (e.g. if they are referencing the Russian language)
or whether they are leftovers from nominal entities that were removed
without manually going over the data set.

These sorts of errors are important to remember as they may affect NER
performance. We can assume that given the amount of training data and
correct data in comparison, they are not expected to be a very significant
decrement to performance of the main NER experiments.

3.7 Applied reductions

With all the reductions described, this section summarizes the reductions
and simulates applying them to an earlier used example.

The following listing summarizes the main changes applied to the ACE-
2 Version 1.0 guidelines and data set:

• Removing nesting by preferring only the head extent from the ACE-2
Version 1.0 guidelines over the full extents.

• Removing paired metonymy annotations by resolving into one
annotation on a preference for the “intended” reference over the
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“literal”, expect for GPEs.

• All generic annotations were removed.

• All nominal or pronoun annotations were removed.

If we apply these changes to the familiar example phrase used earlier
in example 3.5, the resulting annotations would then instead only be the
following labeled entities:

(3.14) a doctor sought by
GPE
U.S. authorities for defrauding the

Organization
Medicare

system for millions of dollars while practicing in
GPE

New York

Notably, left out is the annotation information not relevant anymore
after the reductions, like the generic classifications or entity type, as all
entity types are now name only, simplifying the annotation information
required. Also, the original full extent entity that was marked for the
“doctor” head is entirely gone, together with the “U.S. authorities” entity,
as those were both nominal entities. There are now no nested entities in
this phrase.

What these reductions let remain of ACE-2 Version 1.0 is only flattened
annotations of the “name” type, roughly representing proper name entities
and their categorizations. With the same reductions applied to both the
guidelines and the data, we can then use the guidelines as a base for
creating annotations. The reduced ACE-2 Version 1.0 data is now split in
two again, according to the splits it was released in with a training set and
a testing set. The training set will be used as training data with the NER
system we prepare for the experiments, and unless otherwise specified this
training set is what we are referring to when mentioning ACE-2 Version 1.0
data further in this project.

Next chapter covers the annotation process and results, in which these
reduced guidelines were used.
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Chapter 4

Annotating conflict data

This chapter describes the annotation effort conducted as part of this
project, covering the acquiring of the second part of the two required data
sets for the main NER experiments, namely the conflict domain testing set.
As a NER data set for this domain does not exist yet, it must be created.
Thus, we use the guidelines selected and adapted in Chapter 3 to annotate
150 documents.

This chapter covers the following points, in order:

1. Introducing the source of the data used for the annotations, the
Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP), and also introduces the data
used in general.

2. This is followed by a more detailed description of the data and traits
that affect the annotations we create.

3. As the data contains a lot of articles, we needed a smaller sub-sample
of documents selected to annotate. We describe the constraints and
filters applied to get a smaller pool of available articles, which we
then uniformly selected the documents to annotate from.

4. Each document selected needed some preprocessing before the
annotations. The steps in this process is described in full.

5. For the annotation process itself, we used the BRAT (Stenetorp et al.,
2012) tool to annotate the documents. This tool is introduced and the
annotation process is described.

6. After the first batch of 50 documents were annotated, we conducted
an inter-rater agreement evaluation of these 50 documents. This was
used to reduce ambiguity in the guidelines and to give a measure
of reliability for the annotation effort. We describe the inter-rater
evaluation and disambiguation steps.

7. Finally, we present the final annotated set of documents and a
short summary of the full process from raw documents to annotated
documents.

We begin with introducing the data and the UCDP.
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4.1 Introduction to the UCDP and the data used

The source of the conflict research domain data used is the Uppsala Conflict
Data Program (UCDP). They collect data from news sources whom report
about conflicts worldwide, and manually extract information from these
articles and categorize them into whether the reported conflict was state-
based violence, non-state-based violence or one-sided violence. They
extract relevant information from the articles for each identified conflict
event, like casualties mentioned in a report for a conflict, what year, what
region or what actors were involved. This data can be seen displayed on
their web-page1 as a world-map for conflicts, and is also distributed as
downloadable data sets.

The data used for this task is a data set containing confirmed conflict-
related source articles, a data set of raw texts from various news sources,
with some metadata for each entry as well. This data was supplied in a
file which contained comma-separated values with the fields as described
in table 4.1, with example values shown in table 4.2. The article field is
the main documents used for the annotations created, while the metadata
is used for filtering the data set to only get e.g. the wanted years. The
full filtering applied before the data could was annotated is described in
Section 4.3. This exact data set with source articles is not available for
download on their web-site, though many of the other conflict event data
sets are.

One important trait for this data and the belonging metadata is the
“gedevent_id” field, which contains a link to a Geo-referenced Event,
namely an identifiable conflict event. This id can be used for linking articles
to conflict events, which could show what articles are reporting on the
same event, what region this event was in and also what year. The data
set containing all Geo-referenced Events and the “gedevent_id” to link to
was also released by the UCDP as part of their downloadable data sets,
namely the “UCDP Geo-referenced Event Dataset (GED) Global Version
17.2 (2016)” (Sundberg and Melander, 2013; Croicu and Sundberg, 2017)
release.

The next section describes the data used in further detail.

4.2 Describing the conflict data in depth

This section describes the data and traits that affected how it was handled.
The fields in the data set source file are described in table 4.1, and simple
examples of values are given in table 4.2. The main fields of interest for us
were the “headline”, “article” and “gedevent_id” fields. Some other fields
were used during gazetteer extraction (described later in Section 5.5), but
for the annotation effort these were the only fields used as data.

First expanding on the descriptions in table 4.1, one important trait to
note is that the metadata in the article columns is mixed with the raw text.

1URL for UCDP conflict world-map: http://ucdp.uu.se/
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Column title Description

id unique id for this source article
headline source article headline
author source article author or author organization
link URL of article
article source article content text, often including metadata mixed-in
date date published
sourcename_id unique id for the article source (possibly aggregated by)
gedevent_id id of the Geo-referenced Event this article can be linked to
sourcenamem name of the source corresponding with sourcename_id

Table 4.1: Description of data columns in conflict data source article data
set.

Field Example value

id 5341
headline Title Eiye and KK cultists clash at university, Lagos
author Nigeria Watch
link http://www.nigeriawatch.org/index.php?urlaction=evtView&

rang=55
article (due to size, the full raw text for this entry is included in

Appendix E)
date 2013-04-15 00:00:00.0
sourcename_id 181
gedevent_id 64761
sourcenamem Nigeria Watch

Table 4.2: Example values from conflict data source article data set.
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This mixed-in metadata came in several forms, following is one common
example, showing metadata describing the source of the article:

(4.1) Text of report by Ethiopian opposition radio Voice of Oromo
Liberation audio website on 28 April

Example 4.1, comes from an article transcribing an audio clip from a
web-site. Other common variations of mixed-in metadata is the metadata
similar to tags or keywords appended to the end of some source articles,
like in the following example:

(4.2) Source: Voice of Oromo Liberation audio website in Oromo 28
Apr 13 RF a183f8cb NS garmy : Army | gdef : Armed Forces |
gterr : Acts of Terror | gcat : Political/General News | gcns
: National Security | gcrim : Crime/Courts | grisk : Risk News
| ncat : Content Types | nfact : Factiva Filters | nfcpex :
FC&E Executive News Filter RE ethpa : Ethiopia | africaz :
Africa | dvpcoz : Developing Economies | eafrz : East Africa
PUB The British Broadcasting Corporation

This example is extracted from the same source article entry as ex-
ample 4.1. The metadata shown contains e.g. the source of the transcription
audio, various categorical tags and region keywords. Example 4.1 was at
the start of the article entry, while example 4.2 was at the end. To show how
it is mixed-in with the body text of the article, the entire document used for
the examples above is included here:

(4.3) Text of report by Ethiopian opposition radio Voice of Oromo
Liberation audio website on 28 AprilThe heroic Oromo Liberation
Army has killed a dozen Weyane [Ethiopian government] soldiers
in North Shewa Zone and wounded many more, the Oromo Liberation
Army zonal command has said. In attacks it carried out on 21
and 22 April 2013, the Oromo Liberation Army killed 12 Weyane
soldiers, including military officers, and wounding many more.
TD On 21 April, seven Weyane soldiers were killed on the spot
and a number of others were wounded in Kurkura town, Degem District,
North Shewa Zone. Lieutenant Zawuga Worku, Sergeant Sisai Habte,
Hailu Desalegn, Getu Zewde, and Afewerki Woldemariam were among
Weyane soldiers killed.On 22 April, the gallant Oromo Liberation
Army carried out an attack at a place called Silmi in Lega Jama,
North Shewa Zone, killing four soldiers of the regime, including
Lieutenant Bekele Demise, the zonal command.Thrilled by the
OLA military action, locals pledged to do whatever they can
to support the Oromo Liberation Army.Source: Voice of Oromo
Liberation audio website in Oromo 28 Apr 13 RF a183f8cb NS
garmy : Army | gdef : Armed Forces | gterr : Acts of Terror

| gcat : Political/General News | gcns : National Security |
gcrim : Crime/Courts | grisk : Risk News | ncat : Content Types
| nfact : Factiva Filters | nfcpex : FC&E Executive News Filter
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RE ethpa : Ethiopia | africaz : Africa | dvpcoz : Developing
Economies | eafrz : East Africa PUB The British Broadcasting
Corporation

This raw document is fully unedited, directly extracted from the article
field for this source article entry. Notable traits are the following:

1. Prepended “Text of report by...” metadata has no proper ending
indicator, the article text starts immediately after it. A full example
looks like example 4.1.

2. The text itself contains a marker, “TD”, separating a brief description
from the rest of the body text.

3. The body text itself leaves out some structure expectations, like
the missing space after period in “killed.On” segment or “com-
mand.Thrilled” segment.

4. Metadata at the end has in this case two variations of a separator,
“Source:” and the “RF a183f8cb NS” segment. The latter separator
example often had small variations in structure and letters used
across various source articles.

5. As some source documents are transcribed video or audio, they
may contain indicators for e.g. who is speaking in brackets, like
“[Chief of Police]”; a time indicator for what step in the program the
transcription is for, like “1. 15:00,”; a translation for terms used like
“Weyane [Ethiopian government] soldiers”, as shown in example 4.3.

6. There are no newline symbols in the text. Text like example 4.3 is
contained in one CSV source file “article” field, in one line.

All of these traits were common and exist in several of the documents.
This served as a source of noise in the data, and notably many other
variations of metadata exist as well. To help with reducing the effect of the
noisy data, some preprocessing steps were applied to the documents before
annotation. The preprocessing steps are further described in Section 4.4.
The applied preprocessing steps were generally minimal, with the intent to
not require extensive manual editing of every document. We leave in e.g.
the lack of spaces after punctuation, but at least crop away the appended
metadata and the “TD” delimiters. Note, as the text before and after each
“TD” is considered part of the content text we want, only the marker was
removed. Further on, as the data is expected to be tokenized when used
for NER, this lack of spacing trait created a problem since the tokenizer
failed to properly tokenize such text. More on which tokenizer we used
and this tokenization problem is described in Section 5.3. Back to the data
we used, we can note that some noise in the text, e.g. non-formal text
structure or incorrect grammar, is to be expected. This is due to the sources
used, which includes e.g. the following: web-site articles, transcribed radio
audio, transcribed TV and descriptions of information shown in an image.
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Even if we only used articles from newspapers, we would expect some
noise from missing grammar or structure.

The source file used contained a lot of articles, so before we could
preprocess the documents and then annotate them, we had to select a sub-
sample of all the articles.

4.3 Sampling source articles

This section describes the sampling of source article documents from the
UCDP data described in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2. Important to note is
that the source articles were linked to their Geo-referenced Events, if such
a link existed, and this link was used for additional metadata about each
article.

The following filters or processes were used to get the data set of articles
to annotate out of the original 62,802 potential articles in the data set, with
the decreasing count of available documents described at the end of each
applied step:

1. Initial CSV data set parsing: 62,802 potential articles found.

2. Removing all source articles that did not have a valid Geo-referenced
Event, as the Geo-referenced Event data is used for filtering: 31,719
articles remaining.

3. Filter by Geo-referenced Event year, leaving any article with year info
and from or newer than 2013: 25,676 articles remaining.

4. Remove any article that is most likely a pdf, as these we considered
too noisy to use: 25,381 articles remaining.

5. Filter out articles that was by character count considered outliers:
23,409 articles remaining.

6. This left a supply of 23,409 articles, which to get a smaller and while
still fair sub-sample, we used a selection measure where we simply
selected every 23rd article into a new set: 1,018 articles remaining.

7. The last process applied was to remove articles that were fully
duplicates in article text to avoid duplicates in the chosen sample:
1,014 articles remaining.

The final article pool we could use for articles was then 1,014 articles.
From these, we used random uniform sampling over three phases of 50
documents each, totaling the 150 documents used for annotation. During
this sampling, 2 of the documents were found to need replacement — the
first was mainly noise text, describing some image data and not actual
image content or text. Then as we sampled a replacement document, this
replacement document was in French: so we replaced the replacement,
sampling a new document again. In total, this means 152 documents were
sampled with 2 of these being discarded.
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For each of these phases of 50 documents, we removed the sampled
documents from the article selection pool, to avoid getting duplicates.
After we sampled documents, we then preprocessed according to the steps
described in next section.

4.4 Preprocessing applied to sampled documents

Following the noise and metadata described in the descriptions in Sec-
tion 4.2, we deemed lightweight preprocessing necessary. More extens-
ive preprocessing was avoided (like e.g. fixing missing spaces), this was
to avoid requiring too much manual preparation of each document. The
following steps were applied:

1. Any occurrence of “TD”, indicating a separator between body text
and brief description, was replaced with a new line.

2. Any occurrence of “Text of report by 〈entity〉” was appended one
newline to separate from body text.

3. Any occurrence of either:

• “Source: 〈source description〉”
• “(〈author and editor listing〉)”

That is the same pattern and also at the end of body text, was
prepended with a newline to separate from body text.

4. Any meta-text found at the end of articles (similar to example 4.2)
was removed from end of article to end of article body text, which
often ended with some source attribution like the one in the previous
step. Source attributions like the above was left in the article.

5. The header entry from the same row in the CSV source was
prepended to the start of the document followed by an extra one line
to separate from the body text.

The patterns in the above listing are described using angle brackets
“〈variable description〉” to indicate the variable part of the phrase.

These steps were manually applied, as we found the metadata for
example did not have common separators that could be used to separate
it from the body text programmatically, while still being reliably handled
across the various source article sources and formats. The metadata that
was removed we found too noisy and not wanted in the articles, leaving
the text content that was most similar to natural text only.

One particular type of document contained only metadata and was
treated as an exception. As these documents looked messy and fully
like metadata, they were for a while considered for replacement. The
metadata in these were mainly pairs of specific keywords coupled with
some response for that keyword, but there was very commonly spacing
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missing between these keywords and value words. They however had
one important trait in common, namely the existence of TAB characters
in the raw text that can be used to identify exactly where the keywords
end. Combining this with the fact that the keywords were specific and
could be predefined, we could identify where a keyword was used without
fear of interfering with the value text that could in theory contain the
same words. Using this we could fix the messy formatting, which enabled
the documents to be used without introducing too much noise for the
NER system. These documents and the fix applied programmatically is
described in Appendix C using examples. If we could not separate the
keywords from their value entries, a tokenizer would have issues creating
proper tokens for those sequences, introducing more tokenization errors
into the data. Out of the 150 documents we selected for annotation, only
2 of the documents had this semi-structured trait and was fixed in this
manner.

After the preprocessing steps in this section were applied on a batch of
sampled documents, they were considered ready for the annotation task.
The next section describes the annotation environment used.

4.5 Annotation environment

Figure 4.1: Screenshot of a UCDP document viewed in BRAT, showing an
example from our annotations.

The annotations were created using the brat rapid annotation tool,
generally called just BRAT2 (Stenetorp et al., 2012). This tool runs a web-
server you can then connect to and use through a browser to annotate
documents. The tool uses its own format for annotations, which is a
standoff format where the annotations are kept in separate files, while the
documents are read as plain text files. This leaves the documents annotated
without modifications, but does also mean that every named entity also
gets linked to a specific extent in the document using character positioning.

The labels used for annotations in BRAT are fully customizable,
including setting keybinds for each. For this annotation task, it was
set up to correspond to the reduced guidelines from Chapter 3. It is
also possible to define relation constraints and to link entities together in
various relations or give each entity an attribute or two, but none of that
was used with one exception: during annotation, an “Uncertain” tag was

2BRAT website link: http://brat.nlplab.org/
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used to mark entities that needed further thought or research before being
decided. In figure 4.1, this is indicated by the small asterisk entity marked
for the “Crisis Tracker” annotation. This was useful as the annotator
could then double-check each annotation marked with this tag on a second
review of the annotations.

To create a new annotation entity using this tool, you would mark
text using your cursor. This text would then be used as the extent for an
annotation, as a window would pop-up as the selection was finished. In
this window you can select from the configured labels or press a configured
keybind to assign a label quickly. Simply pressing “OK” after selecting a
category will then prompt the BRAT tool to save the annotations, writing a
new annotation file to disk immediately with the new annotation included.

The format BRAT used for the annotations required conversion to a
format that is understood by the NER system we prepared for the main
NER experiments. This compatible format is described later in Chapter 5.
Likewise, we prepared the ACE-2 Version 1.0 data set to be used in BRAT.
This required converting from a combination of SGML for the document
text and XML for the annotations into the format used by BRAT. This was
not strictly needed, but as we did fix metonymy manually it was useful to
be able to use the annotation editor as well as search the ACE-2 Version 1.0
data easily.

Figure 4.2: Screenshot of a phrase from a ACE-2 Version 1.0 document
viewed in BRAT, showing annotations after reductions are applied.

Figure 4.2 shows example 3.14 with the reductions to the guidelines
applied and displayed in BRAT.

When creating the annotations for the conflict research domain, 50
documents each were put into three folders, one for each sampling phase.
The first folder was annotated by two separate annotators, which enabled
calculating an inter-rater agreement as described in the next section.

4.6 Evaluating quality of annotations

This section describes and presents the inter-rater reliability scores calcu-
lated for the annotations created. This score is used to give a measure of
reliability to the newly adapted guidelines and our annotations. As these
are new guidelines when considering the reductions, we want to give a
measure of how reliable they are by comparing two separately annotated
data sets over the same documents using inter-rater reliability score. Such
a score can indicate if the guidelines are too ambiguous if the score is low.
We also used the inter-rater reliability calculation process to help improve
the guidelines by doing annotating once, then having a meeting to dis-
cover disagreements and using these disagreements to create more clear
guidelines.
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We used the first phase of sampled documents which gave us 50
documents to annotate, and annotated these with two annotators. These
annotators followed the agreed upon reductions to the ACE-2 Version 1.0
guidelines and annotated completely separately their own copy of the first
50 documents using BRAT.

When these 50 documents were fully annotated by both, the two
annotators met and discussed the largest sources of ambiguities discovered
and agreed on rules to avoid these, using the annotation set disagreements
as indications of what to improve on. The following additional rules were
agreed upon then:

1. In the documents a common case was a listing of locations in various
regions without much specification as to what these entities exactly
were referencing. In many cases one of the entities in the list could
be identified as a GPE, and we decided this could be extrapolated to
the rest of the listing if the rest was unknown. GPE is considered the
default choice if no reasonable case can be made for Location over
GPE.

2. When marking extents, especially for GPEs, consider capitalization
as a significant indicator of wanted extent. For example, if we see
“Amhar Province”, we mark both tokens as one entity, and not just
“Amhar” alone.

3. When marking cases where one of the tokens can be considered a
modifier of the second, like e.g. in “Shia Turkmen”, mark both entities
separately. This makes sense as the first is modifying the second, and
the combination does not constitute an identifiable unique named
entity.

4. Default to Person annotations for ethnic groups if they lack a formal
structure, for example in ethnic groups that are spread over several
disassociated regions (with regard to who controls the regions).

5. Some languages can be similar or even exactly equivalent to the GPE
name of its origin, but should not be annotated as it is the language
that is referenced and not the country or region.

After these additional rules were agreed upon, the two annotators then
again separately fixed their own annotation set to conform to these new
rules. The rules were also appended to the guidelines as disambiguation
rules.

To calculate the inter-rater reliability scores, we chose Krippendorff’s
alpha (Krippendorff, 2011) as the algorithm. The implementation of this
used full matching between annotation entities found in the two sets to
evaluate equality, meaning that to get a matching annotation entity the
two annotation sets needed to agree on both exact extent of the annotation
(included characters) and the selected label as well. If only one of the two
matched, it equaled disagreement. This is stricter than e.g. partial matching
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Named entity category Entities Unique entities

GPE 2,156 783
Organization 1,318 398
Person 662 478
Location 56 42
Facility 21 18

Total 4,213 1,719

Table 4.3: Summary of annotated conflict data, counting full named entities
as produced by BRAT.

Named entity label Token count Average tokens In documents

GPE 2,635 1.22 150
Organization 2,294 1.74 149
Person 1,237 1.87 119
Location 122 2.18 29
Facility 54 2.57 13

Overall average 1,268 1.92 92
Total 6,342 – –

Table 4.4: Summary of annotated conflict data, counting tokens per label
and presence in the documents for each label.

by allowing checking type vs type and extent vs extent separately, which
was shown in the MUC evaluation measure described in Section 2.1.3.

The annotations considered for agreement were the union of the two
separately annotated data sets. This gives that if one annotation is missing
from one set, but contained in the other, we get one failed agreement check.
Similarly, if they both included e.g. the same annotation extent, but chose
different labels, the error would count as incorrect two times: as the union
of the annotations include both variations as a possible annotation.

Finally, this then gave two inter-reliability scores, first one before the
annotator disambiguation meeting, which gave a score of 0.544. After the
disambiguation rules were made and applied, a new score was calculated.
The resulting inter-rater reliability score is 0.776. A score of 1.0 would be
full agreement.

After this inter-rater agreement score was calculated, the next 100
documents were finally annotated as well. The entire annotated set of 150
documents is presented in the next section.

4.7 The annotated data set

This annotated conflict research domain data was completed at 150
documents. For the named entities in the data set, a distribution of entity
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labels is shown in table 4.3 with their unique entity count as well. This
unique entity count used no preprocessing, so “Oslo” and “oslo” would be
considered two different unique entities. These entities correspond to one
BRAT entity, which means exactly the text marked for an entity in the BRAT
annotation. Table 4.4 shows the same entities, but now counting the tokens
in the entities instead. This table also shows average length in tokens for
each label, showing how many tokens we can expect for each.

The guidelines we used for the annotations is included in Appendix D,
which is a guidelines document created by taking the original ACE-2
Version 1.0 (Mitchell et al., 2003) guidelines and applying the reductions
described in Chapter 3, by rewriting the specifications. The disambiguation
rules is added at the end of the document as well.

The three core entity types for the annotated set is clearly shown
in the distribution, ordered by entities in each: GPE, Organization and
Person. This distribution with favor for the three core entities types are
also mirrored in the ACE-2 Version 1.0 data set, as displayed in table 3.3.
Our newly annotated data set has a less even distribution over the three
labels, with a big preference for GPEs in the documents and quite few
Person entities in comparison.

The full process for the annotations we used are then to get a selection
pool by sub-sampling all the source articles. From this, we sampled 50
documents at a time and preprocessed them before annotation. The first
50 documents were used for inter-rater reliability calculation and creating
disambiguation rules, by annotating them using two separate annotators
and comparing disagreements. A final inter-rater reliability score was
calculated, and the remaining 100 documents were annotated as well.

The annotated data set contains approximately 47,670 tokens after
tokenization is finally applied as described in Chapter 5, and as this is
dependent on the tokenization problem described in Section 5.3 some
tokens are merged together. Out of these tokens, 6,333 tokens have a
named entity category assigned, indicating it is part of a named entity
phrase. Table 4.4 tokenizes the annotation extents as they are marked from
BRAT directly instead of counting after tokenization of entire annotation
documents, hence the token count is slightly different as it is not affected
by this tokenization problem.

In closing, we have a sufficient amount of data for use as testing data
for the main NER experiments. With the annotated conflict data set ready,
this chapter is finished. We now have the two required data sets for the
main NER experiments.
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Chapter 5

Experimental setup

With training and testing data available, next we need a NER system and
to prepare the data for use with this system. Thus, this section covers
searching for and choice of a NER system, presentation of the chosen
system and how to prepare the data and the various components we want
to use, like gazetteer or distributional similarity input.

The preparation needed includes tokenization, as such we also cover
problems encountered as a consequence of the lack of formatting or
sometimes noisy data in the UCDP test data. The tokenization is
mandatory, as the chosen system expects input data to be already
tokenized. Additionally, our annotated documents are stored in the
stand-off format created by BRAT together with untokenized documents.
Subsequently, the documents must be tokenized and the annotations
bound to token boundaries instead of character extents, while still aligning
to the correct NER labels.

First we start with describing the search for and choice of a NER
system, where this system defines how the other components need to be
preprocessed to fit with this choice.

5.1 Need a ready NER system

Like with annotating training data, creating a NER system from the
ground up is an extensive task. Thus, for this adaptation task we use an
already available system and instead prepare this system for conducting
the wanted experiments.

Creating our own system would require exhaustive testing for correct-
ness to ensure that the new system is good enough and up to standards
with the state-of-the-art. If we instead use an available system we know
performs as well as the state-of-the-art and is stable, we can focus on the
adapting part.

We first cover the search and choice of a NER system in a sub-section,
followed by a sub-section introducing the chosen system.
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External components
System Score Core components D. Sim. Gazettes

StanfordNER1 92.99 CRFs 5 5
Collobert et al., 2011 89.59 NN 5 5
Ratinov and Roth, 2009 90.80 5 5

Attardi, 2015 89.38 NN
Ma and Hovy, 2016 91.21 BRNN-CNN-CRFs 4
Lample et al., 2016 90.94 LSTM-CRFs 4
NeuroNER2 90.90 LSTM 5

Table 5.1: Overview of available NER systems.
The scores included are self-reported. All the scores are for evaluations on the
CoNLL-2003 English (test) data set.

4 Indicates word embeddings used as input to a neural network directly, in
comparison to word embeddings as a feature (possibly after clustering).
1 StanfordNER (Finkel, Grenager and C. Manning, 2005)
2 NeuroNER (Dernoncourt, Lee and Szolovits, 2017)

5.1.1 Exploring available NER systems

To get an overview of available NER systems fit for this NER task, a search
was conducted mainly in two ways:

First, by looking at NER research and their published systems.
Secondly, by looking at whom published systems compared to, and

using that as a conduct to find more systems.
The main criteria used when searching for systems are enumerated

below, with the aim being to enable capability to test using the wanted
components for our NER experiments:

1. Does the system support gazetteers?

2. Does the system support distributional similarity, either by using
word embeddings as input or as a feature?

3. Does the system have a known score on the CoNLL-2003 test data?
This gives us a shared measure of performance for the systems.

Using these criteria, the search resulted in the systems displayed in
table 5.1. This table is filtered to only include systems covered by at least
one of the main criteria aforementioned. We also required the systems
included to be intended for English NER, and they had to be published
and available for use. The criteria for a known CoNLL-2003 score was also
treated as a requirement, hence systems without a score was filtered out as
well.
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Note, the external components check in table 5.1 indicates the systems
support for these features, which does not necessarily mean that the
components were also used for the score displayed.

With the first three systems being the only ones matching all the criteria,
we thus chose from them. Out of these three, StanfordNER (Finkel,
Grenager and C. Manning, 2005) was chosen based on its score and being a
well-known system for many years, and as such the next section introduces
StanfordNER.

5.1.2 Introducing StanfordNER

StanfordNER (Finkel, Grenager and C. Manning, 2005) is a Java imple-
mentation of a CRFs classifier for NER. The version used for this project
is mainly 3.8 unless specified otherwise in an experiment. This can be
downloaded from their web-page1, together with various pre-trained mod-
els they have released. The system is covered under two different licenses,
one following the full GPL for the open source license, but it is also avail-
able under a commercial license. They also released the system as a part of
the bigger CoreNLP2 package.

The self-reported score for StanfordNER from table 5.1 is on the
CoNLL-2003 testing set, dated 2009/07/153, using the categories Person,
Organization, Miscellaneous and Location, including a distributional
similarity feature. What data exactly this model was trained on is not
released, and at least for the pre-trained models they have released this
is because they are restricted by licenses according to the Frequently Asked
Questions page4.

The system expects flattened entities both for input and for output,
though it can process nested entities if they are supplied in a flattened input
structure, e.g. the tab-separated two-column input format where nested
entities are merely repeated for the same extent. For output, there is no
such hack. If we add the nested data this way we create what looks to
the system as extra sequential words or phrases for each additional nested
entity, as there is no way to define nesting correctly in this case.

The classifier and system overall is deterministic, though only on an
input vs output basis overall — features are not necessarily deterministic
on a per-sentence or phrase level, as some features may depend on other
parts of the documents than just the currently processed tokens, using their
historic data as a feature later in the text processed. Having a deterministic
system like this is an advantage. We can expect the same outputs given the
same inputs every time, contrary to evaluating using a non-deterministic
system, which would require the usage of standard deviation and mean
from several tests of the same experiment to get a reliable score.

The documentation for StanfordNER comes in mainly three ways:

1StanfordNER web-page: https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.html
2CoreNLP web-page: https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
3As seen on their published NER results page: https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/

project-ner.shtml
4StanfordNER FAQ page: https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/crf-faq.html
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• From the documentation included in the code and the Javadoc.

• From examples supplied, that is, there are examples showing how to
run the system on various data sets included.

• Through the Frequently Asked Questions page, where (e.g.) an
answer to the question “How do you use gazettes with Stanford
NER?” can be found.

As this is a CRFs classifier at the core, it supports and uses many various
features. The following listing is some of these features, they are displayed
with their configuration flag used to enable or configure them for use with
the system, with a small description for each:

cleanGazette Enables clean gazetteer matching, where an exact match in
text needs to be an entry in the gazetteer for a match to occur. As
a sequence is processed, a gazetteer must match every token in the
sequence for a match to occur. (Default: false)

sloppyGazette Enables sloppy gazetteer matching, where instead of
requiring an exact match for a gazetteer entry, any token being equal
in the gazetteer entry is enough for a match. (Default: false)

useWord Creates a feature using simply the current token itself. (Default:
true)

usePrev Creates a feature for previous token. (Default: false)

useNext Creates a feature for next token. (Default: false)

useTags Use PoS-tags as a feature. If “usePrev” is enabled, also for
previous token, likewise if “useNext” is enabled, also for next token.
(Default: false)

wordShape Defines what “wordShape” function to use, a feature that out-
puts a feature based on the shape of the word. Two simple examples
of features returned could be e.g. “lowercase” or “capitalized”. (De-
fault: none)

maxLeft The max amount of class features to use from the left context with
the Viterbi algorithm. (Default: 2)

maxRight Correspondingly, this is the max amount of right context of class
features to use with the Viterbi algorithm. (Default: 2)

useClassFeature Includes a feature for the class. (Default: false)

useNGrams Creates a feature based on n-grams in current token string.
(Default: false)

noMidNGrams When creating n-grams from current token string, only
keep n-grams that contain the beginning or end of the word. (Default:
false)
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maxNGramLeng Maximum length of n-grams to use, if the number is
positive. (Default: -1)

useDisjunctive Includes as a feature using the left and right disjunction
context, keeping direction but not positions. (Default: false)

disjunctionWidth The number of words on each side to use for the
“useDisjunctive” flag. (Default: 4)

useSequences Enables using class combination features. (Default: true)

usePrevSequences Enables using previous classes for class combination
features. (Default: false)

useNextSequences Enables using next classes for class combination fea-
tures. (Default: false)

useTypeSeqs Creates features based on zeroeth order word shape, basic-
ally various combinations of the word shapes from previous, current
and next token. (Default: false)

useTypeSeqs2 Creates features based on first and second order word
shape. (Default: false)

useTypeySequences Creates features based on some first order word
shape patterns. (Default: false)

wordFunction String indicating what function to preprocess words with,
e.g. converting English to American, normalizing months and day
names. (Default: none)

distSimLexicon Enables use of a distributional similarity feature, by
pointing to a file conforming to the expected format. (Default: none)

numberEquivalenceDistSim For the distributional similarity feature, col-
lapse digits in strings to be the same symbol. (Default: false)

unknownWordDistSimClass Class to use when looking up a word in the
distributional similarity lexicon fails. (Default: none)

casedDistSim Disables lowercasing of distributional similarity lexicon
lookups if enabled. (Default: false)

useLongSequences Creates features based on plain higher-order se-
quences up to a length. (Default: false)

saveFeatureIndexToDisk Saves the features created to disk and reloads
them (saving memory by indexing features). (Default: false)

useOccurrencePatterns Enables a feature trying to capture multiple refer-
ences to names. Checks with document context and capitalization,
with several feature variations. (Default: false)
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useLastRealWord Adds an extra feature combining the previous word
two tokens backwards with the current token, but only if the previous
word is of length 3 or less. Note the feature combines their word
shape for the feature, not the words themselves. (Default: false)

useNextRealWord Like “useLastRealWord”, but now combining the 2nd
next word’s word shape with the current word’s word shape, and
only if the next word is of length 3 or less. (Default: false)

normalize Enables probability scoring normalization. (Default: false;
according to the Javadoc, only used with a CMMClassifier, which we
do not use)

featureDiffThresh Features below this weight threshold are discarded.
(Default: 0.0)

useQN Use the Quasi Newton minimizer (i.e. Limited-memory BFGS).
(Default: true)

sigma Sigma to use with the classifier. (Default: 1.0)

This is not a complete listing of available features implemented in
StanfordNER, but any feature configured for this project is included. To
see actual features used (as exported from StanfordNER), Appendix A
show and describe some example features, using a baseline feature set later
defined in Section 6.1. The first example in Appendix A describes features
from a distributional similarity feature, the next from a gazetteer feature,
and the last simply shows how a full feature set would look with without
any filtering.

5.2 Using various components with StanfordNER

This section describes preparing the various input components with regard
to what StanfordNER expects and requires as input. This includes some
preprocessing of the data before it can be used, e.g. tokenization and
otherwise converting to formats compatible with StanfordNER.

First, to define the components that we want to be able to use with
StanfordNER, they can be enumerated into the following short listing:

1. Training and testing data

2. Gazetteers

3. Distributional similarity

4. An evaluation scheme

For training and testing data, we first need to define the exact data sets
to use. We expect to need two data sets. First, we use the training data from
ACE-2 Version 1.0 as training data. Secondly, we use our created UCDP
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annotation set as testing data. Lastly, as it is available, we use the testing
data in ACE-2 Version 1.0 as another test data set for comparison.

For ACE-2 training and testing data, we use the split over the 519
documents it was released with. The training data contains 422 documents,
and the ACE-2 testing data contains 97 documents.

As the entire created annotations are intended to be test data, all 150
documents were used for the UCDP testing data.

StanfordNER expects these input data sets to tokenized already, and
the default is a tab-separated column input format. The mapping for
each column can be configured, hence simply used a format using the
token in the first column, a PoS-tag in the second column and the gold
label in the third column. Depending on the sentence boundaries output
by the tokenizer, newlines was added between sentences and at the end
of documents. Thus, the three data sets were transformed from their
respective stand-off annotation formats using extents into this tokenized
format. The tokenization and problems encountered during it is further
expanded upon in Section 5.3.

During this conversion step is also a natural place to add a segmenta-
tion scheme if wanted. When converting from the stand-off formats with
character extents to tokenized text, we have the necessary information in
the annotation format to add any of the common segmentation schemes.
If we instead would add a segmentation scheme after tokenization into
this format, we would then, when using this simple a format, be unable
to identify where equal, subsequent named entities start and end. Stan-
fordNER supports automatic conversion to some segmentation schemes,
but this falls under the aforementioned clause. Using this would also re-
quire using their CoNLL reader/writer class, as the system only supports
segmentation scheme conversion using the CoNLL reader/writer.

To avoid any problems and to keep it simple, we use the default
reader/writer with StanfordNER, and prepared our setup for adding
segmentation schemes to the tokenized data before being used as input,
though this was never used as we did not test with any segmentation
scheme in the experiments.

The format of these files can be seen in the following example, with
TAB representing a tab character and the “<identifier>” representing
placeholder identifiers, one token and label pair per line:

(5.1) <token><TAB><PoS-tag><TAB><NER-label>

An example of one sentence fully prepared is shown below, with an
appendage of “(<label>)” for each named entity which would not be in
the actual files, to show how the same sentence would look if a BIO
segmentation scheme was applied. In those cases, the parenthesised label
would be used instead of the current label.

(5.2) Russia NNP GPE (B-GPE)
fought NNP O
two NNP O
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wars NNP O
against NNP O
Chechen NNP GPE (B-GPE)
separatists NNP O
in NNP O
the NNP O
1990s NNP O
, , O
but NNP O
insurgent NNP O
activity NNP O
there NNP O
has VBZ O
largely NNP O
died NNP O
down NNP O
since NNP O
Kremlin NNP ORG (B-ORG)
- , O
backed NNP O
strongman NNP O
Ramzan NNP PER (B-PER)
Kadyrov NNP PER (I-PER)
has NNP O
led NNP O
the NNP O
republic NNP O
, , O
crushing JJ O
resistance NN O
at NNP O
the NNP O
head NNP O
of NNP O
his NNP O
own NNP O
militia NNP O
group NNP O
. . O

The result of the data preparation is three separate files, with their
respective sizes presented in table 5.2. Note the PoS-tags were added
using spaCy5, but these were never used for any experiment. We use the
identifiers in this table for the experiments and the rest of this document
when referring to these data sets.

5spaCy URL: https://github.com/explosion/spaCy
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Identifier Raw documents Tokens

ACE-2 Training 422 208,893
ACE-2 Testing 97 52,796
UCDP Testing 150 47,670

Table 5.2: Data sets prepared for StanfordNER, with raw document count
and token count.

For distributional similarity, StanfordNER expects the input files for
this feature to be in a format that requires tokens or entities to already be
clustered or otherwise labeled.

We enable the distributional similarity feature by configuring the
“distSimLexicon” flag to point to a file. The file must contain one of two
formats, where we used the following, with one token and label pair on
each line:

(5.3) <token><whitespace><label>

The label represents the cluster name and does not have to correspond
to a NER label.

To use the gazetteers with the system, we need to enable it using
the configuration flag as well, and point it to a file containing a format
following this type of pattern, one label per each line:

(5.4) <label><whitespace><token[1..n]>

As many tokens as needed can be on one line, separated by one space.
A gazetteer entry is expected to be already tokenized, as all StanfordNER
input data is expected to be. Notably, the “cleanGazette” configuration flag
require that we not include more than one phrase on each line, as it tries
to match every word in the currently processed sequence with a sequence
from the gazetteer. This will only match if every token is a match, hence
we need to limit the tokens to the exact wanted tokens on each line. Contra
wise, a sloppy matching only needs one token in the gazetteer to match, but
as the system also records the amount of tokens in a match for a feature, the
sloppy matching gazetteers should also be kept to one gazetteer entry per
label.

For evaluation measure, StanfordNER outputs a table containing
precision, recall and a F1 measure for each label. This table also includes
counters for false positives, false negatives and true positives. It requires
an exact match for the predictions evaluated. Labels using segmentation
schemes are also automatically collated into their core labels. The total
scores output is using the micro averaged precision and recall, where the
F1 measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

This section has described the preparation for the input data with Stan-
fordNER, in addition to which input formats are expected by the system
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for the various components. Notably, every input was required to be token-
ized, as required by the input format used it. For example, gazetteer look-
ups from sequences in the tokenized training data consequently expects the
gazetteer entries it matches with to also be tokenized.

The next section elaborates some more on problems encountered during
tokenization. Afterwards, we describe how the gazetteers used for this
project were acquired.

5.3 Tokenization of noisy data

As Stanford NER expects tokenized data as input, tokenization is a
required preprocessing step. Considering the test data source as described
in Section 4.2, the text is expected to contain some structure errors and
otherwise small noise symbols or words. To properly separate these from
the text that is wanted, separating into tokens can help ignore and ensure
the NER system properly recognizes the actual tokens wanted instead of
their potential combination and various permutations this could create.

During the tokenization some problems with creating the correct tokens
were encountered. To illustrate this problem, below is an example of data
tokenized using UDPipe (Straka and Straková, 2017). This test used one
of the ready English models they released on their official web-site6, with
default configuration.

We show two examples, where (a) is directly from the raw text, (b) is
the output from UDPipe tokenized text, and lastly, we filled in (c) with the
correct tokenization done manually:

(5.5) (a) ... this route.The official ...

(b) ... this route.The official ...

(c) ... this route . The official ...

(5.6) (a) ... in Tirah.He said ...

(b) ... in Tirah.He said ...

(c) ... in Tirah . He said ...

While example 5.5 would not include any named entities, example 5.6
should include “Tirah” as a named entity. This is less likely to be properly
processed by the NER system, as the tokens supplied to the system using
this tokenization would be the (b) tokens. This adds extra noise to the
entity. As the system works on tokens, then if it did identify this “Tirah.He”
token as a named entity, it would be marked the incorrect extent, as the
system works with token boundaries and not character boundaries.

Example 5.5 and 5.6 are cases where the tokenization has natural
separators, in this case a period. In other cases there are no separators
included, and the next word starts immediately following the last. The
following examples are cases of this:

6Link to web-site: http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udpipe
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(5.7) the JawzjanAndkhoi highway

(5.8) an antiTaliban campaign

(5.9) 2 NovemberBajaur / Hangu

In the last three examples, the next word we would want is directly after
the previous token with no clear separator, and the tokens created for these
are less likely to be correct.

Overall, the first case with a “.” between was the most common, as the
raw text in many cases were missing newline indicators after periods.

Note example 5.9, we also indirectly show how the preprocessing was
used to alleviate some of these problems, as the left side of this text: “2
November”, is part of a metadata inserted title snippet, and a newline was
inserted at the end of it, giving the final text to have a newline between
“November” and “Bajaur”. It is then properly tokenized.

These tokenization problems were otherwise not given much focus
towards being solved, beyond testing two different tokenizers and the
preprocessing applied in Section 4.4. For the tokenizers tested, UDPipe and
spaCy, they both gave the same result on examples like the above, giving
no obvious preference in tokenizer to choose.

When this problem to correctly separate tokens is combined with the
annotations being on untokenized documents in a stand-off format using
character extents, we get that the tokens from the tokenizer not always
agree with the extents marked for each annotation. As the input format
expects the annotation labels to be aligned with token boundaries, we
need to align the tokenized text with the NER annotations. Thus, in cases
where the extents did not match but there was a partial overlap between
an annotation and a token extent from the tokenizer, we rounded up
to the closest token extent to get the new annotation extent. This way,
all annotations were aligned with token boundaries, but at the cost of
sometimes increasing the text included in an annotation.

An example of this partial expansion of annotation extent is shown
in the following example, extracted from the UCDP test data after
preparation, including both tokenization and alignment to the NER labels:

(5.10) compiled O
by O
AFP.The ORG
surge O
in O
violence O

Here, the originally marked annotation is only the “AFP” part for
the ORG named entity, but since the tokenizer does not properly split
“AFP.The”, it is rounded up to the closest fully separated token to ensure
that there is a NER label for the entry.

The correct tokenized version would instead be this, which has less
noise for the named entity:
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(5.11) compiled O
by O
AFP ORG
. O

The O
surge O
in O
violence O

Note that the problems of aligning labels to tokens and separating
tokens are similar and related, but have different consequences. The
alignment of labels will only be relevant when we have annotated data to
match with the tokens, such as for the training and test data. The separation
of tokens will also be relevant when using a system in a practical use case,
i.e. on non-annotated data for the predictions.

In closing, we can also note that these problems were mainly with the
UCDP data, as the data used for the annotations is more noisy than the
ACE-2 Version 1.0 data.

The following list describes exactly what components was tokenized, to
give a clear view of the tokenizations we have applied:

• ACE-2 Version 1.0 data: as ACE-2 Version 1.0 data comes in a non-
tokenized format and annotations are in a separate file with character
extents, it had to be tokenized before processing.

• SENNA gazetteer: we tested if it was already equivalently tokenized
by testing our tokenizer on the entries, and as this output returned
some entries differently, subsequently we tokenized this gazetteer as
well to ensure it matched our other components’ tokenization.

• DBPedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) gazetteer: as a part of the extraction
process, these were also tokenized.

• UCDP gazetteer: these were also tokenized as a part of the extraction
process.

• UCDP annotations: the created annotations for the UCDP testing
data was created in a stand-off format (more on the annotation
environment in Section 4.5), without the documents being tokenized
first. Thus, when converting to tokenized format this was tokenized
as well.

For each of these tokenization targets, only spaCy was used for all of
them to ensure as equal tokenization as possible. As these problems are
a potential source of noise for the testing stage and the results, thus it is
important to note they exist.

The exact version of spaCy used is 1.10.1, with the “en-core-web-md”
model version 1.2.0.

The gazetteers mentioned for tokenization are introduced in the next
two sections, describing how each was acquired.
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5.4 Acquiring gazetteers

We used three gazetteers for this project. This section and the next
introduce how they were acquired, starting with a description of how these
three were initially chosen.

The following criteria were used as constraints when considering what
gazetteers to use:

• The entries had to be English and also related to the task, e.g. by
covering entities mentioned in the testing data

• The gazetteer source or entries needs to contain a classification that
corresponds with the wanted set of Person, Organization, Facility,
GPE or Location, or otherwise be useful as a feature for helping to
identify one of these.

Following these criteria, a small search was conducted for ready
gazetteers or gazetteer sources. The search ended in three main sources
to be used for gazetteers:

• The gazetteers released with SENNA (Collobert et al., 2011).

• A gazetteer we created by extracting information from Wikipedia
entities through DBPedia7 (Lehmann et al., 2015).

• A gazetteer created from various data sets released by the UCDP.

An overview of these three gazetteers can be found in table 5.3, with a
simulation of their coverage on the training or testing data in table 5.4. The
coverage is calculated by loading the gazetteers and the data, normalizing
them by lowercasing, and calculating only how many named entity phrases
from a data set have a matching gazetteer entry. We include both clean
matching gazetteer coverage and sloppy matching, simulating how the
coverage would be using the configurations found in StanfordNER. The
percentage in table 5.4 is thus the proportion of annotations with at least
one match found in that gazetteer, giving an indicator showing the overlap
of strings between the gazetteers and the named entities in the data sets.
This does not indicate the actual performance of the gazetteers with NER,
that needs to be tested while using each with a NER system, but it gives us
a measure of whether the gazetteer can be expected to at least have relevant
entries contained.

From the coverage results, we can confirm that the UCDP gazetteer has
the most overlap with the UCDP Testing data, though SENNA is not far
behind in coverage. We can also note that the DBPedia gazetteer looks
to be very general based on the sloppy matching, but scores somewhat
lower than the two others on coverage for the UCDP Testing data. We
can note the size differences between the gazetteers in table 5.3, where
the DBPedia gazetteer is significantly bigger than the two others, while

7Full URL: https//dbpedia.org
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Identifier Total Label Count

SENNA 170,990

PER 123,159
LOC 36,674
ORG 6,437
MSC 4,720

DBPedia 1,671,022

PER 819,975
GPE 474,530
FAC 145,739
ORG 133,961
LOC 96,817

UCDP 38,664

GPE 20,682
LOCGPE 6,931
Author 5,860
Actor 2,210
Source 1,933
ORG 732
LOC 316

Table 5.3: Overview of the used gazetteers with distribution of labels.

ACE-2 Training ACE-2 Testing UCDP Testing

Clean matching

SENNA 62.13% 58.41% 31.19%
DBPedia 34.03% 32.82% 24.04%
UCDP 20.22% 18.51% 35.44%

Sloppy matching

SENNA 83.32% 85.10% 49.09%
DBPedia 94.37% 93.02% 79.30%
UCDP 55.12% 55.73% 68.48%

Table 5.4: Coverage for each gazetteer vs data set, using either sloppy or
clean matching.
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the UCDP gazetteer is relatively quite small at only 38,664 entries. Put
in relation with the coverage results for UCDP Testing data, we can see it
contains few but very relevant entries.

Expanding a bit further on how and why each was acquired, we can
start with the SENNA gazetteer.

The SENNA gazetteer was chosen as it is available and ready for use
with NER labels. We also noted that Chiu and Nichols (2015) found that
the SENNA gazetteers in combination with their own DBPedia extracted
gazetteers performed best when testing on the CoNLL-2003 data set. Note
in this case they are referred to in plural, as they are released over four
files, one for each label corresponding to a NER label found in the CoNLL-
2003 data. We converted these separate files to one file containing the same
entries, but prefixed with the label from the original file it was taken from.

Only the PER and ORG labels had direct translations to our NER
guidelines. The LOC entries would for us cover both Location and GPE
labels, but as the labels are used as a feature in StanfordNER and does not
directly need to correspond to a NER label — nor is it used to directly pick
a label, but used as any other feature — we can use their labels directly.
We can avoid needing to try split their LOC into GPE and Location labels
corresponding to our guidelines. Due to this, we can also include the MSC
(MISC) label even though it is not used in our NER guidelines.

After we concatenated the separate files into one with labels, we also
tokenized each entry to ensure similar tokenization to the rest of our
input data. This gives us one file with the SENNA gazetteer as shown
in table 5.3, containing 170,990 entries and following the format expected
by StanfordNER. It should also be noted that the SENNA gazetteer was
released mostly lowercased: only 25 out of the 170,990 entries contained a
capitalized letter.

For the DBPedia gazetteer, Wikipedia with its semi-structured data has
been used for creating gazetteers with success already (Ratinov and Roth,
2009; Toral and Munoz, 2006), and specifically, DBPedia (Lehmann et al.,
2015) has been used more recently by Chiu and Nichols (2015) for their
gazetteers. Together, we can consider DBPedia a likely choice for a good
gazetteer. It will also cover a general domain, as Wikipedia describes a lot
of diverse topics from all over the world.

If we inspect the DBPedia data, we can see data that looks similar to
NER in e.g. the labels applied to each article. Searching for (e.g.) “Oslo” in
DBPedia, we find these entries in the “rdf:type” field:

• “dbo:Location”

• “dbo:Settlement”

• “dbo:PopulatedPlace”

• “schema:Place”

We can see that for an entry like “Oslo”, these encode information
similar to NER labels, and we can use them to create a gazetteer with the
wanted labels included.
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NER labels
Person GPE Organization Location Facility

O
nt

ol
og

y
cl

as
se

s Royalty Settlement Company River Building
Person Village Band HistoricPlace Station

SoccerPlayer Town RadioStation Road School
OfficeHolder City School Mountain University
MusicalArtist University Lake Airport

Athlete Organisation
Politician PoliticalParty

STM1

Table 5.5: Translation table for ontology classes to NER labels.
Each column defines one bucket of ontology classes, which is translated into the
respective NER label at the top of each bucket.
1STM is short for SportsTeamMember.

DBpedia itself is a community project extracting structured information
from Wikipedia and making it available for queries or download.

For this extraction task, dumps of DBPedia data in turtle format was
downloaded and parsed to get wiki entities. The data set used for this
task is one covering “Instance Types”, which contains the categorical data
per each DBPedia resource (identifier). This is the data set containing the
information shown for the “Oslo” query previously shown. This data was
parsed, and then using the ontology categorical data only, we selected
the most common classes and translated to corresponding NER labels as
wanted. The ontology categorical data in this file contained 417 different
classes of wiki entities. We used the bucket list shown in table 5.5 to assign
a NER label from each of the most common ontology classes. For this
bucket list, it should be noted some ontology classes overlap. The extracted
gazetteer was presented in table 5.3 previously, and contains 1,671,022
gazetteer entries over the five NER labels we used.

The data used as gazetteer entries was simply the DBPedia resource
string as found in the downloaded data. To make it compatible with our
training and test data, we had to replace “_” with spaces and tokenized the
text. Additionally, some resource entries contained strings of the format
“Oslo,_Norway_(Christiania)”, where according to the previous change,
“_” was replaced, but the remaining text is not very likely to get a match
in the text. Thus, matching for “(<text>)” was also done on each resource,
removing any patterns that matched, effectively removing parenthesised
appendages. We then get the steps as shown in example 5.12 for how a
string like this was prepared to be a gazetteer entry.

(5.12) Example showing how a DBPedia resource string was processed
into a gazetteer entry:

1. raw entry input: Oslo,_Norway_(Christiania)
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2. replace “_” with whitespace: Oslo, Norway (Christiania)

3. removed “(<text>)” patterns: Oslo, Norway

4. final entry (tokenized): Oslo , Norway

The final entry is closer to what we are likely to find in text. While
this example had “Christiania” in the parenthesis, other less useful
parenthesised appendages were also seen. An example is a person name
followed by “(Politician)”. To enable more matches, appendages like these
were removed, as we considered it unlikely for matches to occur with
(e.g.) “(Politician)” or “(Christiania)” included in the entries. This was
tested briefly on the training and testing data by searching for the string
“(politician)”, while ignoring casing: the search had no matches. This
would mean that any clean matching gazetteer check would never match
with any entry containing this parenthesised text.

The gazetteer extracted from the UCDP data is covered afterwards in
Section 5.5, as this involved some more invasive modifications to be able to
get entries that resemble what we expect to find in the text.

The gazetteers were all put into the format defined in Section 5.2.
To show how the final gazetteers look we have the following examples,
extracted from each gazetteer.

First, five random entries from SENNA:

(5.13) LOC north haverhill

(5.14) PER dekle

(5.15) ORG fugro

(5.16) PER jubeh

(5.17) PER marc sergeant

Then the following five from the DBPedia extracted gazetteer:

(5.18) FAC Alcides Figueroa Bilingual School

(5.19) FAC Unversiteti i Prishtinës

(5.20) ORG Bright Armenia

(5.21) GPE Dubrava , Kalinovik

(5.22) PER Homer A. Ramey

Lastly, the following five is from the gazetteer extracted from the UCDP
actor lists and other UCDP data, as described next in Section 5.5:

(5.23) Actor MODEL

(5.24) Actor Dadjo communities

(5.25) Actor Oromo
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(5.26) Actor Tripura Tribal Communities

(5.27) GPE Cameroon

Remember the labels do not have to correspond to an actual NER entity
label, such as in the extracted UCDP gazetteers.

These gazetteers will be used by the system in a feature for the CRFs
classifier. This is treated as a normal feature, where the weight of this
feature is decided by the system during training. This means entries may
be ignored in favor of other features as well, even if (e.g.) a token in the
test data has a perfect gazetteer match returning a GPE label, it is not
guaranteed to be assigned a GPE label by the system depending on the
weights and other features.

For the label name choices, we used NER like labels where it seemed
appropriate, e.g. when the entries covered by that label correspond to our
NER labels. This is most evident in the UCDP extraction, where we added
three alternate gazetteer labels to cover more rough entity categories. This
described further in the next section.

5.5 Extracting gazetteers from UCDP data

This section describes in detail how the UCDP gazetteer was extracted,
which required more preprocessing than the two other gazetteers with
regard to creating gazetteer entries that resembled natural text.

First, the sources for the data used is data sets released by the
UCDP. On their web-page8, they have released several data sets, e.g.
the Georeferenced Event Dataset mentioned in the data introduction in
Section 4.1. The following listing enumerates the exact data sets we used
for this gazetteer extraction:

1. “UCDP Georeferenced Event Dataset (GED) Global version 17.2
(2016)” (Sundberg and Melander, 2013; Croicu and Sundberg, 2017)

2. “UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset version 17.2” (Alansson,
Melander and Themnér, 2017; Gleditsch et al., 2002)

3. “UCDP One-sided Violence Dataset (17.2)” (Alansson, Melander and
Themnér, 2017; Eck and Hultman, 2007)

4. “UCDP Non-State Conflict Dataset (17.2)” (Alansson, Melander and
Themnér, 2017; Sundberg, Eck and Kreutz, 2012)

5. “UCDP Actor List (17.2)”

6. Additionally, the source article data set described in Section 4.1 and 4.2
was also used. Note, this data set is not published on the web-site
with the other data sets mentioned.

8UCDP downloads web-page: http://ucdp.uu.se/downloads/
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We downloaded the CSV file released for each of the data sets listed.
Many of the entries in the sets overlap or repeat, as the same actors or
locations are shared between the sets. Especially the “Actor List” data set,
this is a listing of all the actors found in other sets and does not contain any
conflict data, only actor names.

For every data set, some select fields from the CSV file were chosen as
gazetteer entry candidates, with the following general processing steps to
attempt to make them more likely to match actual text strings and make
them compatible with the data for matching:

1. Every entry was stripped for trailing or pre-fixed whitespaces.

2. If the entry started and ended with " (quotation mark), they were
both removed.

3. If the entry contained “,” it was split in two and the part before “,”
was treated as one additional entity of the same label, while the entity
after “,” was treated as another additional entity. Note the original
entry value was always included as well, regardless of whether it was
split into more entities around a comma.

4. If a newline existed in the middle of a string, remove it.

5. All entries were tokenized using spaCy before being written to file.

6. All entries were checked for being unique for that label, duplicates
were ignored.

7. For some fields with candidates for GPEs, if the entry was prefixed
with “Government of ”, it was marked to be a GPE, and the prefix
was then removed. This was needed as some fields, e.g. the “side_a”
in the “UCDP One-sided Violence Dataset (17.2)” data set contained
both Organization like and GPE like entries, with the clearest way
to separate between the two being if the entry was prefixed with
“Government of ”. This will be referred to as GPE prefix further in
this section.

8. As historic names for e.g. GPEs was often found included at the
end of values in parentheses, these were parsed and added as an
additional separate entity using the same label.

To show an example of how the last two steps are handled, example 5.28
shows one containing both a GPE prefix and a historic name. We can see
how it turns the historic name into an additional entry using the found
historic name.

(5.28) Example processing for a gazetteer entry candidate containing a
historic name appendage, turning the raw value into two GPE
labeled gazetteer entries. Note each cropping of the text includes
removal of trailing or pre-fixed whitespaces.
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GPE LOC LOCGPE

town mountains area
village hill location
municipality river locality
county highway suburb
province forest
district road
prefecture Mountains
settlement
city
commune
state
lga
governorate
governate
region
zone

Table 5.6: NER label bucket list for the UCDP Georeferenced Event Dataset
location fields.

1. “Government of Russia (Soviet)” is found as field value in a
field mapped to either Actor or GPE.

2. As we match the GPE prefix, we assign to GPE label over the
Actor label. “Government of ” is removed from the string,
leaving “Russia (Soviet)”.

3. The cropped text matches the parenthesis check, where the
parenthesis is removed and “Soviet” is stored as a historic
entry.

4. Both entries are added as gazetteer entries using the GPE label,
thanks to the GPE prefix found previously. The entries added
are “Russia” and “Soviet”.

Moving on, to accurately describe how each of the files in the data
set sources listed previously were used for extractions, the following
paragraphs describe each was used to convert into gazetteer entries. Note,
each entry considered went through the eight general processing steps
aforementioned, regardless of which data set it was sourced from.

First is the “UCDP Georeferenced Event Dataset (GED) Global version
17.2 (2016)” data set, where several fields were extracted.

The “country” and “region” fields were directly labeled as GPE, while
the “side_a” and “side_b” fields were labeled as Actor or GPE, depending
on whether it contained the GPE prefix. We use Actor over e.g. ORG for
these two fields, as they mix what could be a Person or an Organization
according to our NER guidelines.
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The other three fields parsed for this data set were the “where_coordinates”,
“adm_1” and “adm_2” fields. These fields contained entries with very use-
ful location like data, e.g. “Boufarik town” or “Asfour mountains”. The
significant trait here is the last token, which could be used as a category
indicator for a lot of the entries. A full listing of how each of the last tokens
was used to categorize into a gazetteer label is shown in table 5.6, where
the bucket lists indicate how a token was translated into a corresponding
NER label. As these fields were also very fine-grained in their locations and
contained many unseen location names from the other fields, it also proved
a very good source of entries. These fields added several thousand more
unique GPE entries to the gazetteer.

The exact processing of these three fields were to check if the last token,
when splitting on last whitespace, was in any of the bucket lists. If a bucket
list covered the token, we removed the token from the entry and used the
gazetteer label according to the bucket label we fit. If there was no matching
bucket list, the token was left untouched and “LOCGPE” was used as a
gazetteer label.

Secondly, for the “UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset version 17.2”
data set, two labels were extracted from six fields. The two fields “location”
and “territory_name” were labeled directly as GPE, while the four fields:
“side_a”, “side_a_2nd”, “side_b” and “side_b_2nd” were parsed using the
GPE prefix check into either GPE or ORG. Here ORG was used as visual
inspection of the data set indicated less of the Person like entities, which
was assumed to make ORG higher probability for these fields.

Third, for the “UCDP One-sided Violence Dataset (17.2)” data set, two
fields were used. The field “actor_name” was parsed into either GPE or
ORG labels, depending on the GPE prefix again. The “location” field was
directly translated into GPEs.

Fourth, for the “UCDP Non-State Conflict Dataset (17.2)” data set, it
should be noted the entries for the fields used here was noticeably more
noisy with regard to whether they were Person or ORG, according to our
NER guidelines. Hence, they were chosen to be use the “Actor” label,
attempting to reduce false positives in the other categories. Two fields were
used here, the “side_a_name” field and the “side_b_name” field, where
both were labeled as “Actor” entries directly.

Fifth, for the “UCDP Actor List (17.2)” data set, this was an aggregate
listing of actors found in all the data sets. As such, it included a broad
spectrum of entities that are hard to translate into exact NER labels. This
data set had two fields to use, “Name” and “NameFull”, where the first
often was an abbreviation and the second was the fully typed out name.
Both were added and checked for the GPE prefix, where if no “Government
of ” prefix was found, they were then labeled as “Actor”.

Lastly, for the source article data set, we extracted two fields related to
authors and sources. This data set contained more CSV parsing errors and
inconsistencies in the values than the other sources. We could see other
fields spilling over into the two wanted fields. The texts contained were
often mixed with regard to NER labels, where (e.g.) a value could be an
organization and an author in the same value at once. The values also had
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more loose structure or formatting, e.g. many entries were fully capitalized,
while others were normal. There were no patterns we could identify to use
for accurately assigning a more exact label or to remove the noisy entries.
Thus, to avoid mixing in these more error prone entries, we used two new
labels for this data only: “Source” and “Author”. They were mapped from
respectively the “sourcename” field and the “author” field.

For the “author” field, additional preprocessing was needed. This was
done sequentially, where the field value was processed in each step then
sent to next:

1. “by ” or “By ” or “BY ” prefixes was removed. The resulting entry was
then added as a gazetteer entry candidate, together with a titlecased
version of it. The titlecasing was to handle fully capitalized names or
missing casing.

2. If a TAB character was found in the entry string, the string was split,
and each segment was checked for not being empty. The second part
was then added as a titlecased entry and as an untouched entry.

The first part of the split was further processed first, notably the
text often contained “CR” at the end of the first part before the TAB
character. Subsequently, if a “CR” or “cr” was found at the end, it was
cropped out, with the resulting string being added as an untouched
entry and a titlecased variation.

If no “CR” or “cr” ending was found, the original first part was added
as is, with an untouched entry and a titlecased variation.

3. The field values sometimes contained some conjunction structures.
We matched for and handled “ and ”, “ & ” and “ CR ”. If a
string contained any of these (matched while string was lowercased,
so “ AND ” and “ and ” would trigger), it would be used to split
the text in two candidates. Only cases with only one possible split,
i.e. the string only contained one of the values above, was handled
in this way. If a split was found, each split were then checked for
being non-empty and if it contained text they were added both as an
untouched and a titlecased variation.

To illustrate the full process, we have the following example simulating
the creation of gazetteer entries:

(5.29) Example showing how a raw field value is processed into a
gazetteer entry from the “author” field in the source positive data
set.

1. Label is picked from field source for this data set. In this case,
the “author” field is processed, so every candidate gets the
“Author” label.

2. Raw field value found:
“By ABDI GULEDCR <TAB>Associated Press”
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3. (strip trailing and pre-fixed whitespaces)

4. Remove “by ” prefix, giving:
“ABDI GULEDCR <TAB>Associated Press”

5. At this point, two variations are added as gazetteer entries:

(a) “ABDI GULEDCR <TAB>Associated Press” (untouched)
(b) “Abdi Guledcr <TAB>Associated Press” (titlecased)

6. The tab character then matched the TAB check, making the
string handled be split in two: “ABDI GULEDCR ” and
“Associated Press”.

7. Before each was handled further, they were individually
stripped of trailing and pre-fixed whitespaces.

8. The second split is added as a candidate, giving two variations,
one untouched and one titlecased:

(a) “Associated Press” (untouched)
(b) “Associated Press” (titlecased)

9. The first part of the previous split checked for “CR” ending. As
it matches, the “CR” is cropped out, and two variations is
added afterwards:

(a) “ABDI GULED” (untouched)
(b) “Abdi Guled” (titlecased)

10. As the string does not match any of the conjunction identifiers,
this step is skipped.

We can see how the processing steps tries to add entities more
similar to what we expect in the training data, especially if we consider
clean matching gazetteers where the TAB character makes matching very
unlikely.

Note for the example given, the tab characters in the raw text were
replaced with “<TAB>”, to indicate exactly where they were used in the
raw text. As this example added fully equal candidates, it can also be
important to note that before being written to file only unique per label
entries are kept.

To further show some examples from this “author” field after pro-
cessing, the following listing shows six example extracts from the ready
UCDP gazetteer:

(5.30) Author Online Reporters
Author JIM GOMEZ and TERESA CEROJANO CR Associated Press
Author JIM GOMEZ
Author Parez Lohasant & Abdulloh Benjakat
Author Abdulloh Benjakat
Author Ahmed Al - Rubaye

Moving on to the “sourcename” field, this field was directly labeled as
“Source” with the values they contained.
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We mentioned that these two fields were noisier when describing why
this file needed separate gazetteer labels. We show some examples below,
taken from the “sourcename” field originally, shown as they are after the
extraction in the ready UCDP gazetteer:

(5.31) Source Voice of America Press Releases and Documents
Source Invisible Children + The Resolve LRA Crisis Tracker
Source " Leave Everything to God " Accountability for Inter
- Communal Violence in Plateau and Kaduna States
Source NTV Kenya
Source Small Arms Survey " The Conflict in Unity State "

What we would want from this field is mainly ORG- or PER-like
entities, as the other sources are not necessarily named entities following
our guidelines.

The fully extracted and ready UCDP gazetteer was presented in
table 5.3, and consisted of 38,664 extracted entries spread over seven
gazetteer labels.

This closes the chapter on experimental setup, which describes how
to go from various disconnected components to enabling them to be used
with StanfordNER. We also described how the data was split and how the
used gazetteers were extracted.

With the input components ready for use with a NER system, and a
ready NER system as well, we can then begin describing the experiments
conducted.
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Chapter 6

Experiments

This chapter describes the various experiments conducted as part of this
project.

Taking the main task to mind again, the goal of the experiments is to
test adaption strategies for a NER system. As we chose and prepared
StanfordNER, that is the system we will use for the experiments. In general,
there are many methods we can hypothesize to be useful for improving
performance within a domain, and we will need to limit the reach of what
is reasonable to focus on. Hence, we chose to focus on use of gazetteers and
enrichment as strategies for adapting NER to a new domain.

We can define it per experiment individually as experimenting if that
approach is a viable strategy for adapting NER to the conflict research
domain, and what parameters there is to consider when using that strategy.

We want to test the gazetteer use as the NER theory section paint
gazetteers as a common feature for NER that improves performance, found
in (e.g.) Ratinov and Roth, 2009; Collobert et al., 2011 and more. If we
also consider that we also have: for the conflict domain gazetteer we have
actor lists and other conflict event data we can extract from the UCDP
data and from the internet we have the semi-structured data as found in
DBPedia — good sources for creating both a domain specific gazetteer and
a more general one to test. This makes gazetteers a reasonable strategy
to test for this adaption, where we can compare the differently sourced
gazetteers and how they affect the conflict domain performance, including
comparing to the use of a gazetteer not extracted by us, i.e. the SENNA
gazetteer, that have been shown to perform well on the CoNLL-2003 data.
While preparing the data for StanfordNER, it also became evident that
there were several ways to use the gazetteers with the classifier, i.e. sloppy
or clean matching. This also motivated wanting to test configurations, as
we had not seen any clear indications of how gazetteers were generally
used in literature. Subsequently, we wanted to document the effect of the
configuration choices as well.

For evaluation measure, we use the results output by StanfordNER.
This is an exact match measure, giving precision, recall and the harmonic
mean of these for a F1 summary measure, for each label. For the scores
over all labels, StanfordNER outputs the micro-averaged precision and
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recall, again with the F1 measure from these. These three scores are each
often displayed as either as a percentage factor, where 0.0 equals worst and
1.0 equals perfect, or as a score from 0 to 100 representing the same, but
multiplied by 100 first.

For testing data, each experiment will mainly use the gold annotations
created by us for the UCDP Testing data set. The main performance
evaluations is then from using the evaluation measure on predictions on
this data set.

Notably, as we created the test data for this domain, there are no
other published results we can directly compare to for this task. If we
want to compare to other systems, we have to keep in mind that it is
on different domains and using different data, though it can be useful to
give an indication of what expectations we should have in NER today.
This can give an idea of the best-case adapted scores to expect, e.g. by
comparing to the state-of-the-art performance in other domains and the
relative performances for some components. However, we will mainly
compare to our own results based on a baseline we create, where we can
compare other configurations to this baseline to build up what proves to be
good adoption approaches for this cross-domain task. Consequently, the
next section describes creating this baseline.

6.1 Creating a baseline

We need a baseline for comparing and measuring improvement, by
comparing to it, and this section describes how we arrived at the used
baseline.

A baseline is often a default configuration for a system, not a
fully customized and configured system, with minimal amount of extra
components involved. This reduces effects to take into consideration for
fair comparisons. In the case of StanfordNER, the default configuration
is very minimal and requires some further consideration on our part.
This minimal configuration can be misleading when testing components
towards the baseline score. This is easiest shown by preliminary testing
and select examples from experiments. The following points elaborate
on observations we made in this regard from preliminary testing, without
going in depth with the results:

1. We tried testing various gazetteer options using the default settings
first, i.e. no features besides the default configuration. The interpreta-
tion of the results was in conflict with the same exact tests ran, but this
time using a feature set enabled. We got opposite interpretation for
some configurations after adding in features. Without features, (e.g.)
clean matching performed better overall — while sloppy matching
performed better overall with features.

2. We could also see very big differences in performances when using
and not using features, indicating that the default feature set was
lacking. To put an example, using the aforementioned preliminary
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With features With enrichment With gazetteer F1

30.85
5 63.45

5 54.27
5 5 82.39

5 47.33
5 5 65.85

5 5 60.90
5 5 5 82.52

Table 6.1: Extracted results from later enrichment experiments, showing F1
scores we can compare to see there is some dependence between features
used and relative value of a component.

gazetteer tests, without features the score found was an F1 score
of 46.10. With features enabled, we found an F1 score of 67.22.
This makes sense if we look at the configuration enumerations in
Section 5.1.2, where almost all features are disabled by default.
Further inspection showed that only the “useWord” feature is
enabled in the default configuration. The other features enabled by
default are dependent on some other features to be used as well, so
the classifier using default settings only create the current word as
a feature. We can assume this is not enough information for proper
predictions, thus the difference in conclusions when using and not
using features in the aforementioned gazetteer tests, as the amount of
information available to the classifier vastly differs for each variation.

3. This also gives an indicator of how the other components we mix
with can affect the conclusions, and in the case of features, any NER
system we expect to have many of them, so it is reasonable to use a
more extensive feature set in a baseline.

To build further on the idea of dependence on features (or other
components used), a classifier like this can also indicate more relative value
to a component being tested in some scenarios. This is best illustrated
using the data from another experiment as an example. In table 6.1 we
have copied over some results from two of the enrichment experiments we
did. In the tests for the results shown in this table, we tested on a subset of
UCDP Testing of 50 documents. The remaining 100 documents were added
to the training data, where marked in the table. The gazetteer used is the
gazetteer extracted from the UCDP data.

We can see in table 6.1 that the relative value of the gazetteers is highly
dependent on what else is included. Extracting the relative increase from
adding a gazetteer with no enrichment and with no features, we get 16.48
F1 score increase. If we do the same comparison, but this time with features
and still without enrichment, we get: 2.4 F1 score increase. Next, if we
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compare with only enrichment enabled and no features, the difference is:
6.63 F1 score increase. Lastly, if we take with enrichment and features
enabled, the difference for adding a gazetteer is a 0.13 F1 score increase. We
see indicators that especially if neither features nor enrichment is enabled,
gazetteers are given a much bigger relative increase. If we based our
conclusions on those results, we would get an inflated importance on
gazetteers. When we add in features, the differences are much smaller,
as now there are other sources of information for the classifier.

In conclusion from these examples, we will be using a baseline with a
full feature set enabled. Though this can introduce a lot of other variables
to test before we could decide on what features to include, we will instead
use the examples released by StanfordNER (Finkel, Grenager and C.
Manning, 2005). These examples are full configurations released with the
downloadable system, intended for what they call “all”, “conll” and “muc”
models. In this regard, it should be noted they all enable a distributional
similarity feature, yet the lexicon for this is not shared. We will supply
the data for the distributional similarity feature ourself, using pre-trained
embeddings.

The three examples to consider are intended for the following:

The “all” example is for training on data sets from CoNLL-2003, MUC
and from ACE shared tasks.

The “conll” example is customized to train on only CoNLL-2003 and per-
form better on it. A comment mentions that the IOB2 segmentation
scheme gives the best performance on CoNLL, though the configura-
tion does not enforce this.

The “muc” example is for training on MUC data. This example is identical
to the “all” example.

As the “muc” and “all” examples are identical, we will only consider
“all” and “conll” further.

A full comparison of the considered configurations is presented in
table 6.2, using the actual configuration option names as introduced in
Section 5.1.2 for each option name. The default settings for each relevant
configuration flag is also shown, which again gives a good view of how
plain the default settings are.

Notably, there is not many differences in features enabled between “all”
and “conll”. We only show the configuration related to feature usage: the
other configurations needed to use the system, like specifying classifier,
training data and test data, will be the same regardless of which of these
feature sets we use. An example of the configuration that is not related to
features used is shown below:

(6.1) type = crf
trainFile = $ace2_train
testFile = $ucdp_test
distSimLexicon = $distsim_enwiki_512
map = word=0,tag=1,answer=2
readerAndWriter=edu.stanford.nlp.sequences.ColumnDocumentReaderAndWriter
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Option default “all” “conll”

wordFunction= null Americanize1 Americanize1

useDistSim= false true true
numberEquivalenceDistSim= false true true
unknownWordDistSimClass= “null” 0 0

useWord= true true true
useClassFeature= false true true

useNGrams= false true true
noMidNGrams= false true true

usePrev= false true true
useNext= false true true

useLongSequences= false true true
useSequences= true2 true true

usePrevSequences= false true true
maxLeft= 2 1 1

useTypeSeqs= false true true
useTypeSeqs2= false true true

useTypeySequences= false true true
useOccurrencePatterns= false true true

useLastRealWord= false true true
useNextRealWord= false true true

normalize= false true true
wordShape= -13 chris2useLC dan2useLC

useObservedSequencesOnly= false true true
useDisjunctive= false true true

saveFeatureIndexToDisk= false true true
useQN= true true true
QNsize= 25 25 25

featureDiffThresh= 0.0 0.05 0.05
sigma= 1.0 1.0 20

Table 6.2: Comparison of example feature configurations for StanfordNER,
comparing default features enabled versus “all” and “conll” examples.
1 Full configuration value: “edu.stanford.nlp.process.AmericanizeFunction”.
2 Does nothing without other sequence related flags being enabled.
3 Equals “edu.stanford.nlp.process.WordShapeClassifier.NOWORDSHAPE” con-
stant, which corresponds to a function that simply returns the input string imme-
diately.
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Feature set Distsim Precision Recall F1

default 46.61 23.86 31.56
default 5 49.38 32.16 38.95

all 67.24 58.60 62.63
all 5 68.59 59.89 63.95
conll 67.44 58.99 62.93
conll 5 68.33 60.09 63.94

Table 6.3: Results from running StanfordNER with different configuration
sets enabled, including with or without the distributional similarity feature
enabled for each.

In example 6.1, the “$”-variables found in right-side values are simply
replaced with the paths to the already preprocessed training or testing files
by a script. The “tag=1” part in the “map” option does not by itself activate
PoS-tags as a feature, and PoS-tags are not used with these feature sets. In
example 6.1, the training file is ACE-2 Training data set and the test set is
the created UCDP Testing data. The “map” entry assigns what column in
the input corresponds to what input entity, where we use the format we
have described in Section 5.2.

As we need to supply the distributional similarity feature lexicon
ourself, we used one we created from a pre-trained word embedding
model1. The embeddings were pre-trained using gensim by Rehurek and
Sojka (2010) and their word2vec Continuous Skip-Gram implementation.
Some preprocessing steps was applied to transform multi-word tokens
separated by “::” into several singular tokens with the same embeddings,
e.g. “United::States” we converted into two entries: “United” and “States”,
both with exact same embeddings. Additionally, tokens in the embeddings
file had a PoS-tag attached to the end, which was simply cropped out.
The resulting entries were then clustered using scikit-learn (Pedregosa et
al., 2011) and the k-means clustering method, with k = 512, creating 512
clusters which we then converted into the format specified for use with
StanfordNER in Section 5.2.

As we have more than one example configuration, we want to select
one to reduce the amount of configuration permutations during the
experiments. To select one, we tested each configuration set. Table 6.3
shows the results, including with no feature configuration for comparison
to the default StanfordNER settings. We also show toggling of the
distributional similarity feature to give an indication of the performance
of the distributional similarity configuration we used.

First of note is the evident importance of a feature set, as mentioned
earlier in this section when we discussed why a feature set seems necessary.

1We used the “English Wikipedia Dump of February 2017” model (ID 3), from a shared
word-vector repository by Fares et al. (2017). Can be downloaded at: http://vectors.nlpl.eu/
repository/.
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It is again shown to greatly increase performance, and without the
performance is quite low. We can consider this as an indicator that
the default settings are not intended to be used as they are, and some
configuration is necessary to get basic performance.

Second, the performances of the two example sets are very close.
The difference in performance from enabling the distributional similarity
feature is the decider between which performs best. As there is no reason
to prefer one over the other, the highest score will decide.

Note also, the relative performance of the clustered embeddings is
heavily related to other available information, just as with the aforemen-
tioned gazetteer examples.

We could use a configuration set without a distributional similarity
feature to avoid having to create our own lexicon, but we chose to use it
in the end on reason of the following points:

1. Both examples expect a distributional similarity feature, and moving
away from this would break enabled feature equality with the
examples.

2. A distributional similarity feature is well recognized as a good source
of information to use as a feature.

3. The lack of any information feature from a distributional similarity
feature may make some other components overvalued, though this is
more convoluted.

4. Embeddings can be trained unsupervised, so while they often require
vast amounts of data they do not require much manual labor,
especially when compared to something like e.g. more training data
or manually created gazetteers.

5. It increases the baseline score, and as a final fully adapted system is
expected to be using a distributional similarity feature it may be more
realistic to have one in the baseline as well.

On the other hand, it does also introduce additional factors to consider,
like how the clusters are created or the embeddings are trained — and
how well they perform in the NER system, especially when combined
with other components. Subsequently, in the same way as we try to get a
reasonable set of default features, we want to have a reasonable and general
distributional similarity feature. To get this, the clustered embeddings
used were chosen from English Wikipedia embeddings, which cover a
general domain. We also clustered using the common k-means clustering
method, with cluster count copied from the “512” used by StanfordNER
distributional similarity feature.

In conclusion, as we wanted to use a distributional similarity feature,
we then chose the “all” feature set to use as our baseline based on its score.

The baseline is presented in table 6.4, using the distributional similarity
feature and showing scores from testing on both UCDP Testing and on
ACE-2 Testing, for comparison. Both were trained on ACE-2 training data.
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Test set Precision Recall F1

baseline UCDP Testing 68.59 59.89 63.95
ACE-2 baseline ACE-2 Testing 81.94 77.31 79.56

Table 6.4: Baseline system performance, trained on ACE-2 Training, tested
on UCDP Testing data set or ACE-2 Testing, and using the “all” feature set
with distributional similarity enabled.

GPE Person Organization Location Facility

UCDP Testing ∩ ACE-2 Training
GPE 11.24% 0.63% 1.26% 0.00% 0.00%

Person 0.26% 1.88% 0.50% 0.00% 0.00%
Organization 0.13% 0.42% 8.29% 0.00% 0.00%

Location 1.66% 0.00% 0.50% 0.00% 0.00%
Facility 0.00% 0.00% 0.25% 0.00% 0.00%

ACE-2 Testing ∩ ACE-2 Training
GPE 61.56% 0.84% 1.29% 20.93% 0.00%

Person 0.68% 15.89% 1.81% 0.00% 0.00%
Organization 1.36% 0.33% 23.26% 2.33% 9.68%

Location 6.12% 0.00% 0.00% 25.58% 0.00%
Facility 0.00% 0.00% 0.52% 0.00% 6.45%

Table 6.5: Matrix of bag-of-word coverage results per label for the testing
sets’ annotation strings vs training set annotation strings. Each row
represents the distribution for that label, left side is testing set.

We can see the cross-domain difference indicated by the performance
difference of 15.61 F1 score between the two tests. We can compare to the
expected 20% to 40% drop in performance reported in Section 2.1.2, and
this seems in line for a cross-domain evaluation.

To further attempt to give an indicator of the difference between the
domains, a coverage test of how many entity strings and labels that overlap
between the data sets was conducted. This does not attempt to measure
the full difference, it is to give an idea of how different the sets may be,
while only covering the NER entities in each. The measures are simple, for
each testing set, every annotation string is added to a bag-of-words, where
duplicates are ignored. This is then is done for the training set as well, and
an overlap percentage is calculated from the training set bag versus each of
the two testing set’s bag.

The coverage results per label are shown in table 6.5. Each row shows
the distribution of the overlap proportions vs other labels in each column.
If we ignore the labels and just look at the strings, then the overlap for
UCDP Testing versus ACE-2 Training is 7.83% overall while ACE-2 Testing
versus ACE-2 Training is 28.59% overall. We can see there is a significant
difference in the amount of seen strings in the UCDP Testing set when
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compared to ACE-2 Training. This is especially so for Person labels, which,
if put in relation to the entity counts in table 4.3, indicate that there are a
lot of Person entities that need to be close to fully inferred from context, or
from e.g. external resources like gazetteers. This can be expanded to the
rest of the labels for the UCDP Testing set, considering most of them are
relatively low.

We can also hypothesize that the low overlap scores for any of the
sets indicate how important features and similar extra information can be
for the predictions. As only 7.83% or 28.59% of the entities were seen in
training, the necessary information to predict the whole set correctly needs
to be found from something, e.g. either context, features, the sequences
used or some external features which may to a greater extent cover the
entities found.

In closing, with the baseline scores ready for comparison and a
baseline feature set selected, the following sections each cover one further
experiment. For each experiment, a rationale for that experiment can be
found at the beginning of its section.

6.2 Testing gazetteers and their configurations

This experiment investigates the various configurations of gazetteers and
their performances, constituting the first part of using gazetteers as a
strategy for NER domain adaption.

6.2.1 Motivation

The main goal is to find an indicator of what the best adapted configuration
for gazetteers are and how to use gazetteers for a cross-domain task like
this.

We also want to test how well each of the gazetteers perform, firstly
as they are from different domains, and secondly as two of them were
programmatically extracted and not manually created with golden labels.
Subsequently, entries can be expected to be more noisy than manually
crafted gazetteers, and this may affect the results when using them.

We want to figure out which gazetteer source is most reasonable for
this cross-domain NER task. We have the same-domain gazetteer in the
UCDP gazetteer, the general domain gazetteer in the DBPedia gazetteer
and the SENNA gazetteer, representing a gazetteer that has known effect
from Collobert et al. (2011) and Chiu and Nichols (2015). The DBPedia
gazetteer is also interesting as it is extracted from semi-structured data that
is freely available, while e.g. a gazetteer like the UCDP gazetteer requires
domain specific data to be available and parsable into a gazetteer.

We will also test casing configuration for the gazetteers. After having
prepared and extracted the gazetteers, we initially tested the SENNA
gazetteer using ACE-2 Training and ACE-2 Testing data simply to see if
gazetteers were working. The score difference between using the SENNA
gazetteers and not in this simple test was close to 0.0. We figured out this
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ACE-2 Training ACE-2 Testing UCDP Testing

Clean matching

SENNA 0.38% 2.61% 0.00%
DBPedia 32.85% 30.17% 22.38%
UCDP 21.46% 19.85% 37.88%

Sloppy matching

SENNA 1.01% 3.99% 0.85%
DBPedia 93.02% 89.78% 77.02%
UCDP 58.49% 58.10% 70.80%

Table 6.6: Coverage test for gazetteers, without lowercasing the data set
named entity phrases.

was from a lack of equal normalization between casing in the gazetteer
and the input training or test data, as StanfordNER does not normalize the
gazetteer input in any way nor does it normalize the input sequence tokens
before doing a gazetteer lookup. This led to the almost fully lowercased
SENNA gazetteer having close to no matches when used.

To fix this, we forked StanfordNER to create an alternative version
that was modified to lowercase current word during gazetteer matching.
The modifications also lowercased words when reading a gazetteer, hence
every gazetteer lookup is then normalized in casing.

An indicator of the difference this can make was simulated using the
coverage script made to create table 5.4, which displays the coverage
when both data sets and gazetteers were lowercased. If we remove the
lowercasing for the data sets and re-run the coverage script, we get the
results in table 6.6.

We can see the coverage for SENNA is now very low without
lowercasing the data set named entities. The other gazetteers are also
affected, where DBPedia has a slight decrease in coverage while the UCDP
gazetteer has a slight increase. We can surmise that casing configuration is
important, and not only to ensure compatibility with the input data like for
SENNA, but also for the potential performance of the two other gazetteers
as well.

To further illustrate the casing problem, the following example indic-
ates how this could play out for gazetteer matches:

(6.2) Let current token processed be “New York”.

Let a gazetteer entry be “LOC new york”.

Let another gazetteer entry be “GPE New York”.

When creating the features for “New” and “York” tokens in the
system, neither would match the gazetteer entry for “LOC”, but they
both would match the “GPE” entry.
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Note this example is made-up. Additionally, following our guidelines,
“New York” should only be “GPE”, but to illustrate the theoretical
differences it is included as “LOC” as well. We have enumerated some
potential consequences:

1. The amount of matches can be reduced without lowercasing, as then
“New York” and “new york” are not similar. We would only get one
of the gazetteer entries to match at one lookup, depending on the
casing of the processed tokens.

2. Having casing can potentially enable better precision in cases such
as example 6.2, where if everything was lowercased, it would then
match both. Comparing to, hypothetically, if the “GPE” was more
useful as information, if it was not the only match, we could get
worse results. Whether this has a positive or negative overall effect
is unknown, and will depend on other factors. The classifier assigns
the weights to each gazetteer label by itself, and we can assume the
performance will be affected by other sources of information as well
as the effect of the first mentioned above.

In essence, this means that to test casing, SENNA had to be modified
to use titlecasing. On download, SENNA contained only 25 entries that
were not lowercased, while the rest was lowercased. As titlecasing is most
similar to how proper nouns are cased, over e.g. full uppercasing.

The exact design of the tests conducted for this gazetteer experiment is
described in the next section.

6.2.2 Experiment design

We want to compare configurations for gazetteers as well as the gazetteers
with each other and how they perform on the UCDP Testing data, as a
measure of adaption to the domain.

To test casing, we require SENNA to be modified to contain casing. To
normalize the casing in the gazetteer lookup function for StanfordNER,
we must modify StanfordNER. The modifications we applied are fully
described in Appendix B. From this, we get two new systems to consider
for the following tests: a non-modified version of StanfordNER and a
modified version of StanfordNER. The base source code used for the
modifications is the non-modified version in this case, which is a newer
than the 3.8 version of StanfordNER otherwise used. Hence, it has its
own specific identity referred to using non-modified StanfordNER. In
Appendix B there is also a table comparing the results of these three
versions of StanfordNER when using a gazetteer and not. As there is
a small difference between version 3.8 of StanfordNER and this non-
modified version in performance, we have made sure to always use
the non-modified version when comparing to the modified StanfordNER
scores. Hence, this experiment only uses the non-modified and modified
versions of StanfordNER.
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With the systems to use defined, we can move on to the gazetteers to use
for this experiment. The following list enumerates each, with their various
casing configurations described:

1. Extracted UCDP gazetteer: casing directly as extracted, meaning
99.09% of entries contain a capitalized ascii letter. We also test a
lowercased variation indirectly, which is modified by the modified
system at initialization.

2. Extracted DBPedia gazetteer: casing directly as extracted, meaning
99.74% of entries contain a capitalized ascii letter. Also, a variation
indirectly lowercased by the modified system again.

3. SENNA gazetteers:

(a) The directly downloaded version, which is lowercased, except
for 25 entries (out of 171,142 entries) that contain at least one
capitalized letter.

(b) A version scripted to be titlecased.

(c) A mixed version with both the directly downloaded version and
titlecased version together.

All the SENNA variations were also implicitly lowercased by the
modified system when tested with the modified system.

The base gazetteers used are as described in Section 5.4 and Section 5.5.
When referring to the different casings, the directly used casings will be
referred to as “normal” for SENNA and otherwise untouched for UCDP
and DBPedia gazetteers. We use “mixed” to refer to the mixed version of
SENNA, and similarly just “titlecased” for the titlecased only version.

The last gazetteer configuration is the gazetteer matching configuration
for StanfordNER. These are the “sloppyGazette” versus “cleanGazette”
configuration flags, as described in Section 5.1.2. Judging by the coverage
tests in table 5.4, this can greatly change the gazetteer coverage, and the
differences between the matching methods are indicated to be high. We
subsequently test with both flags alternated for every other configuration.

In summary, every casing and matching configuration will be combined
with either the modified or non-modified StanfordNER, over each variation
of the gazetteers.

The feature set used for the tests is as used for the baseline in Section 6.1.
For all the tests, the training data used is the ACE-2 Training set and the

testing data is the UCDP Testing set.

6.2.3 Results

The results of every configuration permutation is found in table 6.8, split
into two batches: one for clean matching and one for sloppy matching.

We did preliminary testing using no features, and the results of this are
presented in table 6.7. These results are included only for comparison, and
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Using non-modified system Using modified system
P R F1 P R F1

no gazetteer 46.61 23.86 31.56 46.61 23.86 31.56

Clean matching on UCDP Testing data
SENNA (normal) 48.06 23.76 31.30 54.11 31.16 39.54
SENNA (titlecased) 45.65 31.13 37.02 54.11 31.16 39.54
SENNA (mixed) 52.33 28.72 37.08 54.11 31.16 39.54
UCDP 57.69 43.98 49.91 55.92 39.22 46.10
DBPedia 55.65 37.02 44.46 55.42 35.82 43.52

Sloppy matching on UCDP Testing data
SENNA (normal) 46.36 23.76 31.42 50.12 30.87 38.21
SENNA (titlecased) 45.01 31.63 37.16 50.12 30.87 38.21
SENNA (mixed) 49.63 29.03 36.63 50.12 30.87 38.21
UCDP 50.01 40.37 44.68 48.63 36.56 41.74
DBPedia 45.37 37.28 40.93 45.81 35.34 39.90

Table 6.7: Summary scores from gazetteer tests: combinations of casing,
sloppy matching and clean matching for gazetteers, using modified
StanfordNER and non-modified, on the UCDP Testing set. No features
enabled.

Using non-modified system Using modified system
P R F1 P R F1

baseline (no gazetteer) 68.75 60.28 64.24 68.75 60.28 64.24

Clean matching on UCDP Testing data
SENNA (normal) 69.06 60.13 64.29 70.98 60.11 65.09
SENNA (titlecased) 71.41 60.30 65.39 70.98 60.11 65.09
SENNA (mixed) 71.54 60.45 65.53 70.91 60.09 65.05
UCDP 72.41 63.51 67.67 71.79 63.20 67.22
DBPedia 70.28 61.23 65.45 70.11 61.52 65.54

Sloppy matching on UCDP Testing data
SENNA (normal) 68.84 60.11 64.18 71.62 59.97 65.28
SENNA (titlecased) 72.62 60.35 65.92 71.62 59.97 65.28
SENNA (mixed) 71.61 60.35 65.50 71.62 59.97 65.28
UCDP 72.29 63.94 67.86 72.78 64.37 68.32
DBPedia 71.95 60.95 65.99 71.03 61.38 65.85

Table 6.8: Summary scores from gazetteer tests: combinations of casing,
sloppy matching and clean matching gazetteers, modified vs non-modified
system. All tests use the baseline feature set and is evaluated on UCDP
Testing.
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are not used for any conclusion, as the tests using features are considered
more reasonable.

Before any observations are made, we will first address the unexpected
discrepancy between the SENNA casing variations when using the modi-
fied system and clean matching in table 6.8. If we look at the sloppy match-
ing, the results all equal for the same configuration — as we would expect,
but for the clean matching as well, considering only casing is supposed
to have changed and the modified system should lowercase them equally.
We want to ensure that this discrepancy is not an indicator of e.g. incor-
rect handling of the casing in the modified system. Thus, further testing
was conducted in Section 6.2.4 addressing this. In summary, this test found
there is some jitter in the score to be expected, depending on gazetteer con-
figuration. This jitter is from both the casing and also from the amount of
entries in the gazetteer, even if the added entries are only duplicates, i.e.
non-unique. Notably, the features created by the modified system were
exported and compared over the tested gazetteers with extra entries or
changed casing, and in all the casing variations they gave the same fea-
tures. This indicates the jitter is from something not related to features,
and ensures that the matches found are as expected equal when using the
modified system, regardless of casing.

SENNA UCDP DBpedia

mod 5
casing titlecased

clean 5
sloppy 5 5

F1 65.92 68.32 65.99

Table 6.9: Summary of the highest scoring gazetteer configurations from
the gazetteer experiment. Mod row marked means using the modified
system, otherwise the non-modified system is used.

Moving on to interpreting the results, as we want an indicator of best
adapted configuration for each gazetteer, we can extract from table 6.8 the
best performing configuration for each.

This gives the configurations shown in table 6.9, with casing only
relevant for SENNA as the other two are untouched unless implicitly
lowercased by the modified system. This shows there is no single
better configuration, though notably, sloppy seems to be a preference
overall. As they all have slightly different configurations between each
best performing configuration, this indicates that individually the best
configurations are gazetteer specific. This means in general, to get a
more adapted configuration for a specific gazetteer, we would need to
test it specifically with those settings. This can also be inferred from the
fact that the differences to the second best configuration is very small for
most of them, in order of SENNA, UCDP and DBPedia, the difference
from best to second in F1 is: 0.39, 0.46 and 0.14. Especially in the
case of the DBPedia gazetteer, small changes in features could make
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the difference between another configuration being better, assuming the
gazetteer features performance does not scale equally with all other
features. The only preference is indicated to be sloppy matching, though
DBPedia individually prefers clean matching for best performance.

It is also worth noting that the most domain relevant is also the best
performing: the UCDP gazetteer wins by a margin, where the net benefit
of using it is close to twice as much relative performance increase as the
other two.

If we compare to the coverage tests, first looking at clean matching,
the ranking for UCDP Testing coverage is “UCDP > SENNA > DBPedia”,
where left is better. If we then look at sloppy matching, the coverage
tests have the following ranking: “DBPedia > UCDP > SENNA”. This
is different from the actual performances, where the more direct domain
related gazetteer wins over the better coverage.

Additionally, we can compare clean matching performance when using
features with coverage. We can see that higher coverage is not necessarily
bound to better performance or strongly related to better performance. To
give an example from the results, we use the highest performing clean
matching configuration, then for DBPedia we get 65.54 F1 score, and for
SENNA we get 65.53 F1 score — the difference is 0.01 F1 score. The
coverage difference for the same comparison is around 7%.

The last interesting observation is when looking at the UCDP gazetteer
as an example, if we look at the preliminary test in table 6.7, we see that
clean matching wins over sloppy matching. Similarly, non-modified wins
over modified. When adding features, this is swapped over to being sloppy
matching winning and using modified system.

This indicates that with features, increased coverage is worth more than
fewer but more specific full matches, also implied by the modified winning
over non-modified — as then the gazetteer is casing normalized as well,
increasing the amount of matches. If we further consider that the sloppy
matching is at higher risk of false positives, as every token in an entry can
match, including e.g. an incorrect entry with non-annotation string, the
system manages to use the resulting features well overall regardless. We
get a better performance with sloppy matching over using clean matching.
We cannot draw any conclusions on this, however, as we would need
further testing. The current results for sloppy matching could be due to a
local minima or otherwise not really be as related to coverage as it currently
may imply.

In closing, if we want the most adapted gazetteer and its configuration,
we would use the UCDP gazetteer using a modified system and sloppy
matching. There are indications that sloppy matching may be better
overall. We would have to keep in mind the differences between
configurations are relatively small, so other factors involved may change
the conclusions, especially on an individual gazetteer basis. For the
SENNA gazetteer, modifying the casing can be considered mandatory from
the performance difference, unless using a modified system like we did
where casing is normalized for gazetteer lookups.
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6.2.4 Followup: investigating modified with clean matching

This section is a followup for the results shown in table 6.8, where an
unexpected discrepancy was shown for clean matching when using the
modified system with the SENNA gazetteer.

We want to ensure that this is not related to incorrect casing handling
in the modified system, verifying that the concluded results for casing are
reliable and that modifying the system did not introduce any unexpected
side effects. Thus, we run some more tests designed to test the SENNA
gazetteer when using clean matching. To do this, we add one more
variation of SENNA: the mixed casing version, but forced to lowercase
before being used with the system. As this simulates the effect of the
modifications used in the modified StanfordNER version, we can compare
this to the original mixed casing version, and see how they compare.

This means we have four variations of SENNA to test further for this
followup experiment: normal casing, mixed casing, titlecased and lastly the
mixed version that was forced to be fully lowercase, keeping the duplicate
entities resulting. We expect the modified system to find the same matches
in all four cases, as the casings should be normalized.

To test this initially, we simply compare the features created by
extracting the features created for the UCDP Testing data. This gives an
indication of what matches were found for each variation.

For the feature comparison, two methods were used: calculating the
SHA-1 hash of the features exported, and lastly, simply running a “diff”
program to compare. This program parses text files and shows every line
they are different from each other, in other words, it quickly indicates if two
text files are different and can show where they are different.

The features were exported using the “exportFeatures = <filename>”
flag for StanfordNER, which prints the features created for a data set to a
file. Thus, this test was comparing these four files to each other. A more
general look at features created when using the SENNA gazetteer can be
found in Appendix A, as a part of the feature inspection. This includes
how StanfordNER creates clean matching gazetteer features, which shows
that at most two features is created for a clean gazetteer match of a specific
label — one with the label and one with label plus the matching sequence
length.

In the case of SHA-1 hashes, all four variations gave the exact same hash
when hashing the exported feature files. Similarly, the diff showed the four
exported feature files were simply four identical files as well.

In conclusion from this comparison, we know that the four variations —
including one variation that is a deliberately pre-lowercased version in the
way the system is intended to do by itself — are all giving exactly similar
features. There is no difference in the gazetteer matches found.

The difference has to be from something that is not directly the casing.
These four variations gave the scores in table 6.10. Looking at the results,
we can again see the difference of performance between gazetteers we
could expect to give equal results. These results are showing the same
discrepancy that initially motivated this followup experiment. As we know
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Variation P R F1

SENNA titlecased 70.98 60.11 65.09
SENNA mixed, forced lowercased 70.97 60.09 65.08
SENNA mixed 70.91 60.09 65.05
SENNA normal 70.98 60.11 65.09

Table 6.10: Results for testing SENNA gazetteer variations with only
modified system and clean matching.

they give the same features, we then want to further clarify the following
points in further testing:

• As there is a difference between “SENNA titlecased” and “SENNA
mixed, forced lowercased”, which should only be the amount of
entries in a gazetteer, we want to investigate the effect from amount
of entries further.

• This however does not hold when we compare “SENNA mixed,
forced lowercased” and “SENNA mixed”, hinting that there is still
some effect from a casing difference — though, this is already shown
to not be by having different features created.

• The casing difference indicated above does not show when compar-
ing “SENNA titlecased” and “SENNA normal”. Might be related to
fewer entries giving less effect.

To extensively test this, we will use only “SENNA titlecased” further,
but modified to give several more variations in addition to the original
titlecased version. The following variations will be tested:

1. A gazetteer duplicate, where every entry is duplicated xn times,
where n is between 1 and 4. For example, the original SENNA
titlecased is x1, while one with every entry duplicated exactly once
would be x2. With this we can test duplicates of entries in the
gazetteer and how it affects the performance.

2. Using the x1 to x4 variations as base, each of these will also get a
variation where the casing is randomized. To be exact, for every xn:

• For every entry in this gazetteer, lowercase the gazetteer text and
separate it from the label, as the labels are left untouched.

• Then first define a number of repetitions, r, as:

r = length_o f _text/3

This r is the amount of characters we want to uppercase for this
exact text string, and length_o f _text is simply the amount of
individual characters in this gazetteer text.
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• We loop over the current entry r times, selecting each repeat a
number corresponding to a character index in the text, selected
from the range of 0 to length_o f _text. This selected index is then
uppercased.

• The result of this is that for e.g. x3, every repeated entry will
have different casings, as shown in example 6.3.

(6.3) LOC ’ s - GraVELand
LOC ’ S - gRAVeland
LOC ’ S - grAVeland

3. As a counter-point to the random casing, the same tests are run using
simple lowercasing instead. Together with the random casing, these
two are extremes when it comes to casing, and is intended to give
an idea about how casing interacts with the performance regardless
of features when casing is exaggerated. As they are also combined
with the x1 to x4 duplicates, we get an idea of if there are interactions
between duplicates and casing.

4. And lastly, to check if some of this effect is also found in the non-
modified system, the x1 to x4 variations of the original SENNA
titlecased is also run with the non-modified system. This is the only
variation that is feasible to run with the non-modified, as then casing is
significant again. The normal SENNA does not contain (much) cased
entries, so we would get one of the problems that motivated testing
casing initially: too few matches without changing SENNA casing.

Running the variations gave the results in table 6.11. The modified and
non-modified systems are the same as described in Section 6.2.

First, again a small comparison of the output features was conducted
for these results. From table 6.11, the first twelve tests had the exact same
SHA-1 for the feature dumps created for each. The non-modified system
and its four tests also had similar SHA-1 to each other, but different from
the first twelve. This is as expected, as in the non-modified system there is
no gazetteer casing overloading.

With the features created being equal confirmed again, we can observe
the following:

1. As the lowercased variation and the random casing variation both
score exactly the same, but the titlecased is different — it indicates
that casing mainly matters when it is titlecase, and otherwise it is
close to irrelevant between having casing or just lowercasing.

2. As they all have some jitter in score as a consequence of duplicating
entries between x1 to x4, we can surmise that the amount of entries
affects the results. For the most part, the difference is small — but e.g.
random casing shows a big difference, if we compare the two most
extremes of x1 vs x4. While overall, it trends towards more xn, worse
performance. If we look at titlecased modified and x3, this shows
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Casing xn mod P R F1

Titlecased x1 3 70.98 60.11 65.09
Titlecased x2 3 70.91 60.09 65.05
Titlecased x3 3 71.01 60.18 65.15
Titlecased x4 3 71.01 59.66 64.84

Random casing x1 3 71.00 60.06 65.08
Random casing x2 3 70.97 60.09 65.08
Random casing x3 3 70.90 60.11 65.06
Random casing x4 3 71.07 59.49 64.76

Lowercased x1 3 71.00 60.06 65.08
Lowercased x2 3 70.97 60.09 65.08
Lowercased x3 3 70.90 60.11 65.06
Lowercased x4 3 71.07 59.49 64.76

Titlecased x1 71.41 60.30 65.39
Titlecased x2 71.49 60.23 65.38
Titlecased x3 71.51 60.25 65.40
Titlecased x4 71.68 60.13 65.40

Table 6.11: Results from extensive testing on casing and gazetteer entry
duplication, using variations on the SENNA titlecased gazetteer.

that this is not necessarily that straight forward a correlation — as we
would expect this x3 to score worse than the x2 then, but instead it
scores better. If we look at the non-modified tests, they have more
similar F1 scores, but the same small differences are evident in the
precision and recall.

3. Overall, there is performance jitter with regard to entries in a
gazetteer — and making sure the gazetteer is not unnecessarily
duplicated can help reduce this, though it may negatively affect
performance as well, as the jitter can go both positively and
negatively. The variance seen in scores here should be kept in
mind when interpreting the results in Section 6.2, as between some
configurations the difference in scores are smaller than the variance
here. We should note that the jitter should be minimal in the gazetteer
experiment, as the gazetteers there (except for possibly the SENNA
mixed gazetteer) do not do any unnecessary casing or duplicating of
gazetteer entries. This test brought these two traits to their extremes,
which could add more jitter than what we should normally expect.

In conclusion, excepting further testing, we can conclude that as any
more than x2 is naturally avoided as we do not duplicate gazetteer entries,
and the differences then being very small — combined with features
created definitely being the same, regardless of casing — the results from
Section 6.2 should be reliable with regard to overall casing. For very small
differences in gazetteer configuration performances, we should keep in
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mind that it may be due to jitter from how the gazetteer was used as input.
With this validation test completed, this ends this experiment on

gazetteer configuration. A related experiment on possible ways to
combine the gazetteers themselves as an approach for accumulating the
performances of each is covered later in Section 6.4.

6.3 Testing training data enrichment using UCDP
Testing data

This section describes the experiment based on merging parts of annotated
UCDP data with the ACE-2 Training data, creating a new bigger training
set enriched with UCDP Testing data. We then test on the left out and
remaining UCDP Testing data to still have the test set separated from the
training set.

The motivation for this experiment was, preliminarily, to test how good
gazetteers are when compared to simply inserting domain related data by
enriching the training data. However, as the preliminary tests showed it
had a very decent overall performance, the experiment was expanded to
further test enrichment in general as a NER domain adaption strategy.
Thus, we want to test enrichment versus gazetteer use as well as how
gazetteers work together with enrichment, and the enrichment by itself.

The experiment was conducted over five different setups with each
one having the same general setup, but a difference in how the data
sets used were selected. Each is covered in one subsection each, with
the variations on subset selection with the same general setup being
intended to ensure the results from the first experiment are reliable. The
last experiment explores the learning curve for enrichment. We want to
see how adding more documents affects the performance of enrichment,
especially considering how annotating data can be an extensive task.

6.3.1 Testing enrichment with a random sampled subset

This section describes the first enrichment experiment, using random
sampled subsets of UCDP Testing data as enrichment or testing data. These
two subsets are selected without overlapping.

To begin, we first needed two new data sets for enrichment and testing
for this experiment. These were sampled using uniform random sampling,
following this process:

• First, 100 documents were selected from UCDP Testing by random
uniform sampling, to be used as the enrichment data.

• The data to use for testing were then simply the rest of UCDP Testing
that was not selected in the previous sample, which is 50 documents.

• This gives us two smaller subsets, where the 50 will be used as
the testing set, UCDP-50, and the 100 will simply be referred to as
enrichment data.
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Identifier Total Label Entities

ACE-2-Enriched 15,993

GPE 6,388
PER 4,880
ORG 4,204
LOC 286
FAC 235

UCDP-50 1,453

GPE 766
ORG 466
PER 202
LOC 17
FAC 3

Table 6.12: The label distribution of the enriched ACE-2 data set and the
smaller UCDP-50 set.

The enrichment data was then combined with ACE-2 Training data,
giving us two variations of training data to use for this experiment, one
with enrichment data included and the normal ACE-2 Training data for
comparison.

To illustrate how the new data sets are with regard to entity distribution,
table 6.12 shows the label distribution for the enrichment data when
combined with ACE-2 Training, and for the new UCDP-50 test set.

Both sets were converted to the StanfordNER compatible format as
described in Section 5.2, and after adding enrichment data the new ACE-
2-Enriched set has 522 documents in total, spread over 241,137 tokens,
of which 23,410 have annotations. The new UCDP-50 testing set has 50
documents, spread over 15,426 tokens, where 2,200 have annotations.

The gazetteers we used for this test is the UCDP gazetteer with
untouched casing. This is used to compare the use of a domain related
gazetteer versus directly enriching data with domain related data.

The other gazetteer used is a combination of the UCDP gazetteer
mentioned right above, together with SENNA mixed. Concatenating
the two together, we use this combined version to test how enrichment
compares to adding a more general gazetteer with regard to domain. This
we wanted to test as preliminary testing indicated that the UCDP gazetteer
might be undervalued by itself. We hypothesized this to possibly be from
the training data having less overlap with the UCDP gazetteer, which
could in theory mean the weights for the gazetteer features learned during
training would be undervalued, compared to how useful the features
would be on the UCDP Testing data. As the SENNA gazetteer has higher
coverage in ACE-2 Training data, when combined together we can compare
the results to the version using only the UCDP gazetteer to see if this affects
the results.

The feature set used for this test is as defined in Section 6.1, namely the
baseline feature set.
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Training set Testing set Gazetteer P R F1

ACE-2 UCDP-50 44.74 23.55 30.85
ACE-2 UCDP-50 UCDP 54.74 41.70 47.33
ACE-2-Enriched UCDP-50 59.19 50.11 54.27
ACE-2-Enriched UCDP-50 UCDP 63.50 58.51 60.90

Table 6.13: Results from enrichment experiments using no features.

Enriched Testing set Gazetteer P R F1

UCDP 68.59 59.89 63.95
UCDP UCDP 72.45 63.63 67.75
UCDP-50 67.97 59.50 63.45
UCDP-50 UCDP 70.18 62.02 65.85
UCDP-50 Combined 72.11 62.86 67.17

3 UCDP-50 83.83 81.01 82.39
3 UCDP-50 UCDP 83.86 81.22 82.52
3 UCDP-50 Combined 83.53 81.01 82.25

Table 6.14: Results from enrichment experiments with features.

The aforementioned preliminary tests for enrichment which promoted
further testing of enrichment is shown in table 6.13. Some values in table 6.1
were extracted from this table. We can see the effect of enrichment is clearly
indicated, and also that the value of the gazetteer use seems very promising
— but as this was without using features, it was not considered further on
reason of not enough information in the features used by default.

The tests with full features are presented in table 6.14. This is then using
the same data sets as described in this section. We included a copy of the
results when not using enrichment and using the full UCDP Testing data
set for testing, to compare the relative differences. The first test in table 6.14
is the baseline scores.

As the preliminary tests indicated, enrichment seems to be a very strong
method for improving the cross-domain performance.

With a close to 20 F1 score improvement when using no gazetteer and
comparing enrichment to no enrichment, it seems to be a very important
strategy to consider when doing cross-domain NER tasks.

If we consider the preliminary test results in table 6.13, which shows
a big increase when e.g. comparing non-enriched ACE-2 Training without
gazetteer and adding gazetteer. There is around a 17 F1 score difference,
but as we can see in this later test using full features — this increase
when using a gazetteer, is drastically reduced when there is another
source of information. Recalling the introduction, we mentioned lack of
other good information sources may make other sources have inflated
value. This seems to have happened here, as when using enrichment
and full features — the difference between using gazetteer or not is only
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0.13 F1 score. We can see that using enrichment data gives both overall
better performance, and when the information from enriched data and
full features are combined, the relative value of each gazetteer tested is
significantly reduced.

Some more general observations can also be seen:

• The best performing enrichment test outperforms ACE-2 Training on
ACE-2 Testing.

If we recall the baseline result of 79.56 F1 score for ACE-2 Training
on ACE-2 Testing, this is already outperformed. Using only 100 as
enrichment enables performance comparable to as if this was not a
cross-domain NER task.

A possible factor for this is the unresolvable reduction leftovers
described in Section 3.6, which is a possible source of errors in both
ACE-2 Training and ACE-2 Testing. Contrasting with the UCDP
Testing data, this was annotated by us and not reduced, so it has none
of these errors. Contra wise, ACE-2 Testing has reduction errors —
which we can expect to have some effect during evaluation.

• The best performance was using the UCDP gazetteer, though not by
a wide margin. Notably, for gazetteers, the combined gazetteer was
worse than the single gazetteer. We have no further evidence for
why, but if we consider that the system configures the weights for
the features created by gazetteer matching during training, adding
together SENNA and UCDP gazetteer here makes the end result
worse. Without enrichment, combining the gazetteers improves it,
though this could also be from a lack of enrichment as a source of
information, hence the gazetteer gets more value.

It can be considered an indication that high quality but fewer
gazetteer entries might win over covering as much as possible,
especially if we are not certain how relevant it is to the domain.

Another possible explanation is if there is label overlap between the
gazetteers, as with the SENNA and UCDP gazetteers, when sharing
several of their labels, this merging may potentially lead to overall
worse performance for a merged label. Without further testing
this remains hypothetical, thus we test using prefixed labels when
combining gazetteers in Section 6.4.

• One purpose was to check the use of a gazetteer as source of domain
related data versus enrichment, and for that it seems clear from these
results that enrichment is the better option overall. As both methods
require manual work to be made, we can then say that work should
be put into domain related training data first.

Comparatively, the use of a gazetteer did have some effect as
well, most notable when there was a lack of other sources of
information. Assuming we have a source for gazetteers we can
automate extraction from, like e.g. the UCDP actor lists and data or
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DBPedia, then the relative difference from using a gazetteer could
be worth it even with enrichment. It would add another layer of
potentially covered information, separate from the training data.
While it is implicit that a gazetteer can be better quality than ours,
we can also surmise that to beat out enrichment in relative increase
would be hard, considering the relative difference of information
enveloped in each. A straight forward comparison would be
that enrichment gets turned directly into informative features, so
the features enabled decide the information found in each added
annotated document. Comparatively, a gazetteer only gets a label
and a phrase, with no further information encoded for each entry.

There is one potentially one problem for this test though: going back to
the label distribution in table 6.12, there are quite few entities in the test set.

As we also did random sampling to split into the enrichment data and
the UCDP-50 test data, there is a chance the test data does not cover enough
diverse entities and sequences to fairly test the results. Thus, we want to
ensure the results will hold even if the samples used were not a potentially
good selection, namely that the results are generalizable to the entire UCDP
Testing set as well.

We can also see the relative increase in the performance of the UCDP
gazetteer varies depending on evaluation set, i.e. without enrichment and
using the gazetteer gives 3.8 F1 increase on UCDP Testing, but only 2.4 F1
when evaluated on UCDP-50, indicating the selection of the test set here
can affect the evaluation for the gazetteer significantly as well.

To test this, we designed additional experiments using the same setup,
but now repeating over the testing data to cover more possible variations,
instead taking the average of the scores for a shared measure.

6.3.2 Followup: enrichment using folding

This section covers the first followup experiment for enrichment, to ensure
the results are generalizable on the entire test set as well, by using
sequential folds over the testing data as test data.

This test is the same as the first experiment in setup, but instead of the
test and enrichment data splits used previously, the splits created for this
experiment were the following:

1. Using documents 1–50 as testing data, while the remaining 50–150
were used as enrichment data.

2. Using documents 50–100 as testing data, while the remaining 1–50
and 100–150 were used as enrichment data.

3. Using documents 100–150 as testing data, while the remaining 1–100
were used as enrichment data.

In other words we now have three combinations that has to be run to
cover the entire testing set for each test.
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Enriched Testing set Gazetteer P R F1 F1(σ)

PART-50 68.77 60.41 64.30 ±00.98
PART-50 UCDP 72.53 63.58 67.74 ±01.12
PART-50 Combined 74.54 63.87 68.78 ±01.48

3 PART-50 85.49 81.48 83.43 ±01.39
3 PART-50 UCDP 85.79 81.87 83.78 ±01.23
3 PART-50 Combined 85.91 81.69 83.75 ±01.28

Table 6.15: Results from enrichment experiments over three folds using a
100/50 split on the UCDP Testing set, also with baseline feature set. All
scores are macro averages over the three folds.

The enrichment data for each fold data set was then combined with
the ACE-2 Training data like previously, creating the data sets used for the
threefold enrichment experiment.

The results for these are shown in table 6.15. Note, a new column is
added with standard deviation, as now we use summary measures over
three folds for each test. The UCDP-50 test set has been renamed PART-50,
and as indicated, this is now a collective of three different test sets used
for evaluation. The scores are all macro averages of the three tests for each
variation.

Notably the results are more or less the same — though there is some
small differences in F1 scores, the conclusion is the same as in the first
experiment for enrichment.

We still wanted further confirmation that the results were reliable. This
is especially because e.g. the difference between using UCDP gazetteer or
not is so small, so ensuring that we do not draw an incorrect conclusion
based on small selection differences is important. Another motivation is
the difference in scores seen here — while the conclusions are the same,
several scores have increased by about 1 F1 score or similar. This is a
bigger variance than from e.g. enabling or disabling the gazetteers when
enrichment is used. Is this then generalizable, and can we draw conclusions
that will hold from this, or are there some pattern in the data that would
favor this sort of subset folding as well?

Thus, to further consolidate if the results are representative of a fair
selection, we go back to the design of the first experiment, but this time
each selection is repeated ten times.

6.3.3 Followup: enrichment using repeated random samples

This section covers the followup experiment for enrichment, intended to
ensure a fair selection of data by repeating the random sampling enough
times that we should get a better estimate of the population average.

The new data sets were as in the first enrichment experiment: use
random uniform sampling to select 50 documents, and use the remaining
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Enriched Testing set Gazetteer P R F1 F1(σ)

RAND-50 67.57 59.42 63.23 ±01.11
RAND-50 UCDP 71.67 63.00 67.05 ±01.12
RAND-50 Combined 73.58 63.03 67.89 ±01.08

3 RAND-50 84.57 80.67 82.57 ±01.55
3 RAND-50 UCDP 84.89 81.29 83.05 ±01.49
3 RAND-50 Combined 85.12 80.97 82.98 ±01.38

Table 6.16: Results from enrichment experiments using uniform sampling
and the 100/50 split on the UCDP Testing data set, with baseline features
enabled. Repeated ten times, all scores are the macro averages.

100 documents as enrichment data. Repeat this ten times, creating
ten variations of separate test data and the remaining data to use for
enrichment. Each enrichment data subset was also combined with the
ACE-2 Training data as before, to create the enriched training sets.

The results for this uniform repetition experiment can be found in
table 6.16. Here, the testing sets is called RAND-50, to represent the
combined variations of the ten different testing sets sampled. Like for
the folding enrichment experiment, the results are the summary measures
over ten tests for each variation. Note, we still use the micro-averaged
evaluations output by StanfordNER for each individual test, but we
then combine ten of these to get the macro-averaged summary for each
variation’s precision, recall and F1 score.

This test has slightly lowered scores than the fold test earlier, but
otherwise the conclusions stay the same as in the first test. We can however
make some additional observations:

• On the case with combined versus UCDP gazetteer, the difference is
smaller when the sampling of the data is more fair. As the UCDP gaz-
etteer has trended to performing better through these experiments,
for this exact cross-domain setup it seems to be preferable to use the
more domain related gazetteer, but the difference is showing to be
very small. Any other information change could potentially the pref-
erence in either way.

• The relative importance of the gazetteers are higher with this more
fair sampling as well — now the difference between using and not
using the UCDP gazetteer is 0.48 F1, more than twice of the first
enrichment experiment.

In summary, for all these enrichment experiments, it is evident that the
performance increase from using enrichment is very good.

We can compare it to the difference between no features and using a
feature set, as shown in table 6.2, which indicates using enrichment for
cross-domain evaluation can be close to as important as using features
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in general. This conforms to what machine learning would imply: we
perform well on data we trained on — the more similar the better —
interestingly we have the fact that this was only 100 documents out of 522
training documents being from the conflict research domain. The other 422
documents were still from a cross-domain, if considering from the test data
domain’s point of view. This indicator can be important, as if it is enough
with a significantly smaller amount of documents needed to adapt to a
different domain — assuming the annotations are similar enough — then
only some relatively few documents is enough to train on from the domain
we want to adapt to for good performance.

For the gazetteers, while the UCDP gazetteer was extracted using
scripted rules from data sets manually encoded by humans, we can see
that instead of spending time trying to create a perfect gazetteer, it could
be as much value in simply adding more relevant training data. We see that
at least up to as many documents as we have used, enrichment is the better
strategy to pursue.

We do not have access to any gold gazetteers to test if e.g. the quality
of our gazetteers are lacking, and as gazetteers like training data can in
theory be infinitely improved, this may be why our results show this big a
preference for enrichment over gazetteers. This last, more fair sampling
test, did indicate a gazetteer is still worthwhile for NER performance
regardless, but not of high priority unless other sources of information are
missing.

That ends these permutations on the enrichment data sub-sampling. We
have one more enrichment test variation to try, as we have either used
sequentially selected data — as in the fold selection — or random uniform
samples, we have never tested with fully separated training and test data.
That is, in machine learning a common way to separate is by time, which
should ensure a measure of separation from the data we train on and the
data we test on.

Thus, the next section covers this time separated data experiment. We
will test if we have reason to think the results we found so far have
been overfit to the data, as there has been no clear separation between
enrichment data and testing data yet.

6.3.4 Followup: using chronologically ordered data

This section covers the followup experiment with chronologically separ-
ated data.

We want to test if the results found for enrichment so far are showing
indicators of having been overfit, as the data selection approach has no
clear separation of data.

If we can confirm the same results with more separated data, it can
further ensure that the results are more generalizable.

Overfitting is a common problem in machine learning, in short it is
when we have trained a classifier that performs well on our test data, but
does not generalize well, as the data used for training and testing data was
too similar in comparison to a real use case. To be exact, we would expect
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2013 2014 2015 2016 total

Full UCDP Testing 31 58 60 1 150
First 100 subset 31 58 11 0 100

Last 50 subset 0 0 49 1 50

Table 6.17: Table showing distribution over years for UCDP Testing data,
including the splits from chronologically ordered documents into 100/50
subsets.

a real and practically used system to train on current data and then deploy
the system. Then when using the system we would often predict on data
not a part of any data set used for training — i.e. outside our data — and
also time separated from when we finished training the model, (e.g.) news
articles released after the system was deployed. Over time, we can expect
the meaning of words or the usage of phrases to shift. In the case of news
articles, we would e.g. expect new organizations and names to appear as
time passes — not yet seen entities or phrases.

To try to simulate such a time separated data set, we sort the testing
data by date and then split this into data to use for enrichment and testing.

This results in two new data sets for use with this experiment, instead
of the other splits used for earlier enrichment experiments:

The new enrichment data documents to use for enrichment of the ACE-2
training data were selected from the first 100 documents when sorted
chronologically.

The new testing data set were the last 50 documents when sorted chrono-
logically.

The distribution over the included years for these two new data sets,
and the original 150 documents, is shown in table 6.17. Note, there is time
overlap in 2015 between the two chronological splits, but if we included
months and days as well, they are then fully separated.

This gives us two data sets fully separated in time, considering time to
be year, month and day specific. They are, however, without a larger gap
in time between, which means effects on the text that we could only expect
to appear over longer time spans might not be present. To be exact, the last
document included in the first 100 is from 13th February (2015), while the
first from the last 50 documents is from 1st March (2015).

With these time sorted and separated data sets we then want to see
if the results from the first experiments will be replicated with the more
separated data as inputs.

Like with the previous experiments with enrichment, we then executed
the experiments both with and without the UCDP gazetteer and the
combined gazetteer. We use the first 100 documents for enrichment where
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Enriched Testing set Gazetteer P R F1

LAST-50 69.54 62.01 65.56
LAST-50 UCDP 72.58 64.71 68.43
LAST-50 Combined 74.79 66.03 70.14

3 LAST-50 85.93 82.28 84.07
3 LAST-50 UCDP 86.08 82.87 84.45
3 LAST-50 Combined 85.97 83.02 84.47

Table 6.18: Results from enrichment experiments with baseline features,
using chronologically sorted and separated data for enrichment and
testing.

relevant, and always the same last 50 documents as testing data. The last
50 documents used for testing are called LAST-50.

The results are shown in table 6.18.
Interestingly, the performance has increased by more or close to 1 F1

score again, compared to the last enrichment experiment. Notably, if we
consider the standard deviation from table 6.16 for e.g. enriched with the
UCDP gazetteer, it was ±01.49. Comparing this standard deviation with
the increase for this experiment, we are still within likely score intervals.

The relative increase of the UCDP gazetteer has also remained close to
the same, though this time very slightly less than in the last experiment.
Additionally, the combined gazetteer performs better now. The differences
between the gazetteer configurations however are very small again,
therefore this basically confirms the indications that both gazetteer choices
are viable, and a small nudge is enough to make one preferred over the
other.

We can see no indications that the previous results were overfitted. We
get the same conclusions as in the previous enrichment experiments.

To further inspect the enrichment results overall, we will also look at
per-label results. The enrichment experiments have been only for the total
scores so far: we have not looked at any results on a label basis. We will
now look at each of the four enrichment experiments, but at the per-label
results.

The per-label results have been plotted in figure 6.1. For each
enrichment experiment, only two unique configurations are shown: using
enrichment and not using enrichment. Otherwise, they all also use the
UCDP gazetteers and the baseline features. Keep in mind the exact test
sets used for each are different, and for two of these batches of scores, the
shown F1 measure is the macro average of the multiple tests ran. The
score points are simply extracted from the same system score outputs as
the results in the previous enrichment experiments, but now including
per-label measures. The long horizontal marker represents baseline with
gazetteer enabled, while the shorter horizontal marker is plain baseline.

We can make the following observations from plot 6.1, where the legend
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Figure 6.1: Plot of per-label F1 measures, including the baseline score and
the baseline with gazetteer feature enabled. For each label there are several
points, where depending on the marker, the source of the point is indicated.
As we have four enrichment experiments and four experiments with no
enrichment used, with the two baselines, there are ten points marked for
each label. Every experiment, except the plain baseline, used the UCDP
gazetteer.
Short horizontal line = plain baseline; Long horizontal line = baseline
w/gaz.

shows the markers used for each variation, with score points extracted from
the previous four enrichment experiments:

• We can see that the total, as well as GPE and ORG, are as we expected
from the previously shown experiment results: they are very similar
in score to each other as the spread in entries is small. The spread is
small both when using and not using enrichment, and the results are
above the plain baseline.

• For FAC, LOC and PER, there is overall a bigger spread. We can
infer this to mean the labels are less likely to be generalizable, as each
enrichment experiment has, especially for FAC, big variance in the F1
scores.

• For PER, the score is close to being as expected, though it has one
outlier below the plain baseline that indicates at least some PER
entries are more dependent on method of test set selection, i.e. will
be less generalizable.

• For FAC, the spread is as mentioned much bigger. This can be
explained with the fewer entities in the sets for FAC: compared to the
big three: GPE, ORG and PER, FAC has significantly fewer entities.
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• For LOC, we can see the following:

– The baselines are now reversed. This indicates that the gazetteer
in fact reduces performance for LOC entities compared to the
baseline.

– This is also shown with enrichment, though remembering that
the enrichment experiments use the UCDP gazetteer as well,
with the same configuration, without further testing we cannot
know whether this is because of the same reduction when using
the gazetteer as with the baseline or related to enrichment.

– The spread is also moderate, and with and without enrichment
scores are more merged than any other label. We can see that
the exact testing set used is important for score, and enrichment
does not show any clear indication of reliably improving the
performance of the LOC label.

– Two of the LOC experiments scored 0 F1: inspecting the raw
results, this is shown to both be from this enrichment experiment
with time separated data, with and without enriched training
data. This indicates again that the LOC label is not generalizable.
In other words, there are indications that we overfit for LOC in
the other tests, or that our training data simply does not contain
LOC entities similar enough to the ones in the time sorted test
data.
A possible hypothesis is that LOC and GPE is too similar with
this split, due to different LOC entities used for training or
testing; contra wise, it could be due to different GPE entities
used for training or testing when considering this ambiguity.

When we look at the per-label results, we can see that the results are
less consistent for the labels with fewer entities. The overall scores we have
looked at before are mainly indicating that labels of GPE, ORG, and to some
extent PER, are as reliable across the enrichment experiments as the overall
scores indicated. On this note, as the total scores in individual tests are
calculated using micro averaged precision and recall, this puts less weight
on the two worse performing labels than when using macro averaging.
Further testing for LOC would be needed to inspect why it has different
behavior with regard to e.g. gazetteer use and the scores it shows, though
as there are relatively few LOC and FAC entities these do not affect the
micro averaged performance measures much.

Moving on from per-label results and back to enrichment in general,
at the end of the previous enrichment experiment it was mentioned that
adding in more conflict domain relevant documents was more worthwhile
than e.g. trying to make a gazetteer manually. To build on this, for the
next experiment we will be using the same time sorted split as in this
experiment, but now with varying amount of enrichment documents used
to explore the learning curve for adding more documents. We want to see
if the curve has any breakpoints when it comes to increased performance,
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e.g. whether there any plateaus to watch out for or how many documents
are needed to get a significant increase in performance.

6.3.5 Followup: exploring the learning curve

This section covers the followup experiment on enrichment data and its
learning curve.

We again use the data as described in the last experiment, with chro-
nologically separated enrichment data and testing data. The significant
change is now we also vary the amount of enrichment documents used for
each test, to measure the learning curve.

The previous experiments have all been using 50 documents for testing
and 100 documents for enrichment for all the tests. For this experiment
we will split the 100 documents into smaller batches and compare the
performance for each size, giving us a measure of the learning curve
for using enriched data for this cross-domain NER task. The available
document sizes we can test will be limited by the document pool available
for training: 100 documents.

As explained in the previous enrichment experiments, as we are using
uniform random sampling we want to ensure the samples are fair estimates
of the overall population they are sampled from. Thus, when selecting a
smaller document count — that is, any less than all 100 of them — the
random sampling will be repeated ten times, and the scores will be the
macro averaged measures over those ten repeats.

For this experiment, we again use the UCDP gazetteer with untouched
casing and clean matching. This time, the combined gazetteer is left out
on reason of too many system configurations to run if it is included.
Otherwise, now we can get a measure of how the relative increase in
performance from using or not using the UCDP gazetteer relates to
document count. As previous results showed that without enriched
data the increase from using the gazetteer was bigger than when using
enrichment, we can now map how this relates to document count as well.

We use the exact same test set as in last experiment as testing: LAST-50.
The first 100 documents which were used as enrichment data in the

previous experiment is now used as a pool for selecting a certain amount of
documents to use for enrichment.

That makes the new sets created for this experiment enriched data with
the following amount of enrichment data: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,
90 and 100 documents. For each of these k counts, we uniformly sampled
k documents from the 100 enrichment documents, repeated ten times each.
Lastly, each sampled k document selection repetition was combined with
ACE-2 Training when input to the system.

In total this gives 14 different document counts when including 0 and
100 documents used for enrichment, where twelve of those include 10
repetitions of the sampling and consequently how many times it must be
run to cover the repetitions. If we calculate the configuration permutations
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k documents Gazetteer P R F1 F1(σ)

0 3 72.58 64.71 68.42 0
1 3 73.36 65.80 69.31 ±00.76
2 3 73.34 66.04 69.50 ±00.76
5 3 74.98 68.07 71.35 ±01.01

10 3 76.77 70.72 73.62 ±01.14
20 3 79.19 73.45 76.22 ±01.11
30 3 81.62 76.77 79.12 ±00.68
40 3 82.24 78.06 80.09 ±00.59
50 3 83.48 79.56 81.47 ±00.77
60 3 84.12 80.37 82.20 ±00.61
70 3 84.53 81.00 82.73 ±00.50
80 3 85.19 81.77 83.44 ±00.45
90 3 85.79 82.50 84.11 ±00.25

100 3 86.08 82.87 84.45 0

0 69.54 62.01 65.56 0
1 70.51 62.90 66.49 ±00.92
2 70.60 63.12 66.65 ±00.90
5 72.54 65.40 68.79 ±01.35

10 75.28 68.72 71.85 ±01.21
20 78.25 71.96 74.97 ±01.51
30 80.69 75.43 77.97 ±00.99
40 81.85 77.11 79.41 ±00.74
50 83.52 79.14 81.27 ±00.83
60 84.05 79.92 81.93 ±00.57
70 84.70 80.56 82.58 ±00.37
80 85.35 81.24 83.25 ±00.56
90 85.60 81.79 83.65 ±00.18

100 85.93 82.28 84.07 0

Table 6.19: Results from enrichment with increasing amounts of documents
used for enrichment, with the same testing set for all. For every k not 0 or
100, the scores are the average from ten repetitions of the random uniform
sampling of k documents.

over the various enrichment data with varying document sizes, we get:

12 ∗ 10 ∗ 2 (gazetteer on/o f f ) + 4 ( f or 0 and 100 documents) = 244

In other words, this experiment by itself runs 244 different variations of
StanfordNER, all evaluated on the same test set.

The features used are the same as the baseline, no segmentation was
used.

The raw results can be found in table 6.19. The standard deviation is 0.0
for the sets that had no need for repetition, which means for every k > 0
while also k < 100, the test was repeated ten times and the macro average
of the scores are shown as summary measures.

We can show the learning curve best by plotting the data in this table.
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(a) Shows exact amount of docu-
ments used as X.

(b) Shows documents used as X, in
log10 scale.

Figure 6.2: Plots of results from time trial where F1-score (Y) is plotted
versus documents used (X) for enrichment, showing both with and
without using gazetteers.

First, plot 6.2a shows for the circle-marked line the score when using
the gazetteer versus without for the plus-marked line. This plot gives the
following observations of note:

• As normal in machine learning, the first documents add the most
value — as having no information makes any added information that
is relevant valuable.

• The gazetteer is worth more until we get enough information from
adding documents. The curve indicates the breakpoint for gazetteer
being of significant value being around 40–50 documents, though this
is expected to be gazetteer and document dependant.

Secondly, plot 6.2b has the document count in log scale. If we put
the two together, the non-log plot gives us the idea we are approaching
a plateau — we have a moderately curved plot that is smoothing out the
more documents we add, after having moved very fast in the start. The
log scaled plot shows more clearly how we can still get an increase, but
we need significantly more documents to do so, as to achieve the curve
shown requires doubling of the enrichment data for every x. If we consider
them separately, we do not get the full view and may draw the incorrect
conclusions, (e.g.) if we only see the first we may think we have reached
a plateau. If we only saw the second, we may think just adding more
documents will eventually give perfect scores — as the log scale shows
no indication of smoothing out near the end, but it also has an exponential
growth in documents needed for this line to continue. When we view them
together, we can more clearly see how the curve stops rising as fast as we
reach higher performances, and together with the log scale plot we get
the proper idea of just how many documents will be required to continue
increasing performance when extrapolating from this data.
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If we go back to the initial goal of comparing gazetteer use to enriched
data use, we can see that quite few documents would constitute the same
increase as using a gazetteer. In our case, we only needed around 5–10
documents before it is more worthwhile to pursue enrichment over the
gazetteer, if we compare relative increase from each.

In closing, it seems adding around 100 documents to the training data
like we did is a very viable strategy for cross-domain NER tasks. However,
the relative increase of each document quickly drops off after you have
added 20–40 documents. Gazetteers are also worth more when there is less
relevant documents used for enrichment, as then the information in the
gazetteers are possibly the only source of domain related data, and thus
get more relative value. They also drop off in value quite fast when adding
documents, where for us the results indicated gazetteer use was mostly
replaced around 40–50 documents. Note, the relative value of the gazetteer
never dropped further after that, indicating there is still value in having
a gazetteer with information potentially missing from the training data or
other components.

This ends the experiments on enrichment, showing it as a core strategy
for improving our NER results, and that even adding just some documents
can give a significant performance boost for a cross-domain NER task like
this.

6.4 Testing combinations of gazetteers

This experiment tries to test whether we can combine the three gazetteers to
accumulate their individual performances, or at least a part of each relative
performance increase.

Motivated by and building on the results from the single gazetteer
configuration experiment in Section 6.2, there every gazetteer gives
an increase in performance. As the UCDP gazetteer gave the most
performance increase, we want to test if we can combine it with the others
to create an even better gazetteer. How useful are they when combined,
might the performance not accumulate given (e.g.) the domain differences
between the gazetteer?

Notably, StanfordNER takes one gazetteer file as input, hence if we
want more than one gazetteer at the same time, they must be appended
to each other before being used as input and the features created will then
have no regard for which gazetteer that entry came from originally.

The design for this experiment is simple, we take the three gazetteers
and combine them in the four possible permutations by appending to each
other:

1. UCDP+SENNA

2. UCDP+DBPedia

3. SENNA+DBpedia

4. UCDP+SENNA+DBPedia
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The casing for each gazetteer used for combinations are for UCDP and
DBPedia untouched, while for SENNA the mixed casing was used.

There is an important choice when making these combined gazetteers,
if we recall from table 5.3 the labels used for each gazetteer: there is overlap
in labels used between the gazetteers. As we combine them into one file,
this means equal labels will merge. Hence, we will test two different
methods for combining gazetteers, namely for each combination we create:

• One variation where we simply append each gazetteer to each other,
letting the labels merge together.

• One variation where each label is prefixed with an identifier indic-
ating which gazetteer it belongs to, avoiding the labels merging to-
gether.

We can imagine performance differences being born from e.g. “LOC”
labels having more false positives in one gazetteer over another, and we
can wonder if merging the labels would still be a viable approach? What
about if the situation is the opposite? We have no clear measure on this,
hence we can only test both. This also means that the system is allowed to
create weights separately for each feature gazetteer label with its source, as
created when using prefixed labels.

For the prefixed identifier, we use the name of the gazetteer, with
example 6.4 showing how the “LOC” gazetteer label would look in a
combination of all three gazetteers with prefixed gazetteer identifier:

(6.4) • senna-LOC

• ucdp-LOC

• dbpedia-LOC

The features we use for this experiment is the baseline feature set
from Section 6.1. The configuration for the gazetteers will inherit
from the gazetteer configuration experiment, we run the same set of
configurations as done in Section 6.2, but without any gazetteer specific
casing configuration.

As we have two variations of the four combined gazetteers, that gives
us a total of eight gazetteers to test in this case, together with the various
configurations we then get 32 tests for this experiment.

The results are shown in table 6.20 for all 32 tests. The best performing
configuration for each combination of gazetteers has bold text.

First, we can address whether we can accumulate gazetteer perform-
ance by appending them together.

We will compare to the best performing configuration from the single
gazetteer experiment presented in table 6.8, which for the SENNA gazetteer
was 65.92 F1, for the UCDP gazetteer we got 68.32 and lastly for the
DBPedia gazetteer we had 65.99. The baseline for no gazetteer is 64.24,
making the relative performance increases respectively 1.68 F1, 4.08 F1 and
lastly 1.75 F1.
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Gazetteers Prefixed Clean Mod P R F1

UCDP+DBPEDIA 73.79 63.54 68.28
UCDP+SENNA 75.05 64.49 69.37
SENNA+DBPEDIA 72.80 60.85 66.29
UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA 75.21 64.03 69.17
UCDP+DBPEDIA 5 74.28 64.27 68.92
UCDP+SENNA 5 74.78 64.37 69.19
SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 72.55 61.71 66.69
UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 75.10 65.02 69.69

UCDP+DBPEDIA 5 73.00 64.18 68.31
UCDP+SENNA 5 74.43 64.58 69.16
SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 72.88 62.00 67.00
UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 74.90 64.61 69.37
UCDP+DBPEDIA 5 5 72.56 64.23 68.14
UCDP+SENNA 5 5 74.43 63.94 68.79
SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 5 72.81 61.71 66.80
UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 5 74.62 64.80 69.36

UCDP+DBPEDIA 5 74.01 63.63 68.43
UCDP+SENNA 5 74.00 63.96 68.62
SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 73.28 61.31 66.76
UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 74.91 63.65 68.82
UCDP+DBPEDIA 5 5 73.93 63.84 68.52
UCDP+SENNA 5 5 73.84 64.03 68.59
SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 5 72.40 61.52 66.52
UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 5 74.03 63.72 68.49

UCDP+DBPEDIA 5 5 72.74 63.84 68.00
UCDP+SENNA 5 5 74.36 63.91 68.74
SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 5 73.08 62.10 67.14
UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 5 74.64 64.66 69.29
UCDP+DBPEDIA 5 5 5 72.39 63.80 67.82
UCDP+SENNA 5 5 5 73.89 63.80 68.47
SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 5 5 72.53 61.55 66.59
UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA 5 5 5 74.13 64.18 68.80

Table 6.20: Results for combinations of gazetteers, using baseline feature
set. The configurations used are clean and sloppy matching, while using
either non-modified or modified StanfordNER.

Gazetteers Setup1 F1 δ baseline ∑ δ“expected”

UCDP+DBPEDIA XSM 68.92 4.68 5.83 (0.80)
UCDP+SENNA XSN 69.37 5.13 5.75 (0.89)
SENNA+DBPEDIA PCN 67.14 2.9 3.43 (0.85)
UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA XSM 69.69 5.45 7.51 (0.73)

Table 6.21: Highest F1 scores extracted from combination of gazetteers
results, with relative difference to the baseline and a naive combined
expectation.
1 Each symbol represents: S = Sloppy matching, C = Clean matching, M = Modified
system, N = Non-modified system, P = Prefixed gazetteer labels and X = Merged
gazetteer labels.
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Extracting the results with bold text from table 6.20 and calculating
the difference from the baseline, we get the summary in table 6.21. An
“expected” column is added, where the relative performance difference
of the gazetteers in the combination when compared to the baseline is
summed up, to get a naive expectation of what combining the gazetteers
could accumulate to. The proportion of the expected accumulated
difference achieved by the combination results is also included in the
parenthesis for the same column.

From table 6.21, we can clearly see that combining these gazetteers lead
to an increase in performance. We can note that they all achieve roughly
around 80% of the theoretical performance accumulation expectation,
though this varies depending on combination.

When combining gazetteers, we expect some loss of performance
from (e.g.) overlap between gazetteers, due to both having some
overlapping entries that contributed to their separate performances. To
be exact, we would expect matching and overlapping entries to not
double the score when combined, but serve as one score contribution
in the combined gazetteer. We can call this theoretical decrease from
the expected accumulation value a combination penalty, with the exact
reasons for the penalty unknown. If we look at the scores again, this
combination penalty would then we defined as the complement of the
proportion of the expected relative performance achieved, e.g. 20% for the
“UCDP+DBPEDIA” combination. This penalty is relatively low overall,
with an average of 15% for the combinations using only two gazetteers.
Note however, when combining all three gazetteers, we can interpret the
increased penalty as an indicator that there is diminishing returns — as
expected e.g. from overlapping entries — when combining gazetteers like
this.

For each combination, we can also see that anything with the UCDP
gazetteer performs better, as expected from the single gazetteer con-
figuration results. Most noteworthy in combination regard is how
“UCDP+SENNA” performs and achieves a higher relative proportion of
the expectation than the rest, indicating these two combine better. The res-
ulting gazetteer is potentially more domain relevant in total, or has less
negative combination side effects than the others. It is at least penalized
when combined.

Otherwise, we can also see two trends of notice for these best
performing combinations in table 6.21:

• Sloppy matching is the preferred configuration for the best perform-
ing setups overall, mirroring the same preference from the single gaz-
etteer configuration experiment in Section 6.2.

• Prefixing the labels with the gazetteer source did not improve
the performance in any case but for the “SENNA+DBPEDIA”
combination. Overall, simply letting the labels merge achieved
better performance, though not by a wide margin, as e.g. for
the “UCDP+SENNA-DBPEDIA” gazetteer, the difference between
prefixing and not for highest F1 score is around 0.4 F1 score.
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For the modified versus non-modified system, there was an even split
categorically for the four selected combinations, indicating it depends on
each specific combination.

In general, we can also notice the differences between configurations are
again fairly small, again using “UCDP+SENNA+DBPEDIA” as example,
the highest is 69.69 F1 score, while the second highest is right below at
69.37 F1 score.

To summarize the results, it is clear combining gazetteers have a
positive effect of performance compared to using single gazetteers, though
depending on which gazetteer there is a different degree of combination
penalty. We also see indications of diminishing returns, where each added
gazetteers relative value is reduced when combined. This is similar to how
the added documents in the enrichment experiment’s learning curve (in
Section 6.3.5) show a quick drop in relative value as more documents are
added. A possible explanation for this is from information overlap when
combining gazetteers or adding in more documents.

6.5 Summary

This chapter covered the experiments done for this project, and this section
will summarize them briefly each. We can recall the goal of adapting to the
conflict research domain, where we specified for these experiments they
were intended to find strategies for adaption to a cross-domain NER task.

For NER components, we mainly tested one component in depth as an
adaption strategy: use of gazetteers. As we had available several sources
of gazetteers, enabling comparison between conflict domain gazetteers
and more general gazetteers, we could test gazetteers in several ways.
Gazetteers are also a common source of information in NER systems,
and the system we used had more than one configuration for how they
were treated as input, and lastly the gazetteers themselves could be input
differently. We wanted to document the use of gazetteers and their
usefulness for this NER adaption task.

The first experiment with gazetteers was, thus, testing the various
gazetteers we had extracted and how to configure them for use with
StanfordNER when testing on our conflict domain test data. This showed
the main preference for gazetteers is to use sloppy matching, which was
better overall. The other configuration considerations were dependent on
which exact gazetteer was used and had no clear preferences. For the
gazetteers individually, the most domain relevant one performed best by
a significant margin, namely the UCDP extracted gazetteer, which gave a
4.08 F1 score increase compared to the baseline.

The second experiment with gazetteers tried to accumulate the per-
formance of the individual gazetteers. This is also e.g. useful as an ap-
proach as there are good sources of general gazetteers, like DBPedia (or
other Wikipedia dumps), that can be used to create general gazetteers
with labels, without manually annotating them yourself. We tried two ap-
proaches for combining gazetteers, and otherwise used mostly the same
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configurations as in the first gazetteer experiment, to confirm if any conclu-
sion from the first configuration holds when the gazetteers are combined as
well.

The gazetteer combination results indicated the same trend for sloppy
matching, and otherwise the other configurations were again combination
specific. For the accumulation of gazetteer performance, it showed they
could be appended with good performance benefits, though with a penalty
depending on which were combined. This penalty also increased when
all three gazetteers were combined — indicating possible diminishing
returns on adding together many gazetteers of undefined similarity, like
our gazetteers.

The other main experiment we executed was intended to initially test if
enriching conflict domain related data directly into the training data for the
classifier was an alternative to using gazetteers. This was expanded to fully
test enrichment by itself as an adaption strategy, as after the performance
seen during preliminary testing indicated enrichment to be a very good
approach for adapting to a different domain in NER. This makes inherent
sense from how supervised learning is in theory: we train on a training
set, and this training set defines what we are good at predicting. If we add
in domain related data to the training set, we will then see more domain
related examples during training, and in theory can perform more accurate
predictions on the domain the examples are from.

We first tested enrichment and compared to gazetteer usage, finding
that the relative value of the gazetteer used is greatly diminished when
adding in domain related training data as well. The gazetteer was never
completely replaced, but the relative increase was tiny enough to make
gazetteers of less priority, but it was never completely negated. One way to
think of it can be that if we are adapting to a new domain with enrichment,
if the main document batch comes from a different domain — like in our
case — then how likely is it that the relatively few documents we use
for enrichment will cover all the relevant information found in a potential
gazetteer created?

The next followup experiments tested the same enrichment, but using
different subset selection methods when selecting enrichment and testing
data, to ensure the results are further generalizable.

We first tested using folding over the sequence, and then by repeating a
uniform sampling for selecting the enrichment and testing data ten times,
taking summary measures over the multiple tests. These confirmed the
same results as the initial enrichment experiment, indicating it was not
simply the results being good for the smaller subset of the testing data
used, but that they generalized successfully when covering further random
or folding subsets of the whole testing set.

The next test tried to test for overfitting by sorting the data used for
enrichment by time, before splitting into training and testing set, giving us
time separated training and test data. This indicated no signs of overfitting
as well after evaluation.

The final experiment for enrichment looked at the learning curve when
using time separated data again, which showed simultaneously diminish-
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Description F1

baseline 64.24
baseline on ACE-2 Testing 79.56

UCDP gazetteer with sloppy matching using modified system 68.32
Three gazetteers combination, sloppy matching and modified system 69.69
Enrichment with random subset selection 10x and UCDP gazetteer 83.05
Enrichment with time separated data and without gazetteer 84.07
Enrichment with time separated data and UCDP gazetteer 84.45
Enrichment with time separated data and combined gazetteer 84.47

Table 6.22: Summary of the highest scores seen in each experiment, and the
baseline score.

ing return on relative value of each added document for enrichment and a
coming plateau on the realistic performance achievable, as the documents
required would be too many. This is as we would expect for a supervised
learning task like this, and otherwise we saw a normal machine learning
curve: the first added documents have very high relative value, which
quickly diminishes as more documents are added. Notable here is that as
we are enriching ACE-2 Training data, hence our starting point is relatively
high in performance as well.

The diminishing returns was also represented with regard to using
gazetteers, where when few documents are added, the gazetteers are
relatively high in value, while it quickly diminishes as more documents
are added to the classifier during training. Notably, the relative gazetteer
performance never dropped further than a certain threshold, indicating
there is still remaining information in the gazetteer not covered by the
enrichment data used for training. This makes the gazetteer, for us, still
have good value up to the maximum amount of documents we can use for
enrichment, though significantly less than when not using enrichment.

To summarize the experiments executed and their results, table 6.22
shows each experiment with the baseline included. Furthermore, the gaz-
etteer experiments’ highest score from the combined gazetteers experiment
and the highest score from the enrichment experiments is shown together
with the baseline in figure 6.3. The “baseline” scores are as found in Sec-
tion 6.1, while the “gazetteer” entry is the highest performing configura-
tion from the combined gazetteers experiment, namely all three gazetteers
combined when using sloppy matching with the modified StanfordNER.
The “enriched” scores shown are from the time separated data, using the
UCDP gazetteer and clean matching. Per-label scores are shown for each
abbreviated label, while the “TOTAL” entry shows the total scores which
correspond to the ones reported in each experiment.

It is evident how enrichment performs better, though it should be
noted the testing set used for enrichment is the same as in the time
separated enrichment tests in Section 6.3.4. The “baseline” and “gazetteer”
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Figure 6.3: Plot of the baseline, the enrichment experiment using time
separated data and UCDP gazetteer, and the combined gazetteers exper-
iment’s highest score. Scores are shown for each label and the total.

entries used the entire UCDP Testing set, so the three are not directly
comparable — nominally. We have, however, built up stronger support
of the generalizability of the enrichment tests to the rest of the UCDP
Testing set thanks to our extensive testing using various subsets. These
extra enrichment tests indicated the results are representative for the whole
set as well, when considering overall performance.

The summary scores presented for the experiments in this chapter are
all micro averages at the lowest level (StanfordNER output). The precision,
recall and the F1 measures are calculated from the true positives, false
positives and true negatives summed up and not from simply averaging
per label precision and recall. For multiple tests experiments like the
enrichment, we added up the micro-average measured individual tests
using macro-averaging to get a shared measure. As we have a skewered
distribution of tokens per label, this can give a different image of the system
score than if we used use macro averages at for the individual tests as well:
as if some labels score very badly, but have relatively very few tokens, they
will not affect the summary score as much when calculated using micro
averages.

The bars in figure 6.4 shows the same summary scores as shown
by the “TOTAL” bars in figure 6.3, though now also with the macro
averaged score as well. As we can see in figure 6.3, the scores for FAC
and LOC are relatively low, while the rest are good. This is reflected in
the macro summary scores in figure 6.4, where the macro averages are
significantly lower, as these labels with fewer tokens are now treated as
equally important for the summary scores.
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Figure 6.4: Plots of the experiment summary scores, showing the use of
macro averaging versus micro averaging.

Figure 6.5: Comparing F1 Score to token ratio.

experiment TP1 FP2 FN3 precision4 recall5 F1

FAC
enrichment 2 0 9 100.0 18.18 30.77
baseline 2 8 19 20.00 09.52 12.90
gazetteer 1 12 20 07.69 04.76 05.88

GPE
enrichment 605 64 81 90.43 88.19 89.30
baseline 1,428 289 690 83.17 67.42 74.47
gazetteer 1,543 239 575 86.59 72.85 79.13

All
enrichment 1,132 183 234 86.08 82.87 84.45
baseline 2,519 1,145 1,660 68.75 60.28 64.24
gazetteer 2,717 901 1,462 75.10 65.02 69.69

Table 6.23: Results from experiment evaluations shown as raw counts for
true positive, false positive and false negative, over two select labels and in
total. We also show their micro averaged summary scores.
1TP = true positive, 2FP = false positive, 3FN = false negative, 4 precision = TP

(TP+FP)

and 5recall = TP
(TP+FN)

.
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Figure 6.5 shows the same experiments, while ignoring the exact source
for each score, but plotting the F1 score versus the token ratio per label.
Token ratio in this figure signifies the proportion of the overall tokes with
an annotation that are marked with this label.

We can clearly see the labels we saw with lower scores also had
significantly fewer tokens. Notably, there is one FAC score that is higher
score: this was looked into, and it comes from the enrichment experiment
of the three we show here.

The FAC label for that experiment predicted 2 out of 11 FAC annotations
correctly, with 0 false positives. When this is calculated into precision and
recall, it gives respectively 100.0 precision and 18.18, which gives the shown
F1 in figure 6.5 of 30.77. As the other experiments had false positives, their
precision was lower, hence the discrepancy in scores shown for the FAC
label. This lack of false positives for that experiment makes the FAC label
look significantly better performing than the two others, though the actual
difference in tokens found and correctly assigned is small, with the exact
true positives, false positives and false negatives shown in table 6.23.

Table 6.23 also clearly illustrates the difference in tokens for the
selected labels, and shows how the micro averaged precision and recall is
calculated. We can also see the mentioned FAC scores, and how enrichment
experiment is only experiment with no false positives, which gives it the
increased F1 measure in figure 6.5.

We can summarize the difference in using macro versus using micro as:
when we use micro average, the scores shown can hide badly performing
individual labels (or opposite, hide very well performing labels when the
overall entity count is performing badly). As we want every label to
perform well for a domain, this can be considered a negative for these
results, as two of our five labels have bad performance. When we use
macro average, however, every label is treated equally, even if the labels
are in relative proportion much fewer. This can mean even if most of the
entities are correctly predicted, if some labels perform badly, they can lower
the score significantly regardless of their entity counts.

The token ratios described so far have been only for the testing sets used
for each experiment, if we further expand it to also include the training sets
used for these three experiments, we get the ratios in figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6 shows the four distinct sets used for these three experiments,
where the “gazetteer” experiment uses the same data sets as input as the
baseline, hence we only show the baseline and enriched data sets. We
can see the overall ratios are consistent with when we only showed the
test data ratios: we can see LOC and FAC annotations are very few in
comparison to the big three again, regardless of data set. Otherwise, we
can see ORG is the most stable label, with PER and GPE fluctuating more in
exact ratio depending on the various data set compared, e.g. there is quite
some difference between the ratio of PER in the baseline test set versus the
baseline train set, and likewise for enrichment test and train.

Overall from these experiments, we got a good indication of how to
use gazetteers for this cross-domain NER adaption task, what gazetteer
configuration we can expect to perform best, and comparing the gazetteers
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Figure 6.6: Plot of the token ratios out of the total annotated tokens for each
label, over the four distinct data sets used for the enrichment, baseline and
gazetteer experiments mentioned in table 6.23 and figure 6.4. The ratio is a
proportion of tokens from 0 to 100 max, indicating for each label how many
of the total tokens with a label were of that label type.

to indicate which source had the most effect. Similarly, we found that
creating annotated domain related data (to the domain we are evaluating
on) is more efficient than (e.g.) adding more to a gazetteer or creating one
by extraction, especially if it is possible to add a decent document count
to the training data. The effect of enrichment however had diminishing
returns, and is as such only for up to some undefined document count.
Performance without any domain related training data used for enrichment
was significantly worse overall.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This chapter concludes this project. First we look at the project by itself,
then we describe the limitations this project worked under or that was
encountered during this work. Lastly, we will describe ideas for further
work.

7.1 Project summary

First a project summary in one paragraph, followed by a more in-depth
description of the project.

To begin we first need to recall the main goal of the project: to adapt
NER to the conflict research domain.

We solved this goal as a supervised learning task, where we reviewed
available NER guidelines, selected ACE-2 Version 1.0 (Mitchell et al., 2003)
and its guidelines, and adapted this to fit our wanted NER annotations
for the conflict domain. We then annotated 150 documents to use for
testing the performance in the conflict domain. We surveyed available NER
systems, chose StanfordNER (Finkel, Grenager and C. Manning, 2005),
and prepared the data inputs for this system. We then experimented with
using gazetteers and using enrichment as adaption strategies, showing that
both together gave best results, though separately enrichment had bigger
performance impact. Using only a few documents for enrichment could
replace the relative performance increase of our best performing gazetteer.
When using gazetteers, we found that using casing normalization is
worth considering, and this together with sloppy matching gave the best
performance for our gazetteer experiments. The individually best gazetteer
was the most domain related one — the gazetteer extracted from the UCDP
data and actor lists (Alansson, Melander and Themnér, 2017; Croicu and
Sundberg, 2017; Gleditsch et al., 2002; Eck and Hultman, 2007; Sundberg,
Eck and Kreutz, 2012; Sundberg and Melander, 2013). We found that
combining it with the two other gazetteers we used accumulated the
performances positively for the best performance, though with indications
of diminishing returns on such combinations.

With the quick summary complete, the rest of this section covers the
project from the beginning, but now including more details for each part of
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the project.
After reading up on previous work, we chose to use supervised learning

for the NER part of this task. This meant we needed training data, while
we also had a need for testing data for the evaluation of the adaption work
in general. Subsequently, we reviewed available NER guidelines and their
data sets, where we chose ACE-2 Version 1.0 as our base guidelines. We
then adapted the selected guidelines to the wanted NER entities for our
data, and programmatically selected the corresponding entities from the
annotated NER data released with them. We could then use this adapted
data as training data for our NER system, which made the task a cross-
domain task as the domain we evaluate on is different from the domain we
trained our model on.

Using the adapted guidelines we then annotated 150 conflict related
documents, around 47,670 tokens, where 6,333 were assigned a NER
annotation. The main goal of these annotated documents were to evaluate
NER performance in the conflict domain, but as we annotated enough
documents we could also do enrichment experiments and still have enough
data leftover for testing.

Next, we reviewed available NER systems and chose StanfordNER
as the system to use for the experiments. Preparing the data for use
with StanfordNER, we modified the input data and components like
distributional similarity embeddings to fit with the requirements for usage
with StanfordNER.

With the inputs ready, we executed experiments aimed at two
strategies: using gazetteers and using enrichment. Gazetteers are lists of
named entity phrases with an assigned label each, designed to support the
classifier in correctly predicting the named entities. The enrichment relates
to our NER experiments being a cross-domain evaluation, where the train-
ing data and the test data comes from two different domains. During en-
richment experiments, we take a part of the documents in the conflict do-
main test data and add to the ACE-2 Version 1.0 training data, as a method
to enrich it with conflict domain related document.

For the gazetteer experiments, we first tested various configurations
to use with three different gazetteers. Two of the used gazetteers we
extracted ourselves as part of this project: one from the UCDP data and
one from DBPedia (Lehmann et al., 2015). Using gazetteers were common
in previous work, but often lacking details of exact implementation and
configuration. When we prepared our gazetteers for use with our prepared
NER system and for the conflict domain, we thus wanted to extensively test
how the gazetteer feature should be used for this NER task and document
this. Subsequently, we tested the following gazetteer configurations:

• We had three gazetteers to test: one from the conflict research domain
we extracted ourselves, one from SENNA (Collobert et al., 2011), and
lastly, the one we extracted from DBPedia. We wanted to test how
each compare, considering the different domains used as sources and
if the other well performing configurations generalize to more than
just one specific gazetteer.
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• Between the two methods to use gazetteers in StanfordNER: clean or
sloppy matching.

• StanfordNER does no casing normalization to gazetteers, so using a
version of StanfordNER we modified, we tested with and without
forced lowercasing of gazetteer lookups. For the SENNA gazetteer
used, we also tested forced titlecasing and “mixed casing”, as this
gazetteer was released in lowercase.

• As we have three different gazetteers, we tested how the performance
would accumulate as the gazetteers were combined with each other.
At the same time, we tested with and without using prefixed labels:
by prefixing the label when concatenating gazetteers, we ensure
the labels do not merge if they are similar between the gazetteers
combined.

From the gazetteer experiment results, the observations we made were
the following:

• For the individual gazetteers, the most domain related performs
best as expected. The best performing individual configuration
was sloppy matching gazetteer with modified StanfordNER —
lowercasing of gazetteer lookups internally — with the gazetteer
extracted from the UCDP data and actor lists.

• Overall in our results, sloppy matching performed better.

• When combining gazetteers, not using prefixed labels was better. For
the combinations, using all three gazetteers together had the highest
performance, though there were indications of diminishing returns
on the relative value of each added gazetteer. The UCDP gazetteer
had the highest value indicated in a combination, as expected from
the individual tests.

• The combination results confirmed that sloppy matching performed
better overall, though otherwise the remaining configurations seem
to be gazetteer specific or dependent on other factors.

For enrichment, we wanted to test if instead of e.g. using gazetteers
to input domain related data, how does simply inputting conflict domain
data directly in the training data compare. We also wanted to test how
well enrichment works by itself, for a cross-domain NER adaption task
like this. As we had 150 documents annotated, we could split them into
sub-sets with a good document count remaining for each sub-set, but as in
our sub-sets the test set was then relatively few entities per each label, so
to ensure the results we found were generalizable, we tested extensively
with different subsets over these 150 documents. Thus, the following
enrichment tests were done:

• Using randomly sampled subsets, with 100 documents being used for
enrichment and 50 being used for testing.
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• Using fold selected subsets: using a window of 50 documents to use
for testing, and using the other 100 documents for training. This
created 3 different variations of subsets to test when moving across
the 150 documents as a sliding sequential window, which we macro
averaged the results from to get evaluation measures.

• Using randomly sampled subsets like before, but having the random
uniform sampling repeated ten times for each test. The results per
test were again the macro average of the ten repetitions.

• Using time separated data to further ensure we had not overfit to our
training data. We sorted by time and used the first 100 documents as
training set and the last 50 documents as a testing set.

• Over the time separated data, we also tested with different counts
of documents included for training data enrichment, to inspect the
learning curve for enrichment.

We ensure the documents used for enrichment are not found in the
test data after being used for enrichment, hence the exact test data used
for each enrichment experiment is different. The enrichment experiments
using folds and repeated random sampling are designed to cover more of
the overall 150 test documents, for a more fair test set representation.

For every experiment, we tested with and without gazetteers to get an
indication of how gazetteers combine with enrichment.

The results from each variation of subsets confirmed the same results,
which we could draw the following observations from:

• Our results look generalizable, as no variation showed signs of
overfitting or unlikely results compared to each other overall. When
comparing per-label performance of each variation, we however
found that the labels with relatively few entities in the data had
less reliable performance. As the summary measures we used were
micro averaged precision and recall, the two labels performing worse
however had little effect on overall scores. In essence, overall results
looked generalizable, but per-label performance looked only reliable
and generalizable for the three big labels. The two labels with few
entities had significantly lowered performance.

• Enrichment proved a good strategy to adapt to a domain, giving
a good performing model with relatively few documents used.
Notably, there were indications of diminishing returns on the relative
value added by each additional document.

• Only a few documents were enough to outperform the relative
performance of our best performing gazetteer configurations, though
it did not completely replace the gazetteers as they still had some
effect.
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In closing, both strategies together had the highest performance, but
enrichment proved better when considered separately, and was shown as
a good method to adapt to a new domain with relatively few documents
needed before performance improved noticeably.

This marks the end of the project. During the work, we did however
meet some limitations to how the project went and in theory, which are
described in the following section.

7.2 Project limitations

During the project some limitations were encountered, and this section
describes these. A limitation is, to be exact, some blockade or otherwise
increased difficulty that either affects the results or forced a possibly non-
optimal solution at some stage.

The first limitation of note goes back to the initial task: adapting to the
conflict research domain. As this is a new domain and NER is commonly
a supervised learning task, we needed both training and testing data.
Optimally, we would want to create a significant amount of testing and
training data both, so we could properly test any interaction around these
data sets. Creating such sets with proper sizes requires vast amounts of
work, and we opted for only creating a testing set and adapting an existing
set of NER guidelines for the annotations and to acquire training data as
well. This has two consequences: the task is now a cross-domain task,
where the training data is not the same as the testing data — the domains
are different. The second consequence is the adaption of the guidelines, as
we needed to find guidelines that fit for the conflict domain and the wanted
annotations. To get this we needed to select the most fitting guidelines
and then modify it to fit with our requirements. Reducing the guidelines
is straight forward, but reducing the corresponding training data — the
ACE-2 Version 1.0 data sets — to also conform to the new guidelines
required extensive scripting and programmatic rules over how to select
or modify annotations to use from the data. In some cases, this could
not be fully solved, and some errors that are unresolvable remain and
some that required manual intervention to fix. To get a fully compatible
set, realistically it would have to be fully worked over according to the
new guidelines or an annotated set would have to be created from scratch
according to the new guidelines. This can be important as it serves as a
source of potential errors, where in supervised learning the training data is
supposed to show the correct way to annotate text, while with these errors
it will be wrong in some cases.

The next limitation is mainly related to span. There is a lot of things we
could do to adapt a NER system, yet we had to select a subset to focus on.
The field is also constantly moving, and there are many smaller variations
that can affect the results like e.g. domain adapted features.

One specific limitation is for the enrichment experiment and testing the
learning curve: we only had 150 documents at hand, so at best we can test
with around 100 documents for enrichment before it is more dubious of
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whether the testing set is extensive enough. If we had more documents
available, we could test with more documents and further explore the
learning curve.

In general there is one limitation with regard to how results are
interpreted: we used mainly micro averaging, unless specified. For
the results and conclusions drawn, they are mainly considered from the
perspective of micro averaged measures, where if we look at per-label
performance, the two labels with the fewest entities had significantly worse
performance. Overall, this affects the micro averaged score minimally as
the two labels have few entities, but in a practically used system we would
most likely want every label to perform as well.

7.3 Further work

This section will cover ideas for further work. We encountered many ideas
for further experiments or work as part of this project, and some of those
are described here.

The first idea builds on the limitations explained, namely annotating
more conflict domain data. With more data, more experiments are enabled
and e.g. the learning curve experiments could be conducted further. If
publicly released, an annotated full set could also be used by others to
research further on the same domain. If enough data is annotated, it
would remove the requirement for the task being cross-domain, as then
fully conflict domain training data could be used alone.

The second builds on the word embeddings used for the clusters in the
distributional similarity feature. Like gazetteers, word embeddings have
shown to be useful in previous work for NER, and seem to be a good source
of information for a classifier — especially if considering it can be trained
using unsupervised learning. We used a general and pre-trained word
embeddings model for our distributional similarity feature, and notably
the implementation in StanfordNER uses pre-clustered embeddings as
input. In NER today, other systems may e.g. use word embeddings directly
as input to a neural network. Testing how this works for adapting, or
otherwise testing the different configurations of word embeddings in the
same way we tested configurations for gazetteers could be a potential
strategy for further NER adaption to the conflict domain. Considering
how it is used as input, there is also e.g. clustering method or otherwise
how the word embeddings themselves are trained to test variations on
as well. There is a lot of factors involved that could affect the quality of
embeddings, and further work to test which works better for this task could
be wanted.

Thirdly, building on the baseline features we used. We selected an
example released with StanfordNER to use as baseline features as the
default settings are unreasonable thin and does not include any features
past the word itself. This could be further tested to figure out exactly
what features from StanfordNER are better fit for the conflict research
domain. This also includes e.g. segmentation schemes, where we simply
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used none. Taking it a step further, one could also design e.g. special
features intended to be fit for the conflict research domain, moving outside
the already defined features in StanfordNER itself.

The fourth idea builds on the gazetteers we used for the experiments.
Excepting SENNA, we used gazetteers extracted by scripting and sub-
sequently programmatic rules categorizing these into NER categories. In
other words, we are not sure of the quality of the gazetteers, and manual
inspection of e.g. the UCDP extracted gazetteer reveals several unavoid-
able errors using this sort of approach. Potentially improving the quality of
the gazetteers could improve their performance, and it would be useful to
do the same tests but be able to have certainty that the used gazetteer is of
high quality for the conflict domain and without extensive errors. This can
be said for DBPedia extracted gazetteer as well, as there are several ways
to extract NER like entities from DBPedia and prepare them for NER.

Fifth, as mentioned in limitations, more focus could be put on per-
label performance. Working with the goal of improving the two worst
labels to similar performances if possible would increase the attraction of a
practically deployed NER system, as the two labels with the least entities
are currently performing badly.

Lastly, the way we did extract gazetteers now could also be further
tested with regard to e.g. automatically extending the actor lists used as
source for the gazetteers. This would enable further automatic generation
of gazetteers with relevant conflict data if it proved possible.

In closing, there is a lot of further work that could be done to further
adapt to the conflict domain or enable further NER research for this
domain.
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Appendix A

Inspection of features created

This appendix section inspects the exported features from StanfordNER, to
describe how some relevant components are implemented in the system.

The extracts used are from features used by StanfordNER when
evaluating on UCDP Testing data, configured with the “all” feature set —
the same as in the baseline created in Section 6.1. For the gazetteer features,
we used the UCDP gazetteer as well.

We split the inspection in three sections, with the first section focusing
on distributional similarity features, the second focusing on gazetteer
features, and the third simply shows how the features look when every
feature is shown.

First some general descriptions of how the features were extracted and
how each feature is shown:

• All features were extracted using the “exportFeatures = <filename>”
flag, which prints the features created by the system to “<filename>”.
The features included here are simply copied from that file and
filtered to display the relevant features. Note that TAB characters
have been replaced with spaces, as the original listings are TAB
separated.

• The implementation in the system adds features based on their n-
gram structure. As the features configured for this use two n-gram
types: unigram and bigram features, we get two different types of
features listed. The ones for unigram features are suffixed “|C”,
while the ones for bigram features are suffixed “|CpC”. These are
further given a prefix by the feature extractor in StanfordNER based
on this suffix. The “U-” prefix indicates unigram features while the
“B-” prefix indicates bigram features. Note when we use unigram or
bigram here, we mean over words, as character n-grams over current
token is considered unigram features.

• In general and as an example, a feature made for a token is simply
converted into a text representation of that feature, e.g. for a word
feature (configuration flag “useWord”) we would get “Government-
WORD”. This would get “|C” appended as it is from the unigram
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features list, and when exported it would get the “U-” prefix as
well. For a character n-gram over “Government”, we would after
exporting get e.g. “U-#<Gov#|C” as the feature for one of the n-grams
for this string.

A.1 Distributional similarity features

For the inspection of features, first we look at distributional features and
how they are used in StanfordNER.

The raw text for the coming examples is the following, it is the start of
a new sentence with some extra words included for context at the end:

(A.1) Somali Government and AU forces launched an operation. . .

Only the first four tokens will be used for the example features
extracted, as they are enough to show the relevant features.

Thus, the next examples are the selected tokens with their distribu-
tional similarity features shown, all other features are removed for these
examples. The format is token followed by class label and then a list of
features.

(A.2) Somali ORG U-164-NDISTSIM|C U-28-DISTSIM|C U-null-PDISTSIM|C B--28-PSEQpcDS|CpC
B--PSEQpDS|CpC B-28-PSEQcDS|CpC

(A.3) Government ORG U-164-DISTSIM|C U-28-PDISTSIM|C U-318-NDISTSIM|C B-164-PSEQcDS|CpC
B-28-164-PSEQpcDS|CpC B-28-PSEQpDS|CpC

(A.4) and O U-164-PDISTSIM|C U-215-NDISTSIM|C U-318-DISTSIM|C B-164-318-PSEQpcDS|CpC
B-164-PSEQpDS|CpC B-318-PSEQcDS|CpC

(A.5) AU ORG U-175-NDISTSIM|C U-215-DISTSIM|C U-318-PDISTSIM|C B-215-PSEQcDS|CpC
B-318-215-PSEQpcDS|CpC B-318-PSEQpDS|CpC

First to note is that distributional similarity features are both unigram
and bigram features.

We can explain each feature made by looking at first example A.2 then
example A.3. For “Somali” (example A.2) we have the following distsim
features made and their descriptions:

“U-164-NDISTSIM|C” is an unigram feature that represents which
cluster the next token matches with, in this case: “Government” token
matches cluster “164”. If next token had no cluster match, it would
instead use the value configured by “unknownWordDistSimClass” as
cluster name.

“U-null-PDISTSIM|C” is the opposite of the previous “NDISTSIM”, here
we get the cluster matching for the previous token. As “Somali” is the
first token in a new sentence, the previous token is undefined — so
the match is replaced with “null”.
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“U-28-DISTSIM|C” is an unigram feature for the match of the current
token, namely the cluster for “Somali” itself: “28”.

“B–28-PSEQpcDS|CpC” is a bigram feature for the word bigram:
(previous, current). This feature represents the sequence with the
distributional similarity cluster from previous and current token in
the same feature, but since previous token is undefined the previous
token cluster name was replaced with an empty string and combined
with the current token’s cluster name, giving: “-28”.

“B–PSEGpDS|CpC” is a bigram feature, but this time only the “p”
(previous) part of the bigram. This is the same as the “PDISTSIM”
unigram feature, except now added as a bigram feature as part of
the bigram (previous, current). Again, as the previous token is
undefined, the cluster name is an empty string.

“B-28-PSEQcDS|CpC” is a bigram feature again, but this time only the
“c” (current) part. This is the same as the “DISTSIM” unigram
feature, but now added as a bigram feature for the (previous, current)
bigram.

Notably as “Somali” was the first in the sentence, this is reflected in
some features created. If we also look at the features from “Government”
(example A.3), we can see how the features created connect the two:

“U-164-DISTSIM|C” is the unigram feature for current token’s cluster.
We can see this corresponds with the “NDISTSIM” feature from
“Somali”.

“U-28-PDISTSIM|C” is the unigram feature for previous token’s cluster,
we can also see this matches the “DISTSIM” feature from previous
token.

“U-318-NDISTSIM|C” is the unigram feature for next token’s cluster. If
we look at the features for “and” (example A.4), we can see this also
matches the cluster found for the “DISTSIM” feature there.

“B-164-PSEQcDS|CpC” is the bigram feature for only current token.
Same as “DISTSIM” as expected.

“B-28-164-PSEQpcDS|CpC” is the bigram feature for (previous, current).
Now that previous token is not undefined, we can see the previous
token’s cluster name being added to this bigram, giving us “28-164”
as the sequence for this (previous, current) bigram.

“B-28-PSEQpDS|CpC” is again the bigram feature for only previous
token.

Together the two previous listings describe the variations of distribu-
tional similarity features we can find with this system configuration. We
can see how both unigram and bigram distributional features are created
and what they represent.
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A.2 Gazetteer features

Next are gazetteer features, where we have two variations of note: the clean
matching and the sloppy matching.

As a quick reminder, clean matching requires every token in a gazetteer
entry to match with tokens in the currently processed document token
sequence. Sloppy matching only requires one token to match.

There is a general description of how gazetteers and the two matching
methods are implemented inside StanfordNER in Appendix B, which is
relevant to how these features are made. This section only address the
already created features and what they represent.

Each entry in a gazetteer has a label, and there are no restrictions on e.g.
duplicates, though one feature variation is only created once.

For the coming examples for gazetteers, we will use the following
source string from the UCDP Testing documents, with annotations in-
cluded and some contextual words:

(A.6) . . . in fighting against rebels of the
ORG

Ogaden National Liberation Front,
ORG

ONLF], . . .

First is the extracted features for this string with clean matching
enabled, cropped to only cover some tokens created from the string:

(A.7) rebels O
of O
the O
Ogaden ORG U-Actor-GAZ4|C U-Actor-GAZ|C U-GPE-GAZ1|C U-GPE-GAZ|C
U-LOCGPE-GAZ1|C U-LOCGPE-GAZ|C
National ORG U-Actor-GAZ3|C U-Actor-GAZ4|C U-Actor-GAZ|C
Liberation ORG U-Actor-GAZ3|C U-Actor-GAZ4|C U-Actor-GAZ|C
Front ORG U-Actor-GAZ3|C U-Actor-GAZ4|C U-Actor-GAZ|C
, O
ONLF ORG U-Actor-GAZ1|C U-Actor-GAZ|C U-Author-GAZ1|C U-Author-GAZ|C
U-ORG-GAZ1|C U-ORG-GAZ|C
] O

We can see that gazetteers only create unigram features. There are no
n-gram features created for any gazetteer matching, though it is indirectly
implemented in the clean matching: as it checks with the contextual (to
current token) sequence to see if it is a full match.

If we look at the “Ogaden” token and its features, we get the following
gazetteer features with a description of what they represent each:

“U-Actor-GAZ4|C” is an indicator of the indirect sequence matching as
a result of how clean matching works: when this token is queried
with the gazetteer, it returns an object containing the full entry for
that gazetteer entry, which for “Ogaden” is a gazetteer object with
“Ogaden National Liberation Front” as the full entry for the object,
with the “Actor-GAZ4” feature saved. On matching with “Ogaden”,
it then checks the current document token sequence vs the full entry
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tokens to see if they also match with the words in the gazetteer object,
and if they all match, it adds the “Actor-GAZ4” saved feature to the
feature list.

“U-Actor-GAZ|C” is the generic feature of the previous “Actor-GAZ4”
feature, as when each gazetteer object with a sequence of tokens for
that entry is added, a general version without the matching length
is also created: so we get two matches every time a clean match
happens, one with the matching length: “Actor-GAZ4”, and one
without: “Actor-GAZ”.

“U-GPE-GAZ1|C” shows the feature created when a gazetteer entry with
one token in the full entry for the gazetteer object is a match. In this
case, we can know the gazetteer entry is “GPE Ogaden”, as per the
input format we used.

“U-GPE-GAZ|C” is the same as the “U-ACTOR-GAZ|C” feature, this
is the corresponding general version of the previous GPE labeled
gazetteer feature.

“U-LOCGPE-GAZ1|C” and “U-LOCGPE-GAZ|C” are like the previous
two features, except the match had the “LOCGPE” label instead.

As mentioned, the clean gazetteer matching checks with the contextual
sequence for a full gazetteer match, and this is shown if we look at the
features for “Ogaden”, “National”, “Liberation” and “Front”: all four of
these tokens include the feature “U-Actor-GAZ4|C”, which indicates that
they are all part of the match with 4 matching words. Similarly, we can
see that the features for “National”, “Liberation” and “Front” indicate they
have a three token match for just the “National Liberation Front” sequence
in the gazetteer, based on the “U-Actor-GAZ3|C” feature they all have. A
search for “National Liberation Front” as a string in the raw gazetteer input
file returns “Actor National Liberation Front” as an entry, as expected.
Adding in “Ogaden” as the first token and searching again, we find the
gazetteer entry: “Actor Ogaden national Liberation Front”.

In general, we can also note the label names used for the features are the
exact same as used in the gazetteer, which are all shown in the introduction
in table 5.3.

Next is sloppy matching, which has many more possible matches, as
indicated by the coverage tests in table 5.4, which shows significantly
more string overlap between annotations and gazetteer entries when using
sloppy matching.

The following example shows the same text processed as for the clean
matching, but with sloppy configuration instead. As the output with
sloppy matching is too extensive, some tokens have been summarized with
a count of the amount of features found instead of being displayed in full,
while still only counting gazetteer features:

(A.8) rebels O U-Actor-GAZ2|C U-Actor-GAZ3|C U-Actor-GAZ8|C U-Actor-GAZ|C
U-ORG-GAZ2|C U-ORG-GAZ3|C U-ORG-GAZ|C
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of O <88 features>
the O <83 features>
Ogaden ORG U-Actor-GAZ2|C U-Actor-GAZ3|C U-Actor-GAZ4|C U-Actor-GAZ|C
U-GPE-GAZ1|C U-GPE-GAZ|C U-LOCGPE-GAZ1|C U-LOCGPE-GAZ|C U-ORG-GAZ3|C
U-ORG-GAZ|C U-Source-GAZ19|C U-Source-GAZ2|C U-Source-GAZ|C
National ORG <40 features>
Liberation ORG <21 features>
Front ORG <22 features>
, O
ONLF ORG U-Actor-GAZ1|C U-Actor-GAZ|C U-Author-GAZ1|C U-Author-GAZ|C
U-ORG-GAZ1|C U-ORG-GAZ|C U-Source-GAZ2|C U-Source-GAZ|C
] O U-Actor-GAZ4|C U-Actor-GAZ|C U-LOC-GAZ4|C U-LOC-GAZ7|C U-LOC-GAZ|C
U-LOCGPE-GAZ12|C U-LOCGPE-GAZ4|C U-LOCGPE-GAZ8|C U-LOCGPE-GAZ|C U-ORG-GAZ4|C
U-ORG-GAZ|C U-Source-GAZ6|C U-Source-GAZ|C

As there are too many matches to describe each, we will simply describe
the format used instead.

To begin, let us take the two connected variations we can see for
an arbitrary feature, e.g. “U-Actor-GAZ4” and “U-Actor-GAZ” for the
“Ogaden” token. If we redefine these features into the patterns that made
them, the latter only changes the label, while the first can be replaced with:
“U-a-GAZb”. Here b represents the amount of tokens in the gazetteer entry
the current token matched with, while b represents the label for the whole
gazetteer entry as per the input format. As sloppy matching only requires
one token to be in an entry to match, matching is more common than with
clean matching in general. For the example given with “Actor-GAZ4”, this
then means the entry we matched with consists of four tokens in total, and
had the label “Actor”. The feature without the token count is, as with
clean matching, simply added as a general label match, indicating that the
current token matched with at least one entry of that label.

From the examples we can also see that some gazetteer entries contain
a lot of tokens, which is evident if we look at some examples from the
cropped away features for “of”: in the features cropped we find both “Source-
GAZ41” and “Source-GAZ25”, indicating there are at least two gazetteer
entries consisting of respectively 41 and 25 tokens each, that sloppily match
with the “of” token.

It is also notable that filler words are now significantly more likely to
match, as shown by both “of” and “the”: they match with a lot of gazetteer
entries. Even “]” has several matches. As a consequence of how the
gazetteers are extracted, the “,” token does not have any entries: they are
interpreted during gazetteer extraction as an entry separator, and has been
split into several entries and consequently removed. Sloppy matching will
return any gazetteer entry with (e.g.) “of” as a token when looking for “of”.

We can also see that e.g. “Ogaden” now matches more gazetteer labels
compared to when using clean matching, where it only matched the three
labels: “Actor”, “GPE” and “LOCGPE”. With sloppy matching, we find
those three and additionally find matches with “Source” and “ORG” labels
for the same token.
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A.3 Full feature examples

Last is the full features as made by the system with both the gazetteer
feature enabled and distributional similarity feature, still with the baseline
feature set as well. The examples are without any filtering and the gazetteer
feature is configured for clean matching, to show how the full features
output for a token can look:

(A.9) Distributional similarity features created by the system for the
“Somali” and “Government” tokens:

Somali ORG U-###|C U-#<S#|C U-#<So#|C U-#<Som#|C U-#<Soma#|C U-#<Somal#|C
U-#ali>#|C U-#i>#|C U-#li>#|C U-#mali>#|C U-#omali>#|C U--DISJP|C U--PTYPE|C
U--PW|C U-...Xxxxx-PCTYPE|C U-...Xxxxx-PPW_CTYPE|C U-...Xxxxx-PW_CTYPE|C
U-...Xxxxx...Xxxxxk-PCNTYPE|C U-164-NDISTSIM|C U-28-DISTSIM|C U-AU-DISJN|C
U-Actor-GAZ1|C U-Actor-GAZ|C U-GPE-GAZ1|C U-GPE-GAZ|C U-Government-DISJN|C
U-Government-NW|C U-NO-OCCURRENCE-PATTERN|C U-Somali-WORD|C U-Xxxxx-TYPE|C
U-Xxxxx...Government-NW_CTYPE|C U-Xxxxx...Xxxxxk-CNTYPE|C U-Xxxxxk-NTYPE|C
U-and-DISJN|C U-forces-DISJN|C U-launched-DISJN|C U-null-PDISTSIM|C B--28-PSEQpcDS|CpC
B--PSEQpDS|CpC B--PSEQpS|CpC B--PSEQpW|CpC B--Somali-PSEQW2|CpC B--Xxxxx-TYPES|CpC
B-28-PSEQcDS|CpC B-PSEQ|CpC B-Somali-PSEQW|CpC B-Xxxxx-PSEQcS|CpC B-Xxxxx-TPS2|CpC
B-Xxxxxk-TNS1|CpC

Government ORG U-###|C U-#<G#|C U-#<Go#|C U-#<Gov#|C U-#<Gove#|C U-#<Gover#|C
U-#ent>#|C U-#ment>#|C U-#nment>#|C U-#nt>#|C U-#t>#|C U--DISJP|C U-164-DISTSIM|C
U-28-PDISTSIM|C U-318-NDISTSIM|C U-AU-DISJN|C U-AU...Xxxxxk-NNW_CTYPE|C
U-Government-WORD|C U-Somali-DISJP|C U-Somali-PW|C U-Somali...Xxxxxk-PW_CTYPE|C
U-Xxxxx-PTYPE|C U-Xxxxx...Xxxxxk-PCTYPE|C U-Xxxxx...Xxxxxk...xxxk-PCNTYPE|C
U-Xxxxxk-TYPE|C U-Xxxxxk...and-NW_CTYPE|C U-Xxxxxk...xxxk-CNTYPE|C U-an-DISJN|C
U-and-DISJN|C U-and-NW|C U-forces-DISJN|C U-launched-DISJN|C U-xxxk-NTYPE|C
B-164-PSEQcDS|CpC B-28-164-PSEQpcDS|CpC B-28-PSEQpDS|CpC B-Government-PSEQW|CpC
B-PSEQ|CpC B-Somali-Government-PSEQW2|CpC B-Somali-PSEQpW|CpC B-Xxxxx-PSEQpS|CpC
B-Xxxxx-Xxxxxk-TYPES|CpC B-Xxxxxk-PSEQcS|CpC B-Xxxxxk-TPS2|CpC B-xxxk-TNS1|CpC

We will not address what each individual feature means further, this is
only included to give an idea of how the full feature set looks, as the two
previous sections used filtered examples to show only the most relevant
features. Note there is no guarantee that every feature enabled is shown
either, as using (e.g.) the gazetteer feature, if there are no matching entries
for a token, the feature is then simply skipped without adding in any
negative feature. This can be seen in example A.8 for the “,” token, which
has 0 features added from the gazetteer feature.
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Appendix B

Modified StanfordNER

This section presents the minimal modifications used to make Stanford-
NER lowercase gazetteers at load and during gazetteer matching, i.e. when
features are created.

Firstly, the version used for the modified system is from the CoreNLP
repository1. The exact commit used as base for the modifications is
not the equivalent of version 3.8.0, but an unversioned commit with
hash: 6589403f24b38470c157a40d2f75c95ee1b3011a2. As we use a different
version than 3.8.0 as base, when comparing results we then needed to use
the non-modified version of the system instead: i.e. a system from the same
commit as the modified system, but without the modifications applied. We
can then fairly compare with and without modifications applied, ensuring
that any difference from 3.8.0 is not a potential reason for difference in
performance shown, when comparing the systems.

Table B.1 shows the performances when evaluated on UCDP Testing
data, using the baseline feature set from Section 6.1 and the UCDP gazetteer
when configured. We can see there is a difference in performance between
the three systems, depending on configuration. To be specific, as the scores
for non-modified and the 3.8.0 versions are different, this implies there
were some changes between the commit we used as base and the release of
version 3.8.0, that affect the system when using the configurations shown.
We can see the difference in systems with no modifications was only
when using clean matching gazetteers. To ensure our main experiment
results are not affected by these differences, when comparing gazetteer
configurations, we always compare only the non-modified system versus
the modified system for each experiment.

We can see the equivalent of the baseline in table B.1 as well when using
the three different systems, and each system scores the same: 64.24 F1 score,
hence we can see the differences between the systems are not effective
when using the baseline configuration only. The baseline equivalents are
the ones with no gazetteer used.

For the modifications applied, they were intended to be minimal and

1URL to repository: https://github.com/stanfordnlp/CoreNLP/
2URL to exact commit: https://github.com/stanfordnlp/CoreNLP/tree/

6589403f24b38470c157a40d2f75c95ee1b3011a
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System Gazetteer Matching type P R F1

3.8.0 68.75 60.28 64.24
non-modified 68.75 60.28 64.24
modified 68.75 60.28 64.24

3.8.0 3 clean 72.47 63.44 67.65
non-modified 3 clean 72.41 63.51 67.67
modified 3 clean 71.79 63.20 67.22

3.8.0 3 sloppy 72.29 63.94 67.86
non-modified 3 sloppy 72.29 63.94 67.86
modified 3 sloppy 72.78 64.37 68.32

Table B.1: Comparison of StanfordNER system variations: version 3.8.0
versus modified and non-modified systems, where modified forces lower-
cased gazetteers. Results are with baseline feature set and the gazetteer
used is the UCDP gazetteer.

simply aimed at changing gazetteers to be lowercased without side effects.
The only modified file in the original source code is the “NERFeature-

Factory.java” file, located from the repository root folder at:
src/edu/stanford/nlp/ie/NERFeatureFactory.java.
The following is a description of the modifications applied to this file,

though we first give a description of how gazetteers are implemented in
StanfordNER.

To begin, two configuration flags decide which of the two gazetteer
implementations will be used: clean matching or sloppy matching. They
each have different implementations, and a conditional check decides
which is used.

The sloppy matching has the simplest implementation. It is stored in a
map that maps a hashed token to a collection of features, where the former
represent tokens we can match with and the latter is a collection of feature
texts to add for current token if we have a match. Thus, to create this, at
initialization every entry in the gazetteer is processed, where for each text
token in a line, the features we want if we match with that single token
for this gazetteer entry is created and added to the mapped collection. At
lookup, it is then simple to add features: you simple hash the token and
add every feature in the collection found for that hash, if there are any.

The clean matching is slightly more advanced, as it now needs to store
every word in a gazetteer entry to check if the entire entry matches. This
is again stored in a map, where a hashed token maps to a collection of a
new object type: a gazetteer information object. These objects store the
words for that entry as well as the feature to add if there is a match. At
initialization, each gazetteer entry is, for every word in the entry, creating
a gazetteer information object with the feature text and all the words in
the entry. This is then added to the collection found from the mapping
to the hashed version of the current word. At lookup, it then returns
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these gazetteer information objects — if there were any matches for the
current hashed token, and for every gazetteer information object, it does
a full comparison to see if the full gazetteer entry can be found in the text
we are currently processing. The feature saved in the matched gazetteer
information object is only added if the entire sequence of words stored in
the gazetteer information object is possible to match with, by additionally
advancing the current token and the gazetteer entries simultaneously until
the end of gazetteer entries and a full match is found. If any of the
advancing comparisons fail, the clean match is aborted with no feature
added.

For both types of matching, the gazetteer labels are stored in the
mentioned saved features created at initialization.

In general, features (this includes the gazetteer lookups mentioned
above) are created separately based on their n-gram setup, and as
gazetteers are only treated as an unigram feature by themselves, only the
unigram feature creation includes gazetteer checking. This feature creation
step is responsible for using the current token to lookup either sloppy
or clean matches in a gazetteer, as well as any other unigram features
used, depending on the configuration. The features returned on gazetteer
matches are added to an overall feature list for that token.

For examples of actual features created, they can be seen in Appendix A,
together with description of what they represent.

Having described how the gazetteers are implemented, we can narrow
down the modifications needed for lowercasing of gazetteers to the
following: how the gazetteers are initialized and how they are looked up
during feature creation.

The exact changes done were then:

1. For both clean and sloppy initialization, each word in the entry was
lowercased before being hashed, ensuring the gazetteer entries are
hashed using a lowercased token. This is enough change for sloppy
matching at initialization.

2. For initialization and only clean matching, the constructor for the
gazetteer information objects was modified to lowercase every word
added to the object. When looking up clean matches, the system
advances the tokens to compare with the full gazetteer entry tokens
— hence, this ensures the gazetteer information object entries are
lowercased for those comparisons.

3. The next modification is under unigram feature creation for a token,
where we make sure to create a separate lowercase version of the
current token. This is to ensure we do not modify anything used
by any other code, as we only use this new separately lowercased
version of the current token for the rest of the gazetteer feature
creation code.

We then modify the lookup code:
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• For sloppy matching, the lookup in the map for sloppy entries is
modified to use the new lowercased version of the current token.

• For clean matching, the same change is applied. Additionally,
as we need to compare every word in the gazetteer information
object with the currently processed token, we need to lowercase
the current token and the tokens used in the clean matching
comparison. As the information object’s entry tokens are already
lowercased, it is enough to lowercase the current document
token as they are iterated over.

This constitutes the full modifications applied. Notably, they are not
very efficient — there is a lot of repetition of lowercasing the same words,
instead of lowercasing once and just retrieving those next time. The focus
was on ensuring no side effects, hence the modifications were kept simple
and clear.

A public GitHub repository with both the non-modified and the mod-
ified systems can be found at https://github.com/aperte/adapt-conflict-ner.
For version 3.8.0, the official release is used, thus this is not included.
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Appendix C

Preprocessing example:
metadata document type

This section shows an example of the more extensive modification to
documents containing semi-structured data with pre-defined keywords. In
the UCDP Testing data with 150 annotated documents, this modification
was used on only two documents.

The document shown in this section is after preprocessing. This can
be seen clearly from the inserted headline on the first line, followed by an
additional newline.

The modification for this type of document is to use pre-defined
keywords that are always directly followed by a TAB character to identify
token borders. We insert a space before the keyword when a keyword
match occurs. We also replace the aforementioned TAB character with
a space. The result is that e.g. “BornoDescription” from example C.1
is turned into “Borno Description”, as shown in example C.2. The
space added before the “Description” keyword after matching makes the
sequence correctly tokenized.

(C.1) Example of document with preprocessing applied, but without
further modification:

Boko Haram Attack Travelers, Borno1

2

Identifier IBD002812Title Boko Haram Attack Travelers, BornoDescription3

Boko Haram insurgents ambushed some travellers and killed 94

of them. A lorry loaded with beans was hijacked as well.Start5

date 2014-05-16End date 2014-05-16Duration 1 Day(s)Place Between6

Mainok and BenisheikNumber of death(s) 10Number of death(s)7

according to police 0Number of death(s) according to press 10Protagonists8

islamic groups, political groupsCauses of violence political9

issue, religious issueSources of information Other newpapers10

1 (9 ) , Daily Trust (11 )LGA Kaga, Konduga11

(C.2) Example of document with preprocessing applied, and also
modifications to insert spacing based on keyword matching:
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Boko Haram Attack Travelers, Borno1

2

Identifier IBD002812 Title Boko Haram Attack Travelers, Borno3

Description Boko Haram insurgents ambushed some travellers and4

killed 9 of them. A lorry loaded with beans was hijacked as5

well. Start date 2014-05-16 End date 2014-05-16 Duration 1 Day(s)6

Place Between Mainok and Benisheik Number of death(s) 10 Number7

of death(s) according to police 0 Number of death(s) according8

to press 10 Protagonists islamic groups, political groups Causes9

of violence political issue, religious issue Sources of information10

Other newpapers 1 (9 ) , Daily Trust (11 )LGA Kaga, Konduga11

The keywords we match for are e.g. “Identifier”, “Title”, “Description”,
“Start date”, “End date”, “Duration”; etc., and the list used would have to
be expanded if more variations were discovered in other documents of the
same type.

The requirement to be considered a keyword is to be in this type of
document and to always be directly followed by a TAB character. The TAB
requirement is to ensure it is not mixed with a word contained in the text
otherwise.

This is in response to the tokenization problem mentioned in Sec-
tion 5.3. This type of document had tokens hard to separate according to
this problem, but as they support programmatic adding of spaces, we can
avoid some measure of extra noise for these documents.

In example C.1 we see the document before the keyword matching.
After the keyword matching and adding of spaces, shown in example C.2,
every keyword is replaced with, symbolically: “<space><keyword><space>”.
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Appendix D

Reduced guidelines

This section includes the reduced guidelines used for the annotations
created as a part of this project.

D.1 Introduction to the guidelines

These guidelines are a heavily reduced version of the guidelines released
with ACE-2 Version 1.0. The version of the guidelines used as a base was
2.5.1, dated: 20030502.

The reductions applied are as described in Chapter 3.
In the original guidelines, they refer to individual instances of entities

as “mentions”, and as such this document does as well.
The main changes are:

• The removal of all generic entities, all pronoun entities and all
nominal entities.

• The entity type system is simplified, with GPE roles ignored.

• Metonymy and nesting has been changed to resolve into only one
annotation.

The changes leave only one type of mentions, namely name mentions.
These are the most similar to proper nouns, and we use them to define
name mentions to annotate.

D.2 Name mention definition

A name mention is a proper noun referring to a named entity. Every such
name mention should be annotated. From this point on, any reference to a
name mention will be shortened to just mention, as this is the only type of
mention we are concerned with.

D.3 Entity type definitions

Every mention should be categorized into the following types:
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Person A mention representing a person or groups of persons.

• Mark both dead and alive entities, including fictional characters,
except when e.g. “Batman” is used for the show title and not the
character.

• Titles like saint, imam, et al. are to be considered titles, and are
not to be annotated.

• “God” is only considered when used like a name. Anything that
is not-human, like animals, is not to be annotated.

• A group of people are considered to be a Person entity unless
they are fit for either GPE or Organization, both of which are
described below.
Ethnic, religious or political groupings, e.g. “Catholics” or
“African-Americans”, are considered an organization if they
have an organizing body, or if the mention is referring to them
in general.

Organization A mention representing an organization by name.

• This can be most formally recognized groups or associations that
are persistent, e.g. a buisness, government or a music group.

• Industrial sectors are to be treated as organizations.

• Groupings like a family or a crew are not organizations.

• An organization is considered agentive: it can be used as an
agent for actions.

Location A geographic location referenced by name. Only used when
there are no political entity with the same name, e.g. not a country,
but entities like a mountain range or a river.

• Typical examples are geographic entities like rivers, mountains,
the solar system or (e.g.) tourist attractions.

• Relative locations are not themselves entities, e.g. “90 miles east
of Mount Fuji” would only mark “Mount Fuji”.

• Borders are not considered entities.

Facility A functional (generally man-made) structure that can be refer-
enced by name. For example, stadiums or museums.

• A room may be considered a Facility by itself, but only if the
room has its own name to be referred to by. Parts of a facility,
like windows or doors, are not considered facilities themselves.

GPE A Geo-Political (Geographical/Social/Political) entity, which is a
composite type used for e.g. cities, states or countries, who are built
up of a population, a government and a physical location.
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• Can be used as an agent, e.g. by referencing the composite part
of itself that is the organization, (e.g.) France could be a reference
to the government: “France made a new law stating that dilly-
dallying is now illegal”, or to the population in aggregate:
“France was happy with the new law.”

• References to parts of the government are considered Organiza-
tion, as they are separate entities. For example, “France signed
an agreement” vs “The Labour Party signed an agreement”.

• GPE Clusters, e.g. Asia or Europe, are considered GPEs and not
locations, owning to their populace and sometimes sharing a
governing body of some form.

• Nested GPE references (e.g.) “Provo, Utah” are to be treated
as separate entities, where “Provo” gives one GPE and “Utah”
gives another.

D.4 Extent to be marked

In general, everything that is considered a part of the proper noun
representing this mention is to be marked in one annotation.

Each annotation is considered atomic, with no entities fully contained in
another or nested, so e.g. “The New York Times” is only one Organization
mention.

Symbols are not considered part of a proper noun and therefore not
marked, e.g. punctuation.

Start or end of marked extent is to follow from what would be a normally
expected tokenized words, and try to start or end with the expected
tokens for the named entity. Some exceptions are when text has
errors, like missing spaces between what is obviously meant to be
two words, like e.g. “ThursdayGrandfather”, then the extent can start
or end in the middle of a token.

Contractions and e.g. possessive endings (’s) are not considered part of a
token.

Determiners like “the” are part of the name when appropriate, like e.g.
in “The New York Times” or “The Rolling Stones”. We include the
determiner when it is an incomplete reference without it, as in the
identity is generally referred to using the determiner. For example,
“Rolling Stones” is an incomplete reference and would be incorrect
when referring to “The Rolling Stones”. If not significant for the
proper noun, they are excluded from the extent.

Conjunctions are to be separately annotated for each part of the conjunc-
tion. This includes range expressions, like “from [Spain] to [Africa]”,
or disjunctions.
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Titles or roles are not considered part of the mention, so e.g. “President
Obama” only marks “Obama” as a Person entity. Same with
honorifics. Appositives like “Jr.” or “III” however are considered part
of the mention and should be annotated.

Shared modifier for a single-name expression, with no elision like in e.g.
“U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service”, should be considered one entity.

Aliases and nicknames are to be annotated, including acronyms and
truncated references, e.g. only using the last name for a Person entity
or a shorter reference to a sports team: (e.g.) “Red Sox” vs “Boston
Red Sox”.

D.5 Metonymy

Metonymy occurs when a speaker uses a reference to one entity to refer to
another entity (or entities) related to it. For example, in the sentence below,
“Beijing” is a capital city name that is used as a reference to “the Chinese
government”:

(D.1) Beijing will not continue sales of anti-ship missiles to Iran.

In this way, we can define that metonymy makes reference to two
entities, one intended and one literal reference. The intended reference
is the wanted reference type for that sentence, while the literal is the
objectively true interpretation. For example, given:

(D.2) Le Louvre banned all casual Fridays

Here, the intended reference for “Le Louvre” is Organization, but the
literal reference is a Facility, namely the museum “Le Louvre”. This can be
reasoned from that a facility itself can not ban anything, and what makes
the decision is the Organization that implicitly exists behind.

We have the following rules for resolving metonymy:

Resolving with at least one GPE: One common case of metonymy is
when a GPE is used for one of its composite sub types, like using
a GPE to reference its physical location. GPEs are a composite type
of physical location, population and government, so if the GPE type
itself contains the metonymy alternative, then the GPE option is the
chosen option always, regardless of literal or intended references.

This is strict, so if the metonymy related to the GPE is not a part of
the composite types, we use the normal preference for the intended
interpretation. For example, national sports teams that have the
same name as the nation GPE reference, but is intended to be the
organization that represents the sports team, as it does not fall under
the composited GPE, the normal rules for intended reference over
literal applies instead.
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Resolving with Organization and Facility: Another common type of met-
onymy is when a Facility reference is used as an Organization, like
in the above “Le Louvre” example. The intended reference type is
chosen as normal.

In summary, we choose the intended interpretation except for GPEs,
where some consideration is required.

D.6 Disambiguation rules

These rules are intended to help disambiguate the mentions and their
labels, to in certain cases of ambiguity help decide how to annotate:

Uknown or listings of entities with GPE vs Location situations: When en-
tities of type either Location or GPE is listed in text, and there is not
enough context in the document or externally to conclude which is
correct label, if one or more of the entities in the listing can be iden-
tified, use this to extrapolate to the rest of the listing. If no entity has
any discernible category, default to GPE.

What extent to mark for each entity: When choosing extents, in cases of
entities that may be referred to using both shorter versions and
longer versions, like e.g. “Amhar Province” or “Amhar”, then
consider capitalization one source of indicator to extent to include:
if “Province” is also capitalized, it is considered part of the proper
name for this entity and is therefore also marked, making “Amhar
Province” the correct extent in this example.

Modifier to entities as separate entities Some entities can serve as a mod-
ifier to another, and in such cases we mark them as two separate en-
tities. For example, given the text “Shia Turkmen”, we can surmise
that “Shia” is a modifier for the “Turkmen” entity, and as such we
mark the two as two separate entities.

How to annotate ethnic groups Ethnic groups that lack a formal structure
or otherwise are spread over disassociated regions should default to
the Person label, indicating the Group sub-type of Person. If they do
have a formal structure, then Organization is used.

Do not annotate languages Some languages can be exact matches or
similar to the GPE name of its origin, and any reference to a language
should not be annotated.
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Appendix E

Raw source article entry

This simply displays the full extracted value from the “article” field for the
entry shown in table 4.2. Note: there are no newlines in the raw text, the
newlines shown are from wrapping the text width to fit on this page.

Identifier PAR011366 Description A cult group called KK attack
Eiye Confraternity, leading to the death of one Abdulazeez Aremu,
a scion to the Baale of the area and SS3 student who was writing
his WAEC (an examination). Retaliation fight the following night
ensues. Toll: 5 deaths Start date 2013-04-16 End date 2013-04-17
Duration 2 Day(s) Place Akanimodo/Ajilogo area of Mile 12, Araromie
Quarters, an adjoining neighborhood to the troubled spot in the Mile
12 Number of death(s) 5 Number of death(s) according to police
0 Number of death(s) according to press 5 Protagonists cult societies

Causes of violence crime Sources of information Independent (5
) LGA Ikorodu
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